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FROM ITS VERY BEGINNING

The Texas Tech University community has had a sense of destiny and an awareness of the impact it could and would have on Texas and the wider world. Originally named Texas Technological College, which opened in 1925 with six buildings, four schools (Agriculture, Engineering, Home Economics, and Liberal Arts), and an enrollment of 914. The institution grew rapidly after World War II, and in 1969 the Texas legislature approved a name change to Texas Tech University. In the years since, Texas Tech has grown to become the largest comprehensive higher education institution in the western two-thirds of the state. The university is the major institution of higher education in a region larger than 46 of the nation’s 50 states.

Today, Texas Tech continues to thrive, with more than 40,000 students enrolled in its 11 colleges: Davis College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources, Huckabee College of Architecture, Arts & Sciences, Jerry S. Rawls College of Business Administration, Education, Edward E. Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering, Honors College, Human Sciences, Media & Communication, J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts, the Graduate School, and University Studies, as well as the School of Law, and School of Veterinary Medicine.

Because of its educational scope and purpose, as well as the size of the region it serves, Texas Tech University operates in numerous Texas locations beyond the Lubbock campus and internationally in Costa Rica. In all, the Texas Tech University System includes Texas Tech University, Angelo State University, Midwestern State University, Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center, and Texas Tech University Health Sciences Center at El Paso.
SINCE TEXAS TECH’S FIRST graduation ceremony in the spring of 1927, more than 200,000 undergraduate and graduate degrees have been awarded by the university. From these proud graduates have emerged captains of industry, world-renowned surgeons, noted authors, famous singers, acclaimed teachers and professors, attorneys, entrepreneurs, agronomists, scientists, professional athletes, and countless others who have claimed positions of service and responsibility in a rapidly changing world.

Texas Tech University alumni and graduates have governed states, flown in space, served as Presidential cabinet members, won Olympic gold medals, served as ambassadors to foreign countries, acted on Broadway stages, won Pulitzer Prizes, served in Congress, led Fortune 500 companies, and been watched by millions on network television news.

All Texas Tech graduates can point with pride to the solid academic preparation they received and the personal connections they made as Red Raiders. For beneath the spacious skies of West Texas and in the halls of brick and tile through which they strolled during their time on campus, generations of Texas Tech students have been provided a foundation for success that is without parallel. As they take their first steps into careers that will see many of them literally change the world, they can remember with certainty one important fact about Texas Tech University:

From here, it’s possible.
Friday, May 10, 2024
11:00 a.m.

Presiding
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
President, Texas Tech University

Processional*
Texas Tech Commencement Band
Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor

National Anthem
Ms. Lauren Justman
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Welcoming Remarks
Mr. Tim Culp
Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System

Student Speaker
Mr. Chad Thornton
Graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Microbiology

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Ronald Hendrick
Provost and Senior Vice President

Recognition of Outstanding Students Class of 2024
Dr. Ronald Hendrick

Charge to the Graduates
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Alma Mater
(Words on Back Cover)
Ms. Lauren Justman

Presentation of Degree Candidates
Dr. Jill Hernandez, Dean, Honors College
Dr. Sean Cunningham, Associate Dean for Administrative Affairs, College of Arts & Sciences

Closing of Ceremony

* Please remain seated during the Processional.
**Friday, May 10, 2024**

**4:00 p.m.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Person(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Presiding**                              | Dr. Lawrence Schovanec  
*President, Texas Tech University* |
| **Processional**                           | Texas Tech Commencement Band  
*Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor*  |
| **National Anthem**                        | Mr. Cesar Velez  
*Graduating with a Master of Music*  |
| **Welcoming Remarks**                      | Mr. Mark Griffin  
*Chairman, Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System*  |
| **Student Speaker**                        | Dr. Hannah Snidman  
*Graduating with a Doctor of Philosophy in Experimental Psychology*  |
| **Presentation of Honorary Degree to**     | Dr. Lawrence Schovanec  
Jere Lynn Burkhart, Doctor of Humane Letters, Honoris Causa from Texas Tech University  |
| **Conferring of Degrees**                  | Dr. Lawrence Schovanec  
Dr. Ronald Hendrick  
*Provost and Senior Vice President*  |
| **Recognition of Outstanding Students**    | Dr. Ronald Hendrick  
Class of 2024  |
| **Charge to the Graduates**                | Dr. Lawrence Schovanec  |
| **Alma Mater**                             | Ms. Quin Shelton  
*Pursuing a Bachelor of Music*  |
| **Presentation of Degree Candidates**      | Dr. Mark Sheridan,  
*Vice Provost for Graduate and Postdoctoral Affairs; Dean, Graduate School*  |
| **Closing of Ceremony**                    |  |

*Please remain seated during the Processional.*
Friday, May 10, 2024
7:00 p.m.

Presiding
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
President, Texas Tech University

Processional*
Texas Tech Commencement Band
Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor

National Anthem
Mr. Chandlar Head
Graduating with a Master of Music

Welcoming Remarks
Mr. Pat Gordon
Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System

Student Speaker
Dr. Shadab Nejat
Graduating with a Doctor of Philosophy in Nutritional Sciences

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Ronald Hendrick
Provost and Senior Vice President

Recognition of Outstanding Students Class of 2024
Dr. Ronald Hendrick

Charge to the Graduates
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Alma Mater
(Words on Back Cover)
Mr. Cesar Velez
Graduating with a Master of Music

Presentation of Degree Candidates
Dr. Mark Sheridan, Vice Provost for Graduate and Postdoctoral Affairs; Dean, Graduate School

Closing of Ceremony

* Please remain seated during the Processional.
**Saturday, May 11, 2024**  
**9:00 a.m.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Speaker/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Presiding                                  | Dr. Lawrence Schovanec  
* President, Texas Tech University*                                         |
| Processional*                              | Texas Tech Commencement Band  
* Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor*                                                  |
| National Anthem                            | Ms. Kara Palermo  
* Graduating with a Master of Music*                                           |
| Welcoming Remarks                          | Mr. Clay Cash  
* Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System*                                |
| Student Speaker                            | Ms. Savanna Montgomery  
* Graduating with a Bachelor of Arts in Creative Media Industries*               |
| Conferring of Degrees                      | Dr. Lawrence Schovanec  
Dr. Ronald Hendrick  
* Provost and Senior Vice President*                                              |
| Recognition of Outstanding Students Class of 2024 | Dr. Ronald Hendrick                                                        |
| Charge to the Graduates                    | Dr. Lawrence Schovanec                                                     |
| Alma Mater                                 | Mr. Cesar Velez  
* Graduating with a Master of Music*                                           |
| Presentation of Degree Candidates          | Dr. Rob Stewart, *Interim Dean, College of Media & Communication*           |
|                                           | Dr. Roland Faller, *Dean, Edward E. Whitacre, Jr.*                          |
|                                           | *College of Engineering*                                                    |
| Closing of Ceremony                        |                                                                           |

* Please remain seated during the Processional.
Saturday, May 11, 2024
1:30 p.m.

Presiding

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
President, Texas Tech University

Processional*

Texas Tech Commencement Band
Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor

National Anthem

Ms. Abagaile Hobbs
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Welcoming Remarks

Mr. Mark Griffin
Chairman, Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System

Student Speaker

Ms. Jolea Jacob
Graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Apparel Design and Manufacturing

Conferring of Degrees

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Ronald Hendrick
Provost and Senior Vice President

Recognition of Outstanding Students Class of 2024

Dr. Ronald Hendrick

Charge to the Graduates

Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Alma Mater
(Words on Back Cover)

Ms. Lauren Justman
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Presentation of Degree Candidates

Dr. Martin Camacho, Dean, J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts
Dr. Patrick Hughes, Dean, University Studies
Dr. Jesse Perez Mendez, Dean, College of Education
Prof. Urs Peter Flueckiger, Dean, Huckabee College of Architecture
Dr. Tim Dodd, Dean, College of Human Sciences

Closing of Ceremony

* Please remain seated during the Processional.
Saturday, May 11, 2024
4:30 p.m.

Presiding
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
President, Texas Tech University

Procesional*
Texas Tech Commencement Band
Dr. Sarah McKoin, Conductor

National Anthem
Ms. Abagaile Hobbs
Graduating with a Bachelor of Music

Welcoming Remarks
Mr. Pat Gordon
Board of Regents, Texas Tech University System

Student Speaker
Ms. Anna Wyle
Graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Animal Science

Special Guest Speaker
Rudy Gatlin

Conferring of Degrees
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec
Dr. Ronald Hendrick
Provost and Senior Vice President

Recognition of Outstanding Students Class of 2024
Dr. Ronald Hendrick

Charge to the Graduates
Dr. Lawrence Schovanec

Alma Mater
Mr. Chandlar Head
Graduating with a Master of Music
(Words on Back Cover)

Presentation of Degree Candidates
Dr. Robert Cox, Associate Dean for Academic and Student Programs,
Davis College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources
Dr. Margaret Williams, Dean, Jerry S. Rawls College of Business Administration

Closing of Ceremony

* Please remain seated during the Processional.
Chad Thornton is a microbiology major with a minor in chemistry. He dreams of becoming a family physician and running his own clinic someday. He is originally from Farmington, New Mexico, a small town in the Four Corners area. Being from New Mexico, he really enjoys the outdoors, and that’s where he likes to spend his time, whether it be fly fishing, hiking, or mountain biking. He also loves the comforts of home; when he’s not in class, in Dr. Brown’s research lab, or at his student assistant job, he likes the finer indoor activities like cooking, playing video games, and listening to podcasts. He will start TTUHSC’s molecular pathology one-year master’s program this summer and is hoping to begin medical school immediately after completion.

Hannah Snidman is graduating with her Ph.D. in Experimental Psychology with a specialization in social psychology. She was born and raised in St. Louis, Missouri, and attended Bradley University in Peoria, Illinois, for her undergraduate degree. In the fall, Hannah will begin her position as a tenure-track assistant professor in psychology at Marymount University in Arlington, Virginia. She would like to thank her fiancé, parents, sister, grandmas, advisor, and the rest of her family and friends for their support throughout her Ph.D. journey. This degree belongs just as much to them as it does to her.

Shadi Nejat is a Ph.D. candidate in the Department of Nutritional Sciences, under the esteemed mentorship of Dr. Naima Moustaid-Moussa. Beginning her academic journey with a B.S. in Biology from the University of Texas at Arlington, she then pursued a Doctor of Chiropractic degree from Parker University, practicing chiropractic care for twelve years before returning to academia. Engaging in groundbreaking research, Shadi led at TTU an international collaborative project exploring links between inactivation of a heat shock proteins diet, obesity, and diabetes. Her outstanding leadership as a graduate student includes service as President of the Graduate Nutrition Organization, while achieving recognition for her research through various presentations and prestigious awards both nationally and internationally. With a passion for teaching, Shadi’s commitment to academia is evident, and she looks forward to a long, fulfilling career of mentoring, teaching, and research.
Savanna Montgomery is from Lexington, Kentucky. She majored in creative media industries and minored in professional communication at the College of Media & Communication. She served as a Dean’s Student Ambassador and was also a member of Pi Delta Alpha. Savanna participated in various outdoor programs offered by CoMC, such as The Great Plains Project, The Junction Experience, and Adventure Media.

Jolea Jacob is a graduate from the College of Human Sciences at Texas Tech University, obtaining a Bachelor’s degree in Apparel Design and Manufacturing with double minors in communication studies and women’s and gender studies. Throughout her academic journey, Jolea has actively contributed to campus life, serving as a University Ambassador for President Select, President of the Hi-Tech Fashion Group, and Miss Black TTU 2022 for the Black Student Association. She is also a proud member of the Eta Lambda Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc. and has held the role of VP of Events for the National Panhellenic Council. Jolea’s commitment to leadership and community engagement embodies the spirit of our graduating class.

Anna Wyle is originally from Boerne, Texas, and is graduating from Texas Tech with a Bachelor of Science in Animal Science and a minor in agricultural communications. She has been actively involved in the Davis College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources as a member of the 2022 National Champion Wool Judging Team, the 2023 National Champion Meat Science Quiz Bowl Team, and the 2023 Reserve National Champion Meat Judging Team and was named an All-American for wool and meat judging. Anna also participated in undergraduate research in the Department of Animal and Food Sciences and completed industry internships with the Southwest Meat Association as a communications intern and with Tyson Foods in research and product development at their world headquarters in Springdale, Arkansas. After graduation, Anna will continue her education in Lubbock as she will pursue a Master’s in Animal Science, with a meat science emphasis, and coach the 2025 Texas Tech Wool Judging Team.
Rudy Gatlin was raised on Gospel music in a musically talented family with his mother playing the piano and his father playing the guitar. They taught him to sing harmony, listening to the albums of Gospel groups like the Statesmen Quartet and Blackwood Brothers Quartet.

Rudy was just two and a half when big brother Larry, age six, convinced their mother he was ready to join him and Steve, age four. Winning a talent show in Abilene, Texas, they started singing in church, on radio, and the Slim Willet Show on KRBC-TV. A musical career continued for Rudy and his brothers while mixed with school, sports, and church at Odessa, Texas. Rudy attended Texas Tech University, graduating with a B.B.A. in 1974.

A few years later, the Brothers converged on Nashville where they recorded “Broken Lady” for Monument Records, becoming a #1 hit and winning the Grammy for Best Country Song in 1976. Mr. Gatlin remembers this time as being unreal! They went to L.A., got tuxedos, and had the time of their lives. However, the Brothers could still tell they were country boys because they fought for the front seat of the limo.

The Gatlin Brothers recorded numerous albums and toured extensively throughout the United States, playing at sold-out concerts, fairs, and Las Vegas. The Academy of Country Music (ACM) honored them with awards for Single of the Year for “All the Gold in California” and Album of the Year for Straight Ahead. They performed on the Country Music Association (CMA) awards shows, The Johnny Cash 25th Anniversary Show, CBS’s Country Comes Home, Good Morning America, Jimmy Kimmel Live, and The Tonight Show starring Johnny Carson and Jay Leno. “The Gatlin Brothers Special” aired on ABC TV in 1981. Mr. Gatlin likes to say, “You name a TV show and we were probably on it!”

Their travels also included country music festivals in England, Sweden, and Germany. In addition, they’ve performed for Presidential Inaugurations, the White House, Ford Theater, and Camp David at the invitations of Presidents Carter, Reagan, both Bush Presidents, and Trump.

Rudy starred in the role of Curly in Rodgers and Hammerstein’s Oklahoma, and the part of Frank Butler in Irving Berlin’s Annie Get Your Gun.

Rudy is involved with several charity golf events throughout the country. He has two children, Austin and Lauren.
CONVOCATIONS COMMITTEE
Dr. Jon Crider, Chair
Dr. Rhonda Boros, Past Chair
Mr. Josh Adamek
Dr. Corey Brelofsord
Dr. Carla Davis Cash
Dr. Yoon Hyun Chae
Dr. Julie Chang
Ms. Morgan Chavez-Brannon
Ms. Sarah Deville-Holly
Dr. Sara Dodd
Dr. Kristi Gaines
Ms. Brady Gatus
Dr. Michael Giessmann
Ms. Maggie Gilchrest
Dr. Alastair Hamilton
Dr. Vijay Hegde
Dr. Zachi Hofman
Mr. Nate Imai
Dr. Molly Ireland
Dr. Catherine Jai
Dr. Babu John-Mariadoss
Dr. Lourdes Juan
Dr. Jin Jung
Dr. Jacob Kerksey
Ms. Bethany Kowitzky
Dr. Stacy Lee
Dr. Erin Marie Legacye
Mr. Jarett Lujan
Dr. Conrad Lyford
Dr. Ann Mastergeorge
Dr. Lauren Miller
Dr. Milwla Park
Mr. Damien Pantoya
Dr. Michelle Pearson
Mr. Daniel Perez
Dr. Cynthia Phelps
Dr. Christy Rogers
Mr. Tom Rohrig
Dr. Jhones Sarturi
Dr. Sarah Schwitz
Mr. Sean Scully
Dr. Leslie Thompson
Dr. Susan Tomlinson
Mr. Tom Vehuizen
Dr. Vijay Hedge
Ms. Kim Walker
Ms. Feruzan Williams
Ms. Jordan Dahl
Ms. Amiee Dixon
Ms. Cadence Jost
Ms. Evelyn McCune
Ms. Abby Walton

PROGRAM
This program was produced by the Office of
the Provost in cooperation with the Convoca-
tions Committee and the Office of Official
Publications at Texas Tech University, Lindsay
Hallowell, Director, and Kaelene Hansen,
Senior Editor.

This program is an unofficial list of Spring 2024
graduates and should not be used to determine
a student’s academic or degree status. The actual
award of honors reflected on a student’s diploma
will be determined by the student’s final academic
average. The university’s official registry for con-
ferral of degrees is the student’s permanent aca-
demic record kept by the Office of the Registrar.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

COLLEGE READERS
Davis College of Agricultural Sciences &
Natural Resources – Dr. Vikram Baliga
Huckabee College of Architecture –
Mr. Darrick Wade
College of Arts & Sciences –
Ms. Rebecca Johnson,
Mr. Troy Scarborough, and
Mr. Benjamin Stanford
Rawls College of Business Administration –
Mr. Derrick Ginter
College of Education – Dr. Ana Torres
Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering –
Dr. Bashir Morshed and
Mr. Derek Johnston
Graduate School – Dr. Tim Dallas and
Dr. Babu John-Mariadoss
Honors College – Ms. Rebecca Johnson
College of Human Sciences –
Dr. Bill Gustafson
College of Media & Communication –
Dr. Todd Chambers
University Studies – Ms. Raynie Gibbs
Talkington College of Visual &
Performing Arts –
Ms. Rachel Hirshorn-Johnston

ADMINISTRATIVE
REPRESENTATIVES
Davis College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural
Resources – Mr. Michael Harper
Huckabee College of Architecture –
Ms. Amy Peterman
College of Arts & Sciences –
Ms. Kymberli Saldana
Rawls College of Business Administration –
Ms. Geleah Sharp
College of Education – Ms. Karen Noles
Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering –
Ms. Patricia Rodriguez
Graduate School – Ms. Vanessa Bara and
Ms. Alyssa Reichert
Honors College – Ms. Beth Scheckel
College of Human Sciences –
Ms. Shannon Tebo
College of Media & Communication –
Ms. Julia Heard Witt
University Studies – Ms. Courtney Lynn
Talkington College of Visual &
Performing Arts – Mr. Aaron Chavarria

STUDENT BANNER BEARERS
Davis College of Agricultural Sciences &
Natural Resources – Ms. Claudia Taylor
Huckabee College of Architecture –
Ms. Taylor Cooley
College of Arts & Sciences –
Ms. Baylie Jett Mills
Rawls College of Business Administration –
Ms. Jade Montaño
College of Education – Ms. Kathleen Isbell
Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering –
Mr. Sushim Mishra
Graduate School – Ms. Shayne White and
Mr. Tyler Castellanos
Honors College
11:00 a.m. – Mr. Joshua Adamek
9:00 a.m. – Mr. Geoffrey Daniels
1:30 p.m. – Ms. Hanna Weiser
4:30 p.m. – Ms. Junia Lee
College of Human Sciences –
Ms. Jolea Jacob
College of Media & Communication –
Ms. Ashley Snyder
University Studies – Mr. Gage Stephens
Talkington College of Visual &
Performing Arts – Ms. Claire Newey

FACULTY BANNER BEARERS
11:00 a.m. – Todd Anderson, Ph.D.
Professor of Environmental Chemistry,
College of Arts & Sciences
4:00 p.m. – Babu John-Mariadoss, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Marketing and Supply Chain
Management, Rawls College of Business Administration
7:00 p.m. – Jon McNaughtan, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Educational Psychology,
Leadership, & Counseling,
College of Education
9:00 a.m. – Jeremy Marston, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering,
Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering
1:30 p.m. – Anna Herring, B.A.
Lecturer in Human Resource Development,
University Studies
4:30 p.m. – Lindsey Slaughter, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Plant and Soil Science,
Davis College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural
Resources

LIBRARY BANNER BEARERS
11:00 a.m. – Ms. Kaitlin Murphy
9:00 a.m. – Mr. Anshul Kaware
1:30 p.m. – Ms. Susana Brinez
4:30 p.m. – Mr. Jacob Metz
CROWNED BY A FLAME symbolizing the Light of Knowledge, the Texas Tech University Presidential Mace is the symbolic staff of the power and authority of the university. It is constructed of lathed and molded bronze that has been rubbed with a layer of 24K gold. The school crest is presented on either side directly under the flame. Hand-rubbed black walnut has been used for the connecting shafts. The mace was designed by Professor Robly A. Glover in the School of Art. Professor Glover’s artwork is on display throughout the United States and included in the permanent collections of the Art Institute of Chicago, the Yale Silver Collection, and the Victoria and Albert Museum in London.

**MACE BEARERS**

11:00 A.M., MAY 10 ................................................................. ALLIE SMITH, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Honors Sciences & the Humanities, Honors College

4:00 P.M., MAY 10 ................................................................. ROGER MCNAMARA, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of English, College of Arts & Sciences

7:00 P.M., MAY 10 ................................................................. CARI CARTER, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Practice of Interdisciplinary Studies, Graduate School

9:00 A.M., MAY 11 ................................................................. LUCINDA HOLT, M.A.
Assistant Professor of Practice of Journalism & Creative Media Industries, College of Media & Communication

1:30 P.M., MAY 11 ................................................................. STERLING SHUMWAY, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Addictive Disorders and Recovery Sciences, College of Human Sciences

4:30 P.M., MAY 11 ................................................................. FRED DAVIS, Ph.D.
Professor of Information Systems and Quantitative Sciences, Rawls College of Business Administration

---

The following students are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Air Force:

- Lawson Bell
- Joseph Bresett
- Harrison Brown
- Andrew Cocos
- John Kramer
- Yliana Magallen
- Arianna Miller
- Brandon Morris
- William Olivarez
- Chase Rediger
- Redmon Warmsley

The following students are being commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army:

- Dylan Arthurs
- Demy Banks
- Noah Barrera
- Jonathan Clement
- Scott A. Douglas
- Ryan T. Laumand
- Harrison A. Monroe
- Cameron E. Olivarez
- Hannah N. Owen
- Arjun Patel
- Emma G. Rebstock
- Derrick Trotty, Jr.
- Kyle Westbrook
- Kyle Whitaker

The following student is being commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in the United States Marine Corps:

- Alexander Beck
Graduating seniors who have maintained an overall 4.0 GPA include the following:

Blake Martin Abramowitz
Joshua Christopher Adamek
Grace Elizabeth Agnew
Aarthi Unnamalai Annamalai
Farjaad Ahmad Azam
Robert Lamar Babee III
Hannah D. Barber
Brooke Beyers
Victoria Bianco Fernandez
Logan P. Blackham
Elizabeth Rose Boynton
Joseph Grant Bresett
Susana Victoria Brinez Olmedillo
Alexander Gabriel Brito
Kelley Hudson Broerman
Sarah M. Bryant
Gloria Raquel Bustamante
Ty Brayden Carter
Mateo Pallares Castro
David Allen Cathey
Jacey Lynn Cathey
Joey Grace Chapparo
Ashanti Jordan Clark
Alexander Bradley Cobb
Matthew Sarzuelo Cochran
Taylor Sylissa Cooley
Alyssa Costa
Kyle Lawrence Coward
Layla Marilyn Davis
Kamiah M. Davis
Nina De Mol Van Otterloo
Grace Simone Dean
Collin Gabriel Dugas
Jordyn Dunlap
Grace Le Duong
Katherine Leigh Eastep
Christopher Luis Echevarria
Kassidy R. Edwards
Kate E. Elam
Bryan Jacob Estrada
Annabel G. Flack
Tasnim M. Gadalla
Marina Gago
Preston Landry Griffin
Lilien Annette Grosz
Danielle Nicole Haakinson
Karyn Lynn Halbgewachs
Mackenzie Taylor Hall
Preston Scott Haines
Carly Jade Hamilton
Madeline N. Hanly
Frank D. Hernandez
Allison Lee Hickman
Jarad Daniel Higdon
Baylee K. Hines
Brianna Leigh Hooper
Naomi Marie Hopson
Zachary Chase House
Jackson Paul Hughes
Nafz Imtiaz
Kayla Kathleen Isbell
Jewel Christian Jaksha
Cameron Jenkins
Baylie Jett Mills
Kalli Jo Johnston
Mustafa Ahmed Faisal Kamalaldiv
Haley Marie Kauser
Nicole Shay Keeton
Semen Khanin
Katelyn Brook Killebrew
Rachyl Lee Kitten
Taylor Ann Klein
Jacqueline Liberty Koch
Isha Koregave
Hanuk Kwon
Jeremy Hugh Lawrence
Taylor Limbaugh
Christopher Liu
Jonathan Bateman Locke
Natalie Michelle Lockwood
Miranda Lopez
Shelton Guthrie Luedke
Timothy Lyles
Rory Nicholas Maguire
Madison Ann Manning
Felipe Martinez
Jaeden Sierra McCarter
Kristen Ashley McCullough
Claire Alyce Meador
Sydney Nicole Mendoza
Joseph Price Michel
Elias George Mickelson
Meredith R. Milam
Cade P. Millenbine
Sushim Mishra
Mallory A. Moe
Raqueeb Musaib Mohammed
Jade Elizabeth Montaño
Ilana Montes
Kendra Tyann Montoya
Rachel Reinewald Mooney
Olivia Stockton Moore
Simone Eden Morelock
Adison Jolee Moyer
Daniah Nesar
Courtney Grace Newcomb
Claire Alexa Newey
Kristian Chandler Newsom
Jack Thomas Newton
Derek Lawrence Osburn
Hannah Grace Ottosen
Ava Noelle Palicki
Madison Lynn Pitts
Vayja V. Pizarro
Cole Patrick Pomroy
Addison Kay Prater
Yari Tyler Press
Devon Wayne Price
Alison Sarita Pruitt
William Gerome Pyle, Jr.
Sadie B’Nae Ramirez
Ryan Lee Ramos
Ema Nicole Richardson
Caroline Elizabeth Robins
Margaret Ann Robinson
Silas Mario Rodriguez
Kenneth S. Rogers
Destiny Love Rojas
Reece Aron Rojas
Sienna Marie Rollin
Maria Sanchez Parra
Jordan Noel Sanchez
Ryan Matthew Sarey
Hannah Belle Saunders
Mitchell Robert Schmidt
Thomas Bracken Schnaible
Shadt Skawratananond
Hannah Kay Skoog
Sydney K. Smith
Anna Grace Snell
Ashley Grace Snyder
Madeleine B. Solano-Garretson
Addison Paige Sparks
Chloe Rose Nanea Storm
Kylee Mae Street
Audrey Grace Swanson
Perrin Louis Teer
Susanna Paige Terrell
Emily S. Thomas
Kathryn Elizabeth Tiedemann
Michael Alexander Timmons
William Oscar Timoney
Kendall Marie Toelle
Ha Thi Thanh Tran
Alessandro Jamil Trigoso
Joao Vitor Aidar Trindade
Elise Erin Turner
Mhd Baraa Uyoun
Leandre van der Bank
Gwendolyn Rose Wagner
Michael Charles Wales
Jeffrey London Walker
Nolan Stephen Watt
Jaxon Bryan White
Madison Danielle White
Macallister A. Wilson
Russell Colten Witt
Jordan Lee Wolf
Anna Corrine Wyle
CANDIDATES FOR TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Gary Acebedo
Lacrisha Allbee
Brianna Allen
Kassidi Allen
Madelyn Almario
Macie Alston
Benjamin Ashworth
Ashley Bahal
Mackenzie Baker
Ivy Beard
Abbigale Bernardo
Paige Blackmon
Carsyn Bookout
Tara Boswell
Kaylee Brabham
Clarissa Bravo
Sophie Brewer
Sarah Bridges
Natalie Brooks
Brittney Brown
Ashton Brown
Stephanie Brown
Rachel Browning
Eriun Buchanan
Brodi Buck
Joshua Burns
Jennifer Cervantes
Kristian Chapa
Ginnybelle Christianson
Kennedy Comer
Grant Cox
Carolina Danel
Carissa Day
Kelly-Ann Deaton
Sara Diaz
Bethany Dueens
Taylor Dunlap
Paloma Edmonson
Kate Elam
Melissa Facundo
Faith Farmer
Elisa Ferreira
Bailey Ferro
Hannah Gage
Trinity Garcia
Anissa Garza
Mikayla Garza
Ashleigh George
Elias Ghandour
Hayden Glass
Kendall Goode
Sadie Gregg
Madelynnne Greth
Kelby Grist
Georgia Hageman
Morgan Haley
Avery Hall
Katherine Ham
Gracie Hancock
Kaitlyn Hannah
Kristin Hanson
Katherine Hart
Erin Headrick
Lauren Henley
Brayan Hernandez
Joshua Hill-Cloyd
McKenzie Himes
Abigail Hinojosa
Abigale Hobbs
Sara Hoffman
Katelynn Howard
Darrian Hudson
Jacquelyne Huelster
Kayla Huerta
Carissa Hufford
Kyleigh Hutchins
Kinley Ibara
Kayla Isbell
Megan Jasso
Elodie Jenkins
Marлин Johnson
Emmalee Jonas
Kassedie Juhe
Lauren Justman
Eve Kappmeyer
David Kath
Paetyn Kemp
Braelley Krautsch
Lauren Lackey
Ashlyn Laochaloenvanich
Lillian Laschaway
David Layton
Reagan Lopez
MiKenzi Lowe
Kaley Macaluso
Claire Marroquin
Haylee Martin
Cassandra Martinez
Zoriah Martinez
Avery Mathai
Lauren Maudlin
Megan Mclendon
Ashley Mcdonald
Kaya McDonald-Perkins
Sarah Mcgee
Juliana Mebane
November Meredith
Addison Meredith
Aidan Mesa
Marilyn Mikulec
Jaci Miller
Grace Millican
Delyse Mitchell
Miguel Molinar
Brooklyn Montgomery
Nadia Morales
Jayla Morris
Delaney Morrison
Christina Nathan
Shelby Nelson
Vanessa Nguyen
Maggie Nichols
Trinity Noble
Addison Norman
Anna Norwood
Chloe Null
Kelly Oliphant
Ashleigh Osborn
Rylee Oster
Nicholous Pantleo
Anabelle Pantuso
Brooke Pellam
Kinley Phillips
Mackenzie Reece
Tatum Rendeeman
Tiffany Rendon
Maribel Rendon
David Reyna
Tayor Rivas
Jayton Roberts
Emily Robicheaux
Margaret Robinson
Ty Rodgers
Avery Roth
Amanda Rupp
Madison Ruppert
Lillian Scantlan
Megan Shehane
Kailey Shelton
Jasmine Shiel
Mercedez Shiplett
Kameryn Simmons
Sydney Smith
Jessie Smythe
Maggie Spencer
Delaney Stallings
Hannah Stark
Lena Staton
Ashley Stelling
Peyton Stipp
Skylar Storey
Makayla Stovall
Makayla Stuard
Kennedy Swan
Isabella Tamez
Reagan Taylor
Caitlin Taylor
Averi Temple
Jaelyn Terrell
Emily Thomas
Kimberly Tinkle
Addison Tisfel
Eliyah Tobias
Grace Tolar
Kristen Toppings
Kacie Tramell
Natalia Trevino Garcia
Kaitlyn Turner
Melissa Tygielski
Mackenzie Uffelman
Viviana Valadez
Abigail Vargas
Mackenzi Vela
Katie Waldenmayer
Katherine Walker
Reagan Wall
Chloe Walton
Victoria Williams
Neely Wood
Hayden Wright
Jenna Yarbrough
Emma Zesk
The **doctoral degree** is the most advanced earned degree conferred by American institutions of higher learning. The doctorate usually represents prolonged periods of advanced study culminating in a dissertation intended to contribute substantially to the body of knowledge on the subject. The most widely sought doctorate is the Doctor of Philosophy, which no longer has an implication of philosophy as the major field of study but represents advanced research in any of the major fields of knowledge.

The **master’s degree** is an academic honor bestowed upon students who have successfully completed work beyond the baccalaureate. Both a thesis and an oral examination are usually but not always required. When applicable, the graduate’s thesis topic is listed.

**DOCTOR OF EDUCATION**

**AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION**

Morgan Dawn Aguilar  
*Dissertation: Impact of Past Experiences and Attitudes on Behaviors and Intent to Donate to Conservation*  
*Major Professor: Laura Fischer*

Margaret Ashley Rogers  
*Dissertation: Professionally Developed or Underdeveloped? A Study on National Professional Development Series Effectiveness on Agriculture Teacher Retention*  
*Major Professor: David Lawver*

**EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP**

Kadiea Ivory Burgess  
*Dissertation: Building the Instructional Capacity of Secondary English Language Arts Teachers for Equitable Student Outcomes*  
*Major Professor: Joseph Claudet*

Erica Lee Gruber  
*Dissertation: An Action Research Study of Recruitment and Retention Factors Contributing to High Teacher Turnover and Job Satisfaction at Title I Campuses Post COVID-19 in a Large Suburban District*  
*Major Professor: Irma Almager*

Betsabe Gonzalez Salcido  
*Dissertation: Building the Instructional Capacity of Students in Special Education*  
*Major Professor: Joseph Claudet*

Stephanie Edelmira Mendoza  
*Dissertation: Addressing Authentic Student Engagement within Middle School Mathematics*  
*Post-Pandemic*  
*Major Professor: Irma Almager*

Susan Ann Messmer  
*Dissertation: Improving the Self-efficacy of English Teachers of Emergent Bilingual Students: A Design Development Study of Secondary Bilingual Teacher*  
*Major Professor: Joseph G. Claudet*

Susan Henderson Netopoki  
*Dissertation: Using Distributed Leadership to Build Teacher Efficacy and Collaboration through Job-embedded Teacher Development in the form of Peer Observation and Feedback*  
*Major Professor: Dusty Palmer*

Danielle Cabrini Trevino  
*Dissertation: Social-emotional Learning for Adults: A Design-based Intervention Study to Build Relationships with Educators in an International School District*  
*Major Professor: Dusty Palmer*

**HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION**

Heidi McDonald Smith  
*Dissertation: A Balancing Act: How University Chiefs of Staff Understand their Role as a Leader and a Follower*  
*Major Professor: Jon McNaughtan*

**INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY**

Gregory Lee Motes  
*Dissertation: Contextual Eclectic Learning: A Constructivist Grounded Theory Unraveling Veterans’ Learning Experiences on Social Media*  
*Major Professor: Fethi Inan*

Danh Ngoc Nguyen  
*Dissertation: Faculty Professional Development for Online Teaching: A Case Study of One-on-one Consultation*  
*Major Professor: Sungwon Shin*

**DOCTOR OF MUSICAL ARTS**

Stuart James Anderson  
*Dissertation: The Magic Bow Triangle: Its Affect on Tone of Bowed Stringed Instruments*  
*Major Professor: Mark Moron*

Taylor James Burks  
*Dissertation: David Kovins: Vibraphone Artist and Pedagogue*  
*Major Professor: Lisa Rogers*

Tyler Jovan Castellanos  
*Dissertation: Recording Techniques for Trumpet and Piano*  
*Major Professors: Julia Bell and Kevin Walen*

Bradley Everett Cawyer  
*Dissertation: Roy Harris’ Fifth Symphony: The Interpretation, Preparation and Performance of a Rarely Programmed American Masterwork*  
*Major Professor: Eric Allen*

Vivian Yu-Hsuan Chang  
*Dissertation: An Analysis of the Functionality and Perception of Silence in Selected Unaccompanied Solo Repertoire for Horn*  
*Major Professors: Christopher M. Smith and Lisa Rogers*

Ting Ting Goh  
*Dissertation: Beginner and Advanced Pianists’ Eye-gazing Behaviors During Viewing YouTube Piano Instructional Videos*  
*Major Professor: Carla Cash*

Jordan Langberg Hastings  
*Dissertation: A Performance Guide on Bent Serensen and his Two Solo Oboe Works: The Influence of the Danish Sound and the Gislinge Melody on his Compositional Style*  
*Major Professor: David Shea*

Nilschmid Scheat Jimenez Santiago  
*Dissertation: A Guide for Practicing and Performing Standard Violin Orchestral Excerpts*  
*Major Professors: John Gilbert and Philippe Chao*

Eunwha Kang  
*Dissertation: Requiem for Mixed Choir, Soloists, Cello, Timpani, Percussion, and Fixed Media, an Original Music Composition with Analysis*  
*Major Professors: Peter Fischer and Hideki Isoda*

Hwanwook Lee  
*Dissertation: Interpreting Korean Images and Elements in Hyowon Woo’s Choral Compositions ‘Amazing Grace’ and ‘O Magnum Mysterium’*  
*Major Professors: Alan Zabriskie and John Hollins*
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Syed M. Fuad
Dissertation: Three Essays in Natural Resources: Developing Programmable Stochastic Models to Inform Resource-use
Major Professor: Michael Farmer

Yiman Weng
Dissertation: Developing Programmable Stochastic Models to Support Agricultural Decision Making
Major Professor: Daniel del Pino

Zongyuan Wei
Dissertation: Evolutionary and Metabolic Consequences of Symbiont Addition and Replacement in Brazilian Treehoppers
Major Professor: Amanda Brown

Joshua Michael Watkins
Dissertation: Trinidad Traditional Drumming
Major Professor: Lisa Rogers

Emma Louise Steiner
Major Professor: Alice Anne Light

Lauryn Salazar
Dissertation: Beneath the Surface: Chinese Piano Works: Deeper Connections
Major Professor: Daniel del Pino

Agricultural Communications and Education

Ginger May Orton
Dissertation: Strategic Message Design: Using an Exploratory, Sequential, Mixed-Methods Approach for Evidence-based Sustainability Messages for American Cattle Producers
Major Professor: Laura Fischer

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Jeremy Roger Richardson
Dissertation: Bragging On Twitter Is So Annoying: How CEOs’ Social Media Self-presentation Strategy, Auditor Thinking Style, and Auditor Experience Influence Auditor Judgement
Major Professor: Yi-Jing Wu

Lei Lu
Dissertation: Physical Basis and Molecular Insight of Freundlich Isotherm
Major Professor: Chongzheng Na

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Vincent Joseph Miozzi
Dissertation: Three Essays on Applied Economic Freedom
Major Professor: Adam Martin

Oscar Sebastian Sarasty Miranda
Dissertation: Essays on Food Policy and Agricultural Labor in United States
Major Professor: Modhurima Dey Amin

Agricultural Sciences and Natural Resources

Samantha Nicole Barker
Dissertation: Biochemical and Quality Evaluation of Ante- and Post-mortem Factors from Cattle Experiencing Pre-harvest Oxidative Stress
Major Professor: Jerrad Legako

Mychele Janae Jorns
Dissertation: The Study of New Chirality and Physical Basis and Molecular Insight of Cotton
Major Professor: Dimitri Pappas

BIOLOGY

Dania Arenas Viveros
Dissertation: The Effect of the Central Andes on the Diversification of Distinct Lineages of South American Rodents
Major Professor: Jorge Salazar-Bravo

McKinlee Mae Salazar
Dissertation: Evolutionary and Metabolic Consequences of Symbiont Addition and Replacement in Brazilian Treehoppers
Major Professor: Amanda Brown

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

AGRICULTURAL AND APPLIED ECONOMICS

Syed M. Fuad
Dissertation: Three Essays in Natural Resources: Developing Programmable Stochastic Models to Inform Resource-use
Major Professor: Michael Farmer

Chemical Engineering

Adegbola Balogun
Dissertation: Long Time Dynamics and Viscoplasticity of Soft Matter Systems from Molecular Simulations
Major Professor: Rajesh Khare

Lazar D. Nenov
Dissertation: Leveraging Skin Immunoceptence: Applications for Allergy Model Development and Nanoparticle-coated Microneedle Vaccine Delivery
Major Professor: Harvinder Gill

Chemistry

Mojgan Atashi Gozal Abadsofia
Dissertation: Sensitive Quantification and Identification Analysis of Proteins and Glycoproteins Derived from Biological Samples by LC-MS/MS
Major Professor: Yehia Mechref

Mazen Gamal Abdelgawad Elsaid
Dissertation: Palladium Catalyzed Distal C-H Functionalization of Carbazole
Major Professor: Haibo Ge

Peilin Jiang
Dissertation: Method Development for Characterization and Quantification of Glycomics, Proteomics, and Glycoproteomics by LC-MS/MS
Major Professor: Yehia Mechref

Mychele Janae Jorns
Dissertation: Carbon Dots as Analytical Imaging Labels: Optimization of Spectroscopic Properties
Major Professor: Dimitri Pappas

Hongjia Qian
Dissertation: Genetic Manipulation for Cotton Improvement towards Heterosis Maintenance and Herbicide Resistance
Major Professor: Huazhong Shi

Yao Tang
Dissertation: The Study of New Chirality and Asymmetric Catalytic Control
Major Professor: Guigen Lie

Civil Engineering

Aria Ghabussi
Dissertation: Improving the Seismic Performance of a Cold-formed and Hot-rolled Steel Wall System Equipped with a Novel Curved Steel-composite Dampers
Major Professor: Raghu Betha

Lei Lu
Dissertation: Physical Basis and Molecular Insight of Freundlich Isotherm
Major Professor: Chongzheng Na

Luis Carlos Soares Da Silva Junior
Major Professor: Clifford Fedler

Chemical Engineering

Adegbola Balogun
Dissertation: Long Time Dynamics and Viscoplasticity of Soft Matter Systems from Molecular Simulations
Major Professor: Rajesh Khare

Lazar D. Nenov
Dissertation: Leveraging Skin Immunoceptence: Applications for Allergy Model Development and Nanoparticle-coated Microneedle Vaccine Delivery
Major Professor: Harvinder Gill

Chemistry

Mojgan Atashi Gozal Abadsofia
Dissertation: Sensitive Quantification and Identification Analysis of Proteins and Glycoproteins Derived from Biological Samples by LC-MS/MS
Major Professor: Yehia Mechref

Mazen Gamal Abdelgawad Elsaid
Dissertation: Palladium Catalyzed Distal C-H Functionalization of Carbazole
Major Professor: Haibo Ge

Peilin Jiang
Dissertation: Method Development for Characterization and Quantification of Glycomics, Proteomics, and Glycoproteomics by LC-MS/MS
Major Professor: Yehia Mechref

Mychele Janae Jorns
Dissertation: Carbon Dots as Analytical Imaging Labels: Optimization of Spectroscopic Properties
Major Professor: Dimitri Pappas

Hongjia Qian
Dissertation: Genetic Manipulation for Cotton Improvement towards Heterosis Maintenance and Herbicide Resistance
Major Professor: Huazhong Shi

Yao Tang
Dissertation: The Study of New Chirality and Asymmetric Catalytic Control
Major Professor: Guigen Lie

Civil Engineering

Aria Ghabussi
Dissertation: Improving the Seismic Performance of a Cold-formed and Hot-rolled Steel Wall System Equipped with a Novel Curved Steel-composite Dampers
Major Professor: Raghu Betha

Lei Lu
Dissertation: Physical Basis and Molecular Insight of Freundlich Isotherm
Major Professor: Chongzheng Na

Luis Carlos Soares Da Silva Junior
Major Professor: Clifford Fedler
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Saroj Gopali
Dissertation: Pattern Recognition and Analysis of Imbalanced Sequential Data
Major Professor: Akbar Siami-Namin

Youyi Huang
Dissertation: Higher-order Moments of Entanglement Estimators over Generic State Ensembles
Major Professor: Lu Wei

Jie Li
Major Professor: Yong Chen

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Claudia Silvestra Lozano-Macias
Dissertation: Analyzing Predictors of Adequate Sex Education in Texas: Teacher Qualifications, Curriculum Resources and High School Student Demographics
Major Professor: Alexander Wiseman

Britney Elise Matheny
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of Georgia Special Education Services by Service Model: Increasing Standardized Test Scores among Students with Disabilities
Major Professor: Jessica Gottlieb

Brittani Dionne-Marie Shaw Williams
Dissertation: I am a Mother-Hustler: Exploring the Lived Experiences of Black Mothering Students Navigating Four-year Undergraduate Programs
Major Professor: Rosa Chavez

Amanda Kathleen Tremaine
Dissertation: Building Resilience through Extra-curricular Participation in College: A Propensity Score Matching Analysis
Major Professor: Alexander Wiseman

Monica Kristina Fonseca-Williams
Dissertation: The Perception and Impact of Dual Credit on Students in University Retention Programs
Major Professor: Faith Maina

Michael Chad Knesek
Dissertation: An Archaeological Genealogy of the Banning of Diverse Books in Public Schools across the United States: How We Got Here, Where We Are Now, and Where We Are Headed
Major Professor: Jesisk Cho

Cassandra Rose
Major Professor: Jairo Funez-Flores

COUPLE, MARRIAGE, AND FAMILY THERAPY

Hou I Lau
Dissertation: A Phenomenological Study: The Lived Experiences and Resilience of Male Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse
Major Professor: Cameron Brown

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION

Natalie Joy Davis
Dissertation: Factors that Affect the School Climate Survey Constructs of Secondary High School Black Students: A Multiple Regression Analysis
Major Professor: Heather Greenhalgh-Spencer

Timothy Kirk Evans
Dissertation: Discovering Our Place through Environmental Education in Elementary Science Classrooms: A Phenomenological Study
Major Professor: Jeong-Hee Kim

Dissertation: Score Matching Analysis of Receiving Dissociations Education During Counseling Substance Use Disorders: A Quantitative Study
Major Professor: Loretta Bradley

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

Henry Chukwumma Duru
Dissertation: Exploring the Relationships between Teachers’ Perceptions of their Financial Well-being, School Safety and Work Environment, Burnout, Self-efficacy, and Job Satisfaction: A Mixed Methods Study
Major Professor: Kwanghee Jung

Allison Garrett Navas
Dissertation: Assessing how Educators Understand and Address Factors in Gifted Student Underachievement
Major Professor: Jaeboon Lee

Roham Hossein Sabzevari
Major Professor: Kwanghee Jung

Kara Michelle Page
Dissertation: Impacts of College Teaching Adaptability and College Teaching Self-efficacy on Higher Education Faculty Job Satisfaction
Major Professor: Kamau Siwatu

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

William Brooks
Dissertation: A Second Generation Test Apparatus for the Observation and Study of Vacuum Surface Flashover
Major Professor: Andreas Neuber

Max Flynn
Dissertation: Modeling Low Temperature Plasma for Discharge Mechanics in Insulating Gases
Major Professor: Jacob Stephens

Cody Brent Francis
Dissertation: Power Distribution System Topology Identification and Prediction Employing Privacy Preserving Measurements
Major Professors: Vitali Rao and Brian Nutter

Mahtab Murshed
Major Professors: Stephen Bayne and Manohar Chamana

ENGLISH

Max Arthur Kirschenbaum
Dissertation: Ours
Major Professor: Katie Cortese

ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY

Jeremiah Leach
Dissertation: The Effects of Helminths on Northern Bobwhite (Colinus virginianus) in Western Oklahoma and the Use of Anthelmintics to Treat those Populations
Major Professor: Ronald Kendall
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Hyoseon Kim
Dissertation: Effect of Enhancing Mitophagy on Endothelial Function in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE)
Major Professor: Michael Massett

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

Carlee Mary Deyoung
Dissertation: Relationships between a Concept’s Precision, Number of Features, Dimensions of Animacy, and Recall
Major Professor: Miranda Scolari

Nicholas Andres Garcia
Dissertation: Do People Pick Up Variables that Reflect Object Height Relative to Actor Height when Perceiving Others’ Maximum Vertical One Degree-of-freedom Reach Heights and How Might that Inform the Design of Assistive Robots?
Major Professor: Keith S. Jones

Hannah Rachel Snidman
Dissertation: Examining the Benefits of Cisgender Allyship Behavior for Allies of Transgender and Gender Non-conforming Individuals
Major Professor: Amelia E. Talley

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION

Sarah J. Allen
Dissertation: Attrition of Career and Technical Education (CTE) Teachers: A Phenomenological Analysis of Former Secondary CTE Teachers
Major Professor: Karen Alexander

Jamie Lee Molina
Major Professor: Karen Alexander

Jacqueline Brown Richard
Dissertation: Intuitive Eating Education: An Exploratory Study of School-based Implementation with Early Adolescent Females
Major Professor: Karen Alexander

Robert John Van Dyke
Dissertation: A Few Good Men: An Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis of the Occupational Socialization of Male Family and Consumer Sciences Educators
Major Professor: Karen Alexander

FINES ARTS

Colin James Brown
Major Professor: Lauryn Salazar

GEOSCIENCES

John Hunter Green
Dissertation: Constraints on Organoclay Complexation and the Accumulation of Organic Matter and Critical Elements in the Late Paleozoic Mudstone of the Pernian Basin, TX
Major Professor: Branimir Segvic

HIGHER EDUCATION

Sarah Barron Lundgren
Dissertation: Through the Lenses of Mother-Scholars: A Narrative Exploration of their Doctoral Journeys
Major Professor: Stephanie Jones

Krista Marie McBrien
Dissertation: (In)Validated through Invisibility: A Narrative of Validating Experiences of First-Generation Women with a Chronic Illness Following Academic Probation
Major Professor: Hugo Garcia

Megan C. Ohlmann
Dissertation: Role of Developmental Networks in Shaping the Leader Identities of Women in Midlevel Student Affairs Roles
Major Professor: Stephanie Jones

HISTORY

Frank Vincent Bellizzi
Major Professor: Mark Stoll

Joel Thomas Webster
Dissertation: “Most Unpatriotic and Unholy Alliance”: Reexamining the Origins of the Conservative Coalition in the United States Senate, 1933-9
Major Professor: Sean Cunningham

HOSPITALITY, TOURISM, AND RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Yang Zhou
Dissertation: Sustainable Cultural Tourism: Understanding Tourists’ Intentions to Choose Sustainable Cultural Tourism using a Comprehensive Action Determination Model
Major Professors: Jessica Yuan and Stacy Lee

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCES

Seewon Song
Dissertation: Trajectories of School Belonging among Racial/Ethnic Minority Students: A Person-centered Approach
Major Professor: Wonjung Oh

INTERIOR AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

Iman Abdulbasit Bokhari
Dissertation: Application of Social Ecological Model to Identify Physical Activity Barriers in Saudi Arabia
Major Professor: Debajyoti Pati

Amani Khalid Khan
Dissertation: A Qualitative Descriptive Study Exploring Interior Designers’ Intention in Selecting Artwork for Hospitalized Pre-adolescent
Major Professors: Debajyoti Pati and Sharran Parkinson

Atina Sadat Kia
Dissertation: Exploring Associations between Sense of Place and Depression among Military Veterans
Major Professor: Debajyoti Pati

MATHEMATICS

Mohammad Mihrab Uddin Chowdhury
Dissertation: Data Integrated Mathematical Modeling Approaches to Explore the Complexities of Amphibian Fungal Transmission Dynamics
Major Professor: Angela Peace

Nusrat Tabassum
Dissertation: Temperature Variation and Competition: Influences on Pest Control and Mosquito Vectors
Major Professor: Amanda Laubmeier

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Patrick Duan Cook
Dissertation: The Power and Promise of SHAM-ROQ - A Transdisciplinary Approach to Extract Regulatory Text Patterns
Major Professors: Susan Mengel and Siva Parameswaran

LynnDee Ford
Dissertation: Transdisciplinary Approach to Systems Engineering Methodology for the Concept Stage
Major Professors: Atila Ertas and Stephen Ekwaro-Osire

Seunghun Lee
Dissertation: Optimization-based Motion Prediction for Tossing Tasks
Major Professor: James Yang

Scott Alan Watkins
Dissertation: An Investigation of the Skidding, Milling, and Sawing of High Explosives
Major Professor: Michelle Pantoya

Yasar Yanik
Dissertation: Applying Digital Twin in a Rotating Mechanical System and a Photovoltaic System
Major Professor: Stephen Ekwaro-Osire
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

MEDIA AND COMMUNICATION
Kristi Gatto
Dissertation: “It’s Even Better Than I Pictured It”: Sensory Authenticity in Theme Park Design as a Mechanism for Deepened Immersion
Major Professor: Bobby Schweizer

Austin Wayne Shurtliff
Dissertation: Understanding How Graphic Novels Fulfill Needs and Transport Readers Based on Recollections from Childhood
Major Professor: Shannon Richard

Natasha Arielle Strydhorst
Dissertation: Investigating Uncertainty Communication in Science Journalism
Major Professor: Ioana Coman

MUSIC EDUCATION
Paige Fumbanks Mathis
Major Professor: Susan Brumfield

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Marleigh Mason Hefner
Dissertation: Ekorf1 as a Novel Agent for Modulating Diet-induced Steatosis and Associated Cardiometabolic Disease Risk Factors in a Transgenic Mouse Model
Major Professor: Vijay Hegde

Shadab R. Nejab
Dissertation: Genetic Deletion of the Heat Shock Protein DNAJB3 Exacerbates Diet-induced Obesity and Associated-metabolic Dysfunctions
Major Professor: Naima Moustaïd-Moussa

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Yan Lu
Dissertation: Three Essays on Transaction Frequency, Financial Stress, and Insurance Ownership
Major Professor: Michael Guillemette

Pengyu Qian
Dissertation: Three Essays on Regulatory Policy and Investor Protection
Major Professor: Donald Lacombe

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
Nachiket Bhausaheb Arbad
Dissertation: Qualitative Risk Assessment of Legacy Wells
Major Professor: Marshall Watson

PHYSICS
Ahmed Ali Abbas Karkash
Dissertation: Theoretical Studies of Diffusion and Outgassing of Metallic Bulk, Surfaces, and Nanostructures
Major Professor: Mahdi Sanati

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Vikki Bristow Martin
Dissertation: Prioritizing Fiber Elongation over Strength: Key to Work-to-break and Length Distribution
Major Professor: Noureddine Abidi

Aqeela Sehrish
Dissertation: The Effects of Seed Treatments and Drought on the Interaction of Cotton (Gossypium hirsutum) and Thrips Species (Frankliniella occidentalis and Thrips tabaci).
Major Professor: Catherine Simpson

Shan Wong
Dissertation: Mycorrhizal and Population Ecology of Orchids in the Americas
Major Professor: Jyotsna Sharma

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Gor Arzvik Mkrtychian
Dissertation: The Determinants of Trade: International Union, Domestic Institutions and Autarkic Capacity
Major Professor: Kevin Grier

SPANISH
Andrew Joseph Cosper
Dissertation: Gender, Non-human Agency and New Ruralism in Contemporary Iberian Fiction and Nonfiction
Major Professor: Susan Larson

Maya D. Edwards
Dissertation: Feeling Moved: Intersections of Space, Gender, and Affect in the Literature of Emilia Pardo Bazán and Benito Pérez Galdós, 1880-1915
Major Professor: Carmen Pereira Muro

Gloria Magnoa Jurado
Dissertation: Análisis del crimen literario. Las teorías de elección racional, actividades rutinarias y ecología del delito en la novela negra de la frontera: La cosecha humana, Ramito de Hierbabuena, La mara y Las elegidas
Major Professor: Dr. John Beusterien

Daniel De Jesus Roman Zuniga
Dissertation: The Use of Zoom Writing Conferences with Indirect and Direct Feedback in the Development of Argumentative Infographics to Plan a Subsequent Multimodal Argumentative Essay
Major Professor: Idoia Elola

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Shelee Rae Elbert Duke
Dissertation: An Analysis of Parent Involvement in the Individual Education Program Process
Major Professor: Robin Lock

Summer Jessica Gibson
Dissertation: Social Experiences of High School Students with Albinism
Major Professor: Rona Pogrud

Roxana Davila Kidd
Dissertation: A Qualitative Case Study of the Referral Process for Special Education Evaluation for English Language Learners with a Suspected Specific Learning Disability
Major Professor: Robin Lock

SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING
Guillermo Hernandez Zamudio
Major Professor: Mario Berurvides

Paula Holmes Jensen
Dissertation: Lean in Energy-based Utilities
Major Professor: Jennifer Cross

Christa Lynn Mayhall
Dissertation: Preferences For and Perceived Effectiveness of Leadership Styles for Multigenerational Technical Teams in the Public Sector
Major Professor: Jennifer Cross

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION AND RHETORIC
Eric Christopher Camarillo
Dissertation: Inventing the Asynchronous Writing Center: A Discourse Analysis of Asynchronous Feedback in Writing Center Consultations
Major Professor: Michael Faris

Daniela Beatriz Merlos
Major Professor: Beau Pihlaja

James Henry Stewart
Dissertation: Visualizing Identity: Defoliant, Heroism, and the Images of Operation Ranch Hand
Major Professor: Michael Faris

Jessica Leigh Tyler
Dissertation: Reus ex machina: Defense Counsel’s First Appearance Arguments as a Human Intervention to Mitigate Algorithmic Risk Scores
Major Professor: Beau Pihlaja

WILDLIFE, AQUATIC, AND WILDLANDS SCIENCE AND MANAGEMENT
Garret Dustin Langlois
Dissertation: Environmental Determinants of Behavioral Ecology: Differences in Roosting Ecology and Socioecology of a Neotropical Bat (Artibeus lituratus) between Two Disparate Landscapes in the Atlantic Forest of Paraguay
Major Professor: Richard Stevens
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Masters of Architecture

ARCHITECTURE PROFESSIONAL
Omar Acosta
Cristian Alejandro Alaniz
Courtney Shayne Andrews
Sergio Arredondo, Jr.
Juanita Prissilla Avila
Colin Michael Ayers
Trevor Declan Bolger
Jose Luis De Los Santos, Jr.
Katherine Anne Edwards
Timothy Alexander Estrada
Tyler John Glass
Jaclynn Rose Herbein
Jason Wiley Higgins
Cole Alexander Isaac
Ronald Patrick Kelley III
Nathan Glenn Kendrick
Kyle Lawrence
Corrine Marie McKevitt
Thomas Kevin Justice Mindheim
Carla Marisol Moncayo
David Allen Nelson
Matthew Alvin Phenix
Michael Glenn Pratt
Viviana Janett Quezada
Jacqueline Reyes
Emmanuelle Akyaa Takyi
Salvador Joseph Taranto
Morgan Lynne Thomas
Timothy Dakota Tipparach
Alexis Nikole Valles
Chance Logan Welles
Jakob J. Wiesner

Masters of Art Education
Rachel Ann Alvarado
Victoria Anne Bailey
Sawyer Beth Crane

Masters of Arts

ANTHROPOLOGY
Ariel Erica Noriega
Diana Uwaila Oboite
  Thesis: Impact of Voluntourism on Host Communities
Catherine Paige Tennison
Carter Ashley Unger
  Thesis: Regional and Seasonal Effects on Long Bone Fracture Characteristics
Joseph Ray Wallace

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Mary Grace Jiang Biggs
Malaya Laine Bizallion
Jayita Chakraborty
  Thesis: Understanding New Media's Relationship with Sexual and Mental Health Among Young Adults
Dennis Twumasi Nkrumah
Kate Allison Smitherman
Spencer Clifford Webb

COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGY
Brelayne Baldwin
  Thesis: Faith's Associations with Multiculturalism and Social Justice within Applied Graduate Programs in the United States
Malvika Narayan
  Thesis: Understanding Burnout Among Female-Identifying Mental Health Clinicians: Examining Workplace Factors and Gender-Based Discrimination
Daniela Navarro Verdugo

DANCE STUDIES
Teresa Garcia Ramos

ECONOMICS
Ahmad Ibrahim Alnaser

ENGLISH
Hannah V. Anderson
Hayley Rose Bell
Price Salazar Bigham
  Thesis: No Better Than the Rest of Them
Catherine Jane Cole
  Thesis: Deprived: A Dystopian Sci-fi Novel
William Christopher Dennis
  Thesis: Driving to the Old Place: A Troubling of the American Nostos: Poems
Shannon Irish Foster
  Md. Jamal Hossain
  Thesis: The Null Copula in Bangla Copular Sentences
Jayce Paige McKinney
  Thesis: The Fires We Feel
Olivia Perez
Jennifer Renee Spotts
  Thesis: Fireside Tales: Illuminating the Black American Experience in "The Burning House"

EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
Isabel Jeanette Meza
Jessica Charlin Pittman
Zachary Taylor Turkowski
Yves Valentin, Jr.
Jacob Tyler Harris Vaughn

HERITAGE AND MUSEUM SCIENCES
Alyssa Rose DeWaele
  Thesis: A Cross Sectional Review of How Museum and Cultural Institutions are Using Immersive Technologies in Mobile Applications
Glenn Geovanny Fernandez Cepedes
  Thesis: A Geoheritage Perspective on the Dugouts of Northwest Texas
Gabriel Ryan Holloway
Madison LyRae Westfall
  Thesis: Jackets, Pedestals, and Threats of Disassociation: Analysis of Tracking Systems for Unprocessed Materials in Museums

HISTORY
Kyna Noelle Bullard
  Thesis: Places Between Life and Death: Secular and Ecclesiastical Perspectives on Midwifery in the Early Modern Iberian Peninsula

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Austin Aranda
Alyssa Nikole Bolen
Olouwatoni Tolulope Dada
Ana B. Fernandes Da Silva
Kerri Lee Ford
Victoria Sierra Foster
  Thesis: Academic Resilience among First-Generation College Students Linked to the Participation in Federal TRIO Programs
Carli Fayth Haugen
Ashley Michelle Herron
Adebukola Oluwayemisi Jebutu
Jayson Brice Legan
Lisa Anne Low
Ashley Ann McPherson
Eric Dewayne Monroe
Kendall Grace Osman
Jacqueline Faithe Price
Kellan J. Przilas
Kelly Michelle Rolston
Bain F. Serna
Preston Alexander Sims
Lauren Madison Swindle
Samantha Claire Welsh

LANGUAGES AND CULTURES
Mohammed Yahya Abdali
Jordan Daniel Beal
Tarynn Bree Callier
Yi An Chen
Lydia Danielle Ferris
Jarrod Thomas Fischer
Marni Ann Getchell Reecer
  Thesis: Threads of Remembrance: Exploring Materiality and Resilience in Thomas Hettche's "Herzfaden"
Yedo Ji
Elisabeth Kimson
Kelsey Paige Kistner
  Thesis: Lavrion Silver to Lead Slag: A Cultural and Archaeological Study of Site and Resource Reuse
Rabbia Shoukat
Baiarma Soktoeva
Jing-Wun Wong
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

MASS COMMUNICATIONS
Mohammed Shami Abualqas
*Thesis: How do Arab students and journalists perceive American media coverage of Middle East issues?*

Mashhour Salem M Alamri
Mohammed Abdulhadi J Alzaher
*Thesis: Examining the Mental Image Americans have of Saudi Arabia as a Tourist Destination*

Huda Fahad Asiri
*Thesis: Examining Saudi Arabians’ Perceptions and Adoption of ChatGPT*

Venus Bayat
Jacob Kyle Becker
Autumn Marie Brown
Jacob Adolfo Chavarria
Caden G. Coleman
*Thesis: Conglomerate Advertising: Exploring the Impact of Featuring Multiple Brands in an Advertisement on Advertising Effectiveness*

Maddisen Taylor Contreras
Erica Jane Fagan
Hannah M. Gustin

Alexandra Catherine Kerr
Sachit Reddy Kondam
Kayla Irena Kunkel
Makenna Danielle Lingnau
Jessica Michal McBride
Madison Marie McDermott
Mackenzie Kateri Mickavicz
*Thesis: Crown to Crop Top: Visual Analysis of Elements of Second- and Third- Wave Feminism in U.S. Vogue Covers*

Ryan Anthony Moscati
Reece E. Nations
Felicity Breeanne Neptune
Kathleen Marie Pothier
Lauren Eleanor Ransier
Taylor Ann Ross
Morgan Ashleigh Still
Theodora Agapi Thomaidou
Sophia Bella Torr
Ruth Ukeme Usoro
*Thesis: Team Nigeria Non-Competing Track and Field Athletes at the Tokyo 2020 Olympics: A Comparative Framing Analysis of Nigeria and International Media Coverage*

Tatum Leigh Veitenheimer
Jordan Hannah Wagner
Jordan Lindsay Welsh

PHILOSOPHY
Luis Eduardo Arbelaez
Sahar Arya
Jordan Ashley Bagley
Abolfazl Safari Kehaneh
Matthew D. Johnson
*Thesis: Volition-Based Virtue Ethics*

Angelica Li
Kennedy Layne Maddy
Sara Savedorudi

PSYCHOLOGY
Amanda Bianco
*Thesis: Analyzing Affective Dynamics and the Affect Regulation Hypothesis in NSSI Urges: A New Perspective using Ecological Momentary Assessment*

Eli Daniel Halbreich
*Thesis: Pet Ownership and Family Involvement in Sports and Other Activities*

Elizabeth Christina Hoelscher
*Thesis: Examining Emotion Differentiation, Affective Dynamics, and Suicidal Thoughts and Behaviors: An Ecological Momentary Approach in a Psychiatric Inpatient Sample*

ROMANCE LANGUAGES
Teresa Helena Buritica De Mayon
Imade Jude Omorogi
Leigh Alexander Wright
*Thesis: Have Your Cake and Eat It Too: a critical translation of Zineb Mekouar’s “La Poule et Son Cumin”*

SOCIOLOGY
Ashis Kumer Banik
*Thesis: Gender Issues and Internal Migration-Trust Networks During and After Flash Floods at Wetland Areas of Bangladesh*

Adam Jacob Buro
*Thesis: Community College Transfer Student Bias and Discrimination in University Students*

Maria Louisa Cullum

Michael Parker Lewis
*Thesis: The Seeds We Sow, A Study on Intergenerational Occupational Mobility in U.S. Farm Families*

Kailyn Quinn Mankey
*Thesis: Children’s Awareness of and Perceptions About LGBTQ Characters in Selected Animated Children’s Shows*

Ayday Ozkan
*Thesis: The Impact of Parental Labor Migration on Children Left Behind in Kyrgyzstan*

Arup Ratan Paul
*Thesis: “We don’t think of ourselves as citizens of Bangladesh; the government’s intentions make us feel as such”: Climate Change Adaptation, Corrupted Government institutions, and Coastal People’s Vulnerability*

STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION AND INNOVATION
David Alvarado
James Edward Baker
Britney Kay Britten
Kyle Andrew Burns
Emily Claire Chaissom
Destini Elyse Davis
Ronda Kaye DeKing
Emily Jeane Dye

Chloé Fowler
Victoria Lynn Garza
Kaitlyn Taylor Hale
Kathryn Sarah Anne Hill
Chelsea Monique Jenkins
Kosima Xanatha Ketcham
Victoria Mendiola
Melissa Miles
Jaime Claire Montgomery
Mehgan Ryan Pokorny
Travis Edwin Queen
Darcy Lea Schroeder
Kathleen McKinney Seaman
Tinsley Artz Secrest
Madison J. Stokes
Cory Michael Van Dyke

TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION
Ariana Deloris Johnson
Virginia Marie Rodriguez
Stephen Scott Shahan
Mandi Cheri Vanhoy
Elyssa Ann Vondra

THEATRE ARTS
Abigail Cathryn Wolff-Smith
*Thesis: Building a Legacy: An Autoethnographic Reflection on Devising Theatre of Hoplology*

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
GENERAL BUSINESS
Talon Chay Daine Adkins
Amalia Akwar
Abdulrahman I. Alshaya
Briana Setor Amuzu
Addison Dean Belmarez
Charles Nino Garces Borromeo
Lane Bradley Cahill
Cole Christopher Calabro
Alessandra Sebastian Cardona
Olivia Maria Castillo
Carson King Collins
Caroline Elizabeth Comer
Channing Camille Cunyus
Steven Kent Daley
Davin Darnell
Abigail Davenport
Scott Cameron Drebenstedt
Mallory Elizabeth Emswiler
Hannah Gabriella Flores
Javier Angel Garza III
Armand Ghazanfar-Pour
Brendan P. Gibbs
Nicholas Charles Gibbs
Hannah Brooke Gorczyca
Shelby Renea Henry
Brigette Isabelle Herrera
Jake Herrin
Jessica Taylor Honey
Hollie Nicole Hons
Ronak Reddy Indurti
Regan Makenzie Irvin
Sarah Elizabeth Konstans
Baldur Kevin Krahf
Christine Rose Lachica
Krystin Lee Lackey
Damon James Lewis, Jr.
Kevin Campbell Luczak
Baylee McKenzie Lynn
Raegan Leigh-Anne Maag
Connor John Maloney
Praneeth Ram Manne
Aleexa Gwendolyn Mason
Afsana Musharof
Anh Duy Nguyen
Jamie Tam Nguyen
Christopher Franklin Odell
Stephanie Puente
Steven Christopher Reznyk
Kiana Roberts
Jackson H. Rogler
Alexandria Elena Stiles
Atik Syed
Victoria Sharon Chidinma Ukoh
Ezekiel Isaiah D’Ron Veal
Vanessa Jamilet Villeda
McKinlee Grace Wolf
Jillian Deann Yeates
Macie Cailan Zuber

EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Alexandra N. DiTucci
Abigail Elaine Fletcher
Lindsay Marie Harrison
Yolanda Ann Latham
Brooklynn Marie McKinney
Kevin Potter
Chandler Rose Putman
Amanda Jo Ann Richardson
Clayton A. Smith

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Andrea Agnes Diane Cooper
Henry Chukwuma Duru
Melissa Ann Glidewell
Sendy Karina Griffin
Michelle Lee Hammon
Amanda Lynn Hampton
Nichole Marie Henderson
Taylor Adele Herrera
Julia Paige Kelley
Renee Jasmine King-Rivera
Rylee Nicole Kirkland
Julia Elizabeth Kuper
Natalie Nicole Munoz
Ashley Price Orlando
Cassandra Jean St. Clair
Brittany Gayle Walsh

HIGHER EDUCATION ADMINISTRATION
Ever Aroca
Caitlyn Marie Gebert
Christopher Adrian Samaniego
Davion DeAndre Silas

INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY
Erica Coronado
Victoria Liduvina Gimenez
Mary Alexandra Mailler

LANGUAGE AND LITERACY EDUCATION
Brittnie Partin

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Stephanie Bouche
Jennifer Brinson
Courtney Lynn Dworaczyk
Caroline Steffos Easterling
Paul Caliri Fleck
Erika Ivonne Garcia
Macy Hope Hart
Ayiza Andrea Huerta
Ashley Nicole Kalkhake
Moriah Brooke Krebs-Gasaway

MASTER OF EDUCATION
BILINGUAL EDUCATION AND ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Natali Gordillo Cadena
Nancy Carolina Clinich
Fatima Montserrat Nadzan
Laura Zamarro

COUNSELOR EDUCATION
Nicholas Ian Bueno
Tabitha Carolyn Carrizales
Amy Michelle Chapman
Laura Israel Crosson
Alyssa Marie Hill
Anastasia Dawn Renee Kent
Anvita Kotha
Parker Davis McKay
Kier Joshua Arana Monteverde
Lauren Avery Moore
Amy Nguyen
Cameron Ronald Ray Sanders
Allison Lisbeth Sessom
Benjamin McAllister Stanzell
Nafisha Tabassum
Cheyenne Nichelle Webb
Chloe Elise Woods

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTION
Micah Celeste Berchelmann
Kathryn Anne DeBord
Jami Diane Dixon
Alaina Nicole Dunn
Elizabeth Anne Enis
Anna Kathleen Fitzsimmons
Ruben Gonzalez III
Kenneth J. Hofer, Jr.
Alyssa Marie Marino
Megan McCain
Sandya Nair
Stephen Joseph Sanchez
Abigail Ines Soto
Rebecca Woodbury

MASTER OF ENGINEERING
Ian Yin Hsiang Chua
Yashwanth Dommaraju
Ighodalo Joseph Ehiaguina III
Matthew Herbert Fickes
Mukesh Padmanabham
Muatasim Riaz Khan
Kyle Zachary Rubin
Payton M. Savage
Mustafa Ahmed Syed

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
Morgan Elizabeth Appell
Jacey Nicole Deming
Peyton Riley Ehrlich
Reagan Marie Fitzgerald
Mikael Rianne Garner
Taytum Marie Hudanish
Christopher Samir Kerolos
Justice Patrick King
Jessica Rose La Grenade
Mikayla Rhiannon Merigan
Aaron Patrick O’Neal
Abigail Torres

MASTER OF FINE ARTS
ART
Gabriel Peralta

THEATRE ARTS
Jada Michelle Campbell
Madeline Christine Hiatt
Michelle Nicole Moore
Jonathan Ovando
Benjamin Peder Stanford
Meagan Abigail Woodard

MASTER OF MUSIC
Christian Thomas Bush
Yaira Alejandro Carreon Hernandez
Matthew David Fenton
Hyjein Go
Chandlar Head
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Mykel Hinkie-McDonald
Seolae Hwang
  *Thesis:* Reorchestration of Brahms Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68, 1st movement
Courtney Rae Nichols
  *Thesis:* Queer Spaces in New York and Chicago: Sound, Style, and Safety
Nathaniel Isaac Orta
Kara Grace Palermo
Bethany Portillo
Elijah Ramirez
Hasti Safaei
Austin James Spencer
Mikayla Joy Sweet
Bryce Rowell Taylor
Cesar Augusto Velez Gamez III
Gracie Louise Vetter
Cesar Augusto Velez Gamez III
Bryce Rowell Taylor
Mikayla Joy Sweet
Austin James Spencer
Mikayla Joy Sweet

AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS
Sydney Paige Aalbers
Kindle Gail Catching
  *Thesis:* Scrolling to Sustainability: Exploring the Impact of Frames on Generation Z’s Perception of Beef Sustainability Messages on Instagram
Kally Jo Felcman
Samantha Elida Gibich
Christine London Hamilton
  *Thesis:* Describing Preconceptions of the North American Ranching Industry in Adult Visitors to the National Ranching Heritage Center
Maeley Jo Herrig
Caylee Jane Lemmons
Joshua Elias Lewis Mite
Oscaline Usanase
Dayton Dale Wood
  *Thesis:* Between Flames and Facebook: A Content Analysis of Government-Operated Facebook Pages Used During the 2022 New Mexico Wildfire Season

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Ashlynn Marie Heinrichs-Twist
  *Thesis:* Reorchestration of Brahms Symphony No. 1 in C minor, Op. 68, 1st movement
Rachel Dina Mittman
Jeremiah DeVante Neal
Rebecca Ceris Pospisil
Alexandra Nicole Salinas
  *Thesis:* A Case Study Investigation of Diversity and Inclusion Programs Across Limited U.S. Agriculture-Based Organizations

ANIMAL HEALTH & INDUSTRY
Paige Camille Bruno
Cara Jo Byford
Jean Franco Fiallo Diez
  *Thesis:* Adipose tissue extracellular matrix and depot-specific modulation of adipocyte function in dairy cattle
Yaasmeen Zaib Khan
Cameron Jace McDonald
James Jnr Okon
  *Thesis:* The Disruption of Gut Health as a Link of Liver Abscess Formation: Novel Approaches for Bovine Gastrointestinal Tract
Angelina Lee Roehrig
Sergio Andres Vasquez, Jr.

ANIMAL SCIENCE
Sydney Mattea Bowman
  *Thesis:* Nutritional and Genetic Impacts on Characteristics of Dairy-influenced Cattle in the Fed Beef Industry
Haylee West Feeback
Ashlee Noelle Hanratty
  *Thesis:* Metaphylactic antibiotics, probiotics, and their combination affect health outcomes, growth performance, carcass characteristics, and pathogen shedding in growing and finishing beef steers
Dalton Jacob Line
  *Thesis:* The use of technologies to increase growth performance and prevent diseases in beef cattle
Alexander Kieth Norwood
Rodrigo Miguel Portillo Alarcon
  *Thesis:* Bio-Mapping and Enviromapping of Microbial Indicators and Pathogens in a Meat Processing Facility
Shae Lynn Sarchet

BIOENGINEERING
Peter Timothy Keller
  *Thesis:* Design of a Hemorrhage Control Task Trainer
Vivie Anh Tran

BIOLOGY
Jacob Steven Ancira
  *Thesis:* Quantifying the Influence of Microbiomes and Patient Variables on Wound Healing Time of Chronic Wounds through Structural Equation Modeling
David Alexander Bowers
  *Thesis:* Age structure of Juniperus ashei in central Texas
Hannah Elizabeth Girgente
  *Thesis:* Documenting the odonates of Florida’s seepage streams in search of the Calvert’s Emerald (Somatochlora calverti)
Joseph Salvatore Girgente
  *Thesis:* Ecomorphological variation in Hylogomphus geminatus (Odonata: Gomphidae)
Blessing Modupe Omolere
Sherese Renae Price
Michael John Thomas

BIOTECHNOLOGY
Hirva Sunilkumar Bhayani
  *Thesis:* Exploring the Molecularity of Olfactory and Gustatory Perception
Ema Bidiwala
Mahitha Mohan
Johnathan Lovis Salter
Jacqueline Valerie Tumarin

CHEMISTRY
Abel Ujaigbe Egbemhenghe
  *Thesis:* Understanding the Catalytic Selectivity and Activity of Unspecific Peroxygenases Using Multiscale Simulations

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Divya Naga Tanmai Aathmakuri
Manvitha Aathmakuri
Roshan Acharya
Usha Raman Adapa
Lakshmi Yasawini Adipudi
Sumanth Reddy Adudoolia
Lavanya Aienala
Lakshmi Sandeepthi Akkina
Maram Murtaja Alfar
Divya Ailigi
Harshavardhan Pratap
Preetham Alwala
Lahari Anchuri
Vamshi Angothu
Navya Anumolu
Pooja Kameswari Appalla
Sai Charani Arumilli
Hari Chandana Atluri
James Ballari
Rakesh Bandi
Geetha Lahari Barlapudi
Kalyan Bathula
Yuva Kishore Bhashyam
Lakshmi Sowjanya Bhogadula
Tarun Kumar Bodapati
Venkata Sai Tarun Bolisetty
Nitin Rao Bommana
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Bhargav Bondalapati
Ranjith Boya
Ganesh Reddy Chanda
Aryabhata Chandupatla
Sai Teja Cheedella
Tejasundar Reddy Chejarla
Mounika Chekuri
Muni Charan Theja Chetty

Thesis: Power and Performance Characterization of Machine Learning Algorithms on GPUs

Sujeeth Reddy Chevula
Sai Tejaswini Chirumamilla
Sanjana Chitteni
Ismael Abou Coulibaly
Venkata Sai Dasari
Abdul Kalam Dastagiri
Nikhil Chandra Reddy Desireddy
Stephen Curtis Devaney
Nithin Narayan Devarapalli
Jaswinder Babu Dharianikota
Raj Dhaubanjar
Bhoomika Donapati
Reshma Dudekula
Sasi Kumar Ede
Kali Naga Mallika Eede
Mugdha Makarand Ektare
Navya Elchuri
Zhongshuo Fang
Mani Madhuri Gokaraju
Naga Sai Ganga Bhavani Ganta

Thesis: GeoSpatial Health Visualization: Utilizing Zip Code Polygons for Fine-Grained Health Data Visualization in Smart Connected Communities

Naga Sai Ganga Bhavani Ghanta
Mani Madhuri Gokaraju
Niharika Goli
Sambasiva Rao Gopi
Keerthi Chandana Gorrepati
Sudha Satya Sai Venkat Reddy Gudla
Dinku Dwijesh Gullapalli
Naga Sahithi Gaddipati
Girish Gandham
Nomi Gandreti
Harsha Vardhan Babu Ganta

Thesis: Visualizing disease severity and patient counts: Multi-view analysis for informed decision-making and public health awareness

Naga Sai Ganga Bhavani Ghanta
Mani Madhuri Gokaraju
Niharika Goli
Sambasiva Rao Gopi
Keerthi Chandana Gorrepati
Sudha Satya Sai Venkat Reddy Gudla
Dinku Dwijesh Gullapalli
Raga Sindhuja Gurram
Raja Venkatesh Gurugubelli
Tarun Halvi Ediga
Madhu Kiran Jalla
Amulya Jangalapalli
Kumar Sai Sankar Javvai
Sai Likhit Jonnabhatla
Nikhil Sai Reddy Jonnalala
Jaya Prakash Reddy Kadapa
Saran Kumar Kamandula
Sai Krishna Kanakabandi
Praneeth Reddy Kandi
Shireesha Kanikireddy
Banu Pooja Kannikantti
Jayasimha Reddy Kanukuntla
Saiteja Karpurthi
Sai Pranathi Karumudi
Keerthana Katamneni
Venkata Janardhana Umamaheswararao Katta
Kuljeet Kaur
Sai Anuhyu Kesineni
Teja Sai Srinivas Khajjayam

Bhanu Vara Prasad Kodali
Tranush Kondapalli
Ajay Konkitala
Neeraja Lakshmi Koppolu
Harshini Korasikha
Aishwarya Kosgi
Meghana Reddy Kosireddy
Tarun Prabhath Kosuri
Sri Sai Sowmya Kotha
Kalyan Srinivas Krishnapasetty
Shivasri Kumbam
Sri Ajay Kumar Kunapaneni
Bindu Lakshmi Pujitha Kurakula
Mourya Sai Charan Reddy Kypa
Mahidhar Reddy Lankireddy
Sri Charan Lekkalapudi
Anusha Madaus
Sravani Maddela
Harika Maddi
Atchutamba Madduri
Hari Chowdary Madhamanchi
Ganesh Makkapati
Spandana Mallempati
Sowmya Misra Mallethula
Pavan Kumar Mamlapalli
Supriya Manda
Narendra Reddy Mandati
Nagendra Babu Mannam
Hari Chandana Manne
Sai Saketh Manne
Ganes Reddy Mannem
Lakshmi Surya Seshu Sai Varma Manthena
Sreeja Marada
Shri Vaasthsavi Marappalli
Hemanth Pavan Kashyap Mathukumalli
Maniraju Medishetty
Dhanalakshmi Meduri

Reshma Yarlagadda
Manish Wagle
Amulya Visarapu
Bhanu Sree Vinjapuri
Lokesh Venkata Sai Manikanta Peela
Nikhilesh Reddy Peketi
Hema Sri Pinjala
Nagamanvitha Polireddy
Abhishek Varma Poosapati
Veena Posani
Gayathri Sowjanya Pothineni
Amulya Chandrika Potnuru

Teja Potturi
Venkata Sai Kruthi Vaishnavi Potturu
Lakshmi Narasimha Sai Suraj Pydi
Akanksha Rajput
Ashish Arvinndh Ramani
Gayatri Regana
Vamsi Revuri
Kumar Rishabh
Akhil Sai Rudra
Prudhvi Sabbu
Varsha Sakilam
Thanusha Salivendula
Soundarya Samala
Vaishnavi Sarikonda
Venkata Ramana Sathivada
Sai Sai Vyshali Savvana
Deepak Selvaraj
Afsana Shaik
Azaruddin Shaik
Farooq Abdulla Shaik
Sumit Shrestha
Sai Likhit Reddy Simhadri
Raviteja Sirisangandla
Dimple Surapaneni
Saranya Suryadevara
Chandrika Taliboina
Rishika Rao Takkallapally
Hari Priya Takkellapati
Tishya Sohankumar Thakkar
Umarani Saidulu Thandu
Simran Thapa
Maheswari Thokala
Sai Nikitha Gupti Tippirishetty
Venkata Shanmukha Viswanath Turlapati
Ravi Kiran Vadde
Mounika Vakkanti
Rama Krishna Vakkanti
Saya Vanaja
Navya Vantakala
Saketh Rao Vardhineni
Lakshmi Sai Amulya Vasireddy
Krishna Chaitanya Veerapaneni
Laxmi Prasanna Venkala
Meghana Vennapalli
Lokesh Kumar Veshala
Bhanu Sree Vinjapuri
Amulya Visarapu
Manish Wagle
Reshma Yarlagadda
Vindhya Yarlagadda
Narendra Kumar Yarra
Meghana Yarramreddy
Harshitha Yerasi

DATA SCIENCE

Esosa Deborah Agbonkonkon
Osawonuyi Scott Agbonkonkon
Leela Prasanna Akkala
Tania Josuema Sebastiao Do Amaral
Anuradha Ananthanarayanan
Keyla Paola Arrambide-Medina
Tabitha Quay Baugus
Karan Manish Bhosale
Gipsy Eliana Bocanegra Ochoa
Daniel James Brauckman
Jonathan James Busch
Hyder Latif Butt
Juan Sebastian Cabal Trejos
Lucas Pereira Campos
Javier Alfredo Cantu
Michele Marie Casper
Ali Chaghani
Priyanka Harshawardhan Chahande
Anuradha Chandrasekar钟
Madison Kerrigan Cisowski
Joshua Jason Corry
David S. Doty
Nahid Ferdous
David Galaz
Alejandro Agustin Galvan
Matthew Alexander Galvan
Eduardo Gamez
Jose Octavio Garcia
Sven Christian Cruz

ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

Anna Aleksieyeva Batalova
Emily Leann Krueger
Alexandra Warren Marine

ENVIRONMENTAL TOXICOLOGY

James Allen Osborn
Thesis: Development of a Multicellular Tumor Spheroid Model for Prostate Cancer
Emmy Grace Schniederjan
Thesis: Employing spICP-MS to measure uptake, distribution, and toxicity of a heterogeneous mixture of nanoplastics in zebrafish Embryo-Larvae

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION

Veronica Nicole Uriegas

FINANCE

Benjamin James Balestiere
Payton Max Bourquin
Alfonso Antonio Trinidad Castaneda
Rinnah J. Chew
Evan Matthew Dooley

FOOD SCIENCE

Akarshitha Karri
Newton Frederick Koemel
Thesis: Primary wine volatile aroma composition and sensorial properties of young wine produced with differing amounts of Vitis vinifera cultivar 'Viognier' cofermented with 'Syrah'
Rafael David Martinez Gutierrez
Thesis: Antimicrobial efficacy study of celery powder, nitrites, and NATPRE T10 in RTE meat strips in an accelerated shelf-life evaluation with Listeria monocytogenes

FORENSIC SCIENCE

Abby Rose Cowley
Thesis: Information Concealment by Use of Antibody-Antigen Interactions
Brianna Garcia
Thesis: Wood Origin Determination in Forensic Application via Enzymatic Assay
Rebecca Elizabeth Levington
Leticia Loya
Richelle Marie Manson
Thesis: Bioaffinity-Inspired Concepts in Security Applications
Gavin Blake Monroe
Salem D. Smith
Thesis: Exploring Odor Signatures in Live and Spent Ammunition via Headspace Sampling Techniques
Logan Webb
GEOGRAPHY AND THE ENVIRONMENT
Benjamin Russell Dohan
Payton Olivia Hintz
Nusrat Zahan Jari
Thesis: Spatiotemporal Dynamics of Dengue Risk in Bangladesh: A GIS Based Approach

GEOSCIENCES
Karyss Ann Betsen
Thesis: Re-evaluating gypsum vein formation and strain history along the Caprock Escarpment
Madaslin Grace Evans
Thesis: Paleopiezometry in the Proterozoic Monte Largo Shear Zone, Manzano Mountains, central New Mexico

HORTICULTURE SCIENCE
Molly Dunn
Daniel Ramirez
Chase Milton Victorson

HOSPITALITY AND RETAIL MANAGEMENT
Haley Suzanne Dunn
Coleman Mason
Elle Ryan Schroeder

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCES
Reuel C.D. Drilon
Lily Claire Jantzer
Thesis: Internalized Beliefs of Sexual Agency and Ambivalent Sexism to Moderate an Association Between Sexual Violence and Sexual Satisfaction

INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Hannah Anbalagan
Elisha Lorraine Coolen
Abayomi Tobi Dehinsilu
Rangol Anand Dhatrak
Madhu Babu Jasti
Lila Samantha Jones
Thesis: An 18th Century Faunal Assemblage from Mustang Draw, Southern High Plains of Texas
Anjani Shree Marapalli
Chinyere Vivian Oguegbu
Sakshi Anand Patwardhan
Kiran Rawat
Bhanu Teja Tadiboina
Sona Sara Thomas
Remya Vajayakumar Menon

KINESIOLOGY
Isak R. Alvarez
Aubrey Samantha Azzinaro
Alexandra Kay Garvelli
Jacob Scott Hamer
McKenzie Marie Hare
Thesis: Determination of the Neuromuscular Mechanisms Responsible for Stair Climb Negotiation

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
Utkarsh Vijay Bhavare
Victor Daniel Castillo
Ryan Nicholas Phelps
Stanton Reed Smith

MARKETING RESEARCH AND ANALYTICS
Anna Grace Arnett
Erik M. Cook
Benjamin Lee Creasy
Laura Beth Dobson
Gracie Elizabeth Galvan
Andrea Nicole Giles
Hamzah Hamdan
Alexandra Nicole Humphreys
Nadia Christene Jackson
Trace Gray Jerrett
Kristina Michelle Jordan
Jenna Love Mawby
Myka Nicole Mayper
Jonathan Reed
Elizabeth kay Tackitt
Eric Barrington Waugh II
Jose Antonio Zarur, Jr.
Megan Aurora Ziegenhagen

MATHEMATICS
Morgan Nicole Beetler
Benjamin Thomas Farrell
Thesis: Categorical Structure of Dynamical Systems
Emily Diane Franklin
Thesis: Compressed Artinian Rings of Type One and Two
Nathan Fox Holman
Thesis: A Differential Game Model for Optimal Management of Wolf-Livestock Conflict
Yashu Beijek Lanki

MICROBIOLOGY
Niyati Rakesh Babaria
Hunter Owen Covey
Thesis: The effects of larval rearing temperature on adult mosquito fitness and vector competence of dengue virus

NUTRITION AND DIETETICS
Ruqaya Abdulkhalilq
Madison Therese Andrews

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES
Kolawole David Adeyemi
Thesis: Production Diversity and its Association with Dietary Diversity in Rural Smallholder Farming Households in Dodoma, Tanzania

PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Vanessa Acevedo
Elizabeth Anne Afeman
Nana Yaa Agyeiwaa Akakpo
Anita Efua Ankrah
Geselle Alexandra Avalos
Zachary Vincent Barkin
Rachael Lee Bonney
Jordan Reece Bowman
Tyler Alan Chumley
Jesse Glenn Davis
Jose A. DeLeon
Gabriella Jacqueline Estevez
Carena Elizabeth Fay
Steven Fontaine
Jared Dylan Fry
Amy Michelle Garner
Garrett Wade Hargis
Galen Herrington
Joshua Alexander James Hodges
Robert Brayden Holker
Heidi Nguyen Jubin
Mathis A. LeBlanc
Megan Danae Lee
Kayla Danielle Lippert
Madison Katherine Loewes
Miguel Marquez
Daniel Martinez
Helen Ivania Martinez
Jared Asher Melton
German Mendoza
Walaa Fouad Mira
Kemon DeCorey Neal
Nathan Eli Ousana
Victor Lewis Price
Chace Davis Prothe
Solomon Quainoo
GRADUATE CANDIDATES

Poovri Parisha
Durjoy Saha
Jaewon Seong

Thesis: Wheeze and Crackle Discrimination Algorithm in Pneumonia Respiratory Signals
John Caleb Stroupe
Thesis: Towards Inference of Biological Age of C. Elegans
Ayyappa Talluri

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Omodolapo David Ajayi
Michael Cheon
Jai Sai Teja Reddy Devalampeta
Jesus Eloy Guerra, Jr.
Sabir Hussan
Sadman Hassan Labib
Aaron Brandon Mallory
Thesis: Conceptual Design of a Semi Blended Wing Body for the Air Force Next-Generation Air-Refueling System
Joseph Louis Micus
Thesis: Hydration-Induced Surface Modification of Aluminum Nanoparticles via Atmospheric Water Vapor Plasma Treatment
Frank Muniz III
Rajes Ram Muthukumar
Bilyha Monica Okiring
Sai Pasupuleti
Ethan Bryan Patrick
Larry Richard Queen II
Cole Alexander Ritchie
Roshan Sharma
Sai Teja Singoju
Johnathan Avery Smith
Ali Soban
Ramakrishnan Thanigaivelan

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PETROLEUM ENGINEERING

Omar Mohamed Helal Abdelkerim
Yakub Opeyemi Ahmed
Jemal Worku Fentaw
Nishil Apurva Gandhi
Pranav Imangala Mutt
Kelvin Chiemeka Nledem
Anthony Chidera Odega, Jr.
Gideon Owusu Acheampong Offei
Praise Igwaluonane Ogbebor
Mahamat Tom Ousman

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Saheed Olatunde Adebayo
Andria George
Md. Rashadul Hasan
Aaron R. Jones
Logan Henry King
Adam L. Miller
Rakshit Nagathihalli Indra Kumar
Mahmoud Omar Taghlabi

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

Tessa Nicole Aragon
Alexis Nicole Arguello
Selena Brianna Ayala
Abigail Grace Billingsley
Gayley Cook
Megan Christine Cooley
Skylar Rose Foley
Gabriella Alise Garcia
Kimberly Catina Handley
Margie Nichole Lopez
Zoe McDonald
Maddox Elizabeth Miller
Dorothy Maude Ruoff
Marissa Sorola
Malasia Lynnne Spain
Crystal Marie Stanley

PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE MASTERS

ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY AND NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

Tamarra Mencey Callahan
Coral Diane Castillo
Alyssa Garcia
Raven Laurel Lawson
Rebekah Jo Mullen
Brandi Dianne Rabalais

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOFTWARE AND SECURITY ENGINEERING

Tejdeep Bellam
Rakshitha Krishnan
Ramya Sree Mandava
The bachelor’s degree represents completion of a four-year course of college-level study and is the oldest academic degree awarded by American institutions of higher learning.

Graduation with Honors is a distinction that is noted on diplomas and transcripts and receives special recognition at graduation ceremonies. Undergraduates who complete their work with a cumulative grade point average of 3.9 or above are graduated Summa Cum Laude; 3.7 to 3.89, Magna Cum Laude; 3.5 to 3.69, Cum Laude. Those who graduate from the Honors College after acquiring 24 Honors credit hours graduate “with Honors.” Those who also complete an Honors thesis or project consisting of six additional hours graduate “with Highest Honors.”

**AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS**

Jenne Elizabeth Arrott¹
Brooke Beyers¹
Karlee Grace Busher³
Jacey Lynn Cathey
Kadyn Daniel Collins¹
Kloe Kate Corn
Julia Ann Cox
Hailey D. Crumpton¹
Elizabeth Dawn Daniel³
Ineka June Dykzeul¹
Macey Nicole Edwards²
Meredith Stockman Fay
Aspen Jewel Fenter²
Payton M. Fletcher²
Allison Renee Gallerer
Gunnar Paige Griggs-Bell³
Kaylee Anne Hendricks
Jessie Dawn Howle¹
Jenna Paige Howle²
Kory Brooke Humphrey
Kya Brook Hunter
Kelly Rae Jones
Rachyl Lee Kitten¹
Taylor Limbaugh¹
Cade P. Millenbine¹
Macie Elizabeth Miller³
Olivia Stockton Moore¹
Sarah Marie Rollin³
Kendall Dianne Smith
Emma Kathleen Taber³
Tessa Nichole Taylor²
Amanda P. Terrell²
Kloe Kate Walker¹
Jacob Walters

**ANIMAL SCIENCE**

Madelyne Saige Adams³
Yzabella Marie Ahart
Travis W. Apostile
Wade Oran Appleton
Kaleigh Nikole Ash
Karina Sophia Avila
Camden Staton Barajas
Christian Adam Barboza
Avery Brooke Beimer³
Lauren Michele Bloss
Catherine Rebecca Bowie
Joshua Kenneth Boyd³
Autumn Paige Bradford⁴
Jennifer Lauren Bray
Teghan Alece Brooks³
Emily Kristine Brown
Abigail Christa Burgess³
Noah James Burtch¹
Caitlyn R. Carter
Cooper John Carter
Nina Marlene Civiello³
Kaden Jace Clark
Jenna Lynn Collins
Keely Shae Cornell
Joseph Fisher Cotie³
Kyle Lawrence Coward¹
Sarah Catherine Cox³
Madison Starr Crow
Gabriella Amara Daskhovitz
Lauren Madison Duke
Katherine Leigh Easte¹
Reese Echols
Evan Tyler Emery³
Elena Antoinette Engler³
Lucas Paul Falkenstien
Mark Chehade Fattoh¹
2nd Degree: General Studies
3rd Degree: Biology

Fallon Blaise Forbes
James William Fore
Lindsay Abigail Freeland
Yasmim Freire de Mendonca Saes³
Valerie Nicole Gerard
Mary Elizabeth Gilliland
Vlynda Cypriana Gonzalez
Brinley Elizabeth Gothard
Morgan Leigh Gramling
Robert James Grein³
Alyssa Marie Hammonterr
Andrew Jonathan Harman
Faith Louise Harms³
Kate Maxwell Heidrich
Claire Anna Hilton-Szedeli³
Cashen Craig Horton
Kerrisa Faith Howard
Alexandria Rae Humphrey
Amy Nicole Hunt³
Wes Leo Husted

¹Summa Cum Laude ²Magna Cum Laude ³Cum Laude ⁴With Honors ⁵With Highest Honors
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

K'Lee Nicole Jackson-Pace1
Piper Leigh John
Chancelyn Isa Johnson
Gracie Evelyn Johnson
Skyller Rane Johnson
Corey Johnson-Heartst
Nichole Shay Keeton1
Amanda Rae Keller2
Anna Magdalene Knezek
Mia Renay Kraan
Macy Taylynn Lawrence
Shelby Catherine Letson
Jalyn Denea Levens
Natalie June Lopez
Hector Homero Lozano Reyes
Shelton Guthrie Luedke1
Jennifer Martinez
Marris Kathleen Mattox
Léana Simone Tylkal McKenna2
DeAnja Ann McLain2
Gillian Nicole Michael1
Brooke Renee Mills
Ashley Renee Miron1
Mackenzie Mobley7
Abby Renee Moen
Kailie Jo Moore
Alondra Moreno Estrella
Ashley Renee Moss
Paul Ba Nguyen
Kailynn Paige Noe1
Tonya Aleksandra Olszewski7
Caitlin Denise Ometzberger
Brooke Nicole Paisley1
Grace Allen Payne
LaKya11 Nora Phillips
Bret Tyler Pittman
Kelton Blaine Poe
Tyleigh Joe Price
Gracen Ellen Proctor
Maria Fernanda Ramirez Pena1
Robert Matthew Randerson, Jr.
Emma Grace Rebstock
Randen Luke Reep
Lauren Daile Rhea
Riley Corinne Ritchie
Mercedes Lyell Rivera
Kaci Ann Roach
Kathryn Nicole Salmon
Chloe Grace Sansalone
Ruben Eduardo Serna
Caleb Paul Shipman
Alana Anise Sifuentes
Wyatt Bode disco
Anna Grace Sni1
Jenna Hope Speegle3
William Stone Stultz
Emma Grace Teague
Asher Tindall14
Quensey Roan Torrez
Brooke McKenna Trull
Elise Erin Turner1
Garrett James Urry5
Sarah N. Valdez
Presleigh Loraine Walser
Julia Wells3
Collin Roque Welzer3
David Ryall White
Aubrey Elizabeth Whitley
Alicia Lee Williams
Erica Grace Williams1
Kassandra Elizabeth Wilson
Trinity Wilson
Maci Kathleen Wisdom14

Hannah Elecia-Erica Womack
Anna Corrine Wyle1
Christopher Michael Young
Madison Neadeau Zimmermann14

CONSERVATION LAW ENFORCEMENT
Joseph Allen Martin
Joshua Allen Martin

FOOD SCIENCE
Alden She'Jonas2
Allison Nicole Till

NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT
Hannah Belinne3,5
Caryn D. Bennett2
Davis Boyd Brown
Richard J. Burke
Brandon Matthew Calvo
Aubrey Micah Chernak
Keenan Ward Cobb
Grace Simone Dean1
Ashley Anne Fuentes
Conner Gagnon4
Conner William Green
Mackenzie Taylor Hall2
Seth Faolan Hawke2
Monica Sarabia Herrera
Matthew Lander Holroyd
Ryan Alan Jackson
Morgan Garrett Johns
Seth Kaplan
Kagin Clough Maronde2
Hannah Noel McKay2
Jim Curtis Miller
Courtney Grace Newcomb1
Holly Elizabeth Pohlmeier
Shantel Ramirez
Madeleine Elizabeth Rawlings
Sarah Elizabeth Riney1
Alberto Rolando Rodriguez
Boone Avery Self
Nicole Elana Shelton3
Hayley Elizabeth Shultz2
Thomas Spring1er
Alaina Nicole Stanford
Kylee Mae Street14
Samantha Pearl Stuhr2
Cooper David Tidwell
Rowan Eliah Trela4
Joshua Wayne Winsauer
Kyle Steven Zwinglei

PLANT AND SOIL SCIENCE
Christina Culp3
Phila Winter James Drake1
Seth Daniel Gerhart
Hagan Scott Halfmann
Cary Lynn Hicks2
Emma Land
Blake Cameron Lovelady
Emily Elizabeth Quinones
Abbey Marie Stephens4
Audra Mae Stinson
Kaitlyn Rose Stubbs

BACHELOR OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE

Cameron Gehrig Beeman3
Trey Alexander Castelan3
Katelyn Grace Coats
Colleen Mae Dawson2
Joe Baine Godfrey
Kevin Keith Goertzen1
Ivana Gonzalez3
Latham Chad Huckaby
Parker Madison Kriska3
Jake Ray Martinez
Brianne Nicole Sanchez3
Kyle Douglas Seaback2
Truett W. Shafer1
Connor William Smith2

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Ruben E. Acosta
Christian Acosta
Marissa Iliana Aguayo
Ivan Aguilar3
John William Aiken
Chairmae Aleheyane3

2nd Degree: Civil Engineering

Corinna Nichole Allen3
Mohamed Fawzi Alzokra
Jarroel Joel Amaro2
Suleyman Aminzada
Christian Refugio Aranda3
Christian Thomsen Ashford
Zuril Avila Ruiz
Oliver Prince Bactad3
Justin Ray Bailey
Zoe Joann Baul2
Shalyn Aubrey Beaty2
Jayden Niccole Bivin3
Bryce Alexander Boggs

2nd Degree: Civil Engineering

Avery Michayla Braune3
Antonio De Jesus Braw Camargo2
Susana Victoria Brinez Olmedillo1
Ariazul Shawn Brinkley
Jacob Andrew Brown3
John Patrick Burgan
Jaden Parker Bustos3
Mariela Areli Castillo
Taylor Sylvisa Cooley1
Joseph Aryain Cortez
Matthew Christopher Coyle3
David Cruz
Tyler Cuss
Suylen De La Rosa
Aaron Christian Delgadillo3
Natalia Dominguez
Valeria Duerfas
Aaron Bernard Dungy
Justin Paul Durham
Zacharey Lee Eliz3
Jacqueline Ali Estrada3
Adriana Gabriela Fauce1

2nd Degree: General Business

Alfonso Fierro
Edgar Aaron Flores
Kevin R. Flores
Matthew Donte Flores3
Matthew David Forster2

1Summa Cum Laude  2Magna Cum Laude  3Cum Laude  4With Honors  5With Highest Honors

36  TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY
Bailey Elizabeth Utterback
Leandre van der Bank¹

**GEOGRAPHY AND THE ENVIRONMENT**

Travis Paul Clark¹
Isabella Corina Rico

**GLOBAL STUDIES**

Elizabeth Rose Boynton¹
Samuel Robert Hesse
Colin Reid Morris

Joshua M. Burns²
Daniela Isabel Bustillos-Lozano¹
Maurice Brashaw Carr
Madison Danielle Ferguson
Sara Yolibeth Giron
Evan Michael Grimm
Kelby Aaron Grist¹
Mason Charles Helms
Brayan Alonso Hernandez Chacon
Paetyn Georgeen Kemp
Jacqueline Michelle Lacey
2nd Degree: Media Strategies
David Layton¹
Ryan Liu¹
Harley James Machuca
Cassandra LeAnn Martinez
Jaeden Sierra McCarter
2nd Major: Geography and the Environment

**HISTORY**

Nathanial Alexander O’Dell
Taylor Elizabeth Mairena
Evelyn Hope Kerr
Jasper Alexander Wood
Madison Danielle White
Alissa C. Sewell
Claire Alise Scrofano
Andrea Maria Reyna
Makayla Dayne Catherine Klie¹
Allyson Gomez¹
Natalie Cannon
Liza Faith Butler

**LANGUAGES AND CULTURES**

PHILOSOPHY

Angelina Nyomi Alvarez-Carrera³
Alexander Bradley Cobb¹
Joshua Brian Iorns
Phillip Allen James¹,²
Steven Michael Maclin
Dylan Stone Pena
2nd Major: Psychology
Jayce Torno³,⁴
2nd Degree: Biology
Andrew Joseph VandenOever
2nd Major: English
Alexandria Elizabeth Varnas³
2nd Major: Geography and the Environment

POlITICAL SCIENCE

Richard Allen Acred
Joshua Christopher Adamek¹,⁵
2nd Degree: Honors Sciences & the Humanities
Ahmad Mohamad Altaba³
Yadira Alvarado¹
2nd Major: Spanish
Ethan Jorge Armenta
Daniel John Anriola
Ryan West Benway
Katy Boyd¹
Kennedy Emerson Carmichael³,⁴
2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
2nd Degree: Honors Sciences & the Humanities
Fiona Carter
Ava Katheryn Cashiola³
Daryn Bryce Clark
Sabrina Kay Clark
Kamila Marie Clemente López¹
Clay Garret Coronado¹
Melanie Correa
Layla Marilynn Daniel¹[
Natalie Faith Daugherty¹,²
Eric James Dendinger
Raleigh Mackinney Dotson
Scott Aaron Douglas³
Kennedy Rose Eubanks²
April Marie Flores
Brandon Jaleel Garza
Colby Edward Gee
2nd Major: Sociology
Grayson Lee Gildead³
Corey Keylan Glover
Aaron Andres Gomez
Zackery Thomas Greer
Henry Herold Harverson¹
Alfredo Hernandez³
Aaron Scott Holkan
Lauren Alexander Holloway¹
Kalli Jo Johnston¹
Cassidy Rose Kelley³
2nd Major: Psychology
Adylin Grace LeBlanc¹
Junia Jungyoon Lee¹
2nd Degree: Management
3rd Degree: General Studies
Lauren Paige Lopez
Zianne Sol Lopez
Aiden Jared Loya
Kaylee Loya
Christopher Grant Ludwig
Richard Noble Lundberg
Madison Elizabeth Malone²
Connor Austin Marsh
Jaccey Blui Martinez
Nathan Ryan Mechler
Jalen Keystawn Meier

Jonathan Cooper Merrill
2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Arianna Rochelle Miller²
2nd Major: Spanish
Jessica Monreal
2nd Degree: General Studies
Katherine Selena Nevarez
Madyson Grace O’Brain¹
Claire Elizabeth Oldner⁴
2nd Major: History
Haley Katherine Orange
Hannah Nicole Owen³
2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Joel Manuel Rivero²
2nd Degree: Finance
Ethan Roberts
Penelope Ann Rodriguez
Mason Paul Rushing
Joshua Sanchez³
Kailly Isabelle Saylor
Epiphany Denise Scott
2nd Degree: Journalism
Tori Lynn Searcy
Whittley Tade Self³
Kimmie L. Swan¹
Joseph Bryan Syverson
Omari J. Thomas
Hannah Jolie Venegas
Jared John Samuel Walker
Hayden Zaine Wampler
Zachary Alexander Wood
2nd Major: Languages and Cultures
Francesca Yanez-Torres³
Kobe Boss Young³
2nd Degree: Honors Sciences & the Humanities
3rd Degree: General Studies

PSYCHOLOGY

Ayomide Ayokunle Adekunle
Kiara Vianey Aquilar³
Taylor Ann Albaugh⁴
Madeleine Allen
Bailey Nicole Avigone³
Farjaad Ahmad Azami¹
Meagan Kristine Beckett
Jasmine Marie Baker³
Hannah D. Barber¹
Olivia Barnes³
Lauren Avery Barrett
Jo'sharia Rubyann Bass
Abigail Hope Bilderback
Jordan Billions
Sydney Patricia Booth³
Grace Kellyn Bradford¹,²
Alexander Gabriel Brito¹,⁵
2nd Degree: General Studies
Kellyn Hudson Broerman¹
Isis Symone Bromell⁴
Jack Paul Brooks
Raeandra Tashai Brown
Liza Faith Butler
Tylor Rene Caldwell-Wood³
Natalie Cannon
Alyssa Lidia Caraker
Abby Janell Carruth
Rachel Jolie Castillo
Haley Lynn Chapa
Ryan P. Chmielewski
Bailey Elizabeth Clark
Laura Li Coates
Riley D. Coffer³
Whitney Lynn Conners

Isis Symone Bromell⁴
Jack Paul Brooks
Raeandra Tashai Brown
Liza Faith Butler
Tylor Rene Caldwell-Wood³
Natalie Cannon
Alyssa Lidia Caraker
Abby Janell Carruth
Rachel Jolie Castillo
Haley Lynn Chapa
Ryan P. Chmielewski
Bailey Elizabeth Clark
Laura Li Coates
Riley D. Coffer³
Whitney Lynn Conners
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

SOCIAL WORK

Chloe Austin
Danielle Nicole Campbell
Ashanti Jordan Clark
Lexi Ann Colley
Kaylin Janie Corona
Kaitlyn Rea Hernandez
Courtney B. Holtclaw
Mackenzie Isabella Marks
Oriana Essence Martin
Quinn Noelle Mckinley
Chloe Elise Villareal-Martinez
2nd Major: Spanish
Samantha Eleanor Wallace
Brianna Paige Wellman

SOCIOLOGY

Mealat Alemsegad Assefa
Nathan Mathew Baker
Jose Gilberto Benavides
Annalise Ruth Buck
Jazmin Alexandra Chavez
Karina A. Cienega
Jonathan Selby Clement
Grace Nicole Darner
Sophia De Benedictis
Brynnson Caroline Gill
Robert Kade Herren
Ray Anthony Herrera II
Laura Elizabeth Holcomb
Ellen Elizabeth Miller
Dakota Jade Moreno
Cameron Elion Ovarez
Trinity Ann Tovar Ramirez
Jiselle Briana Rizzo
Heath Garrett Roesler
Martin Silva
Addison Paige Sparks
Sydney Hannah Stanley
Aaron James Swallows
David Archer Waits

SPANISH

Giovanna Nicole Balido
2nd Degree: Biology
Cameron Robert Golden
2nd Degree: Biochemistry
Carla Celeste Gonzalez
Preston Landry Griffin
Hannah Mae Herrington
Hannah Noel Mitchell
2nd Degree: Biology
Jace Caden Mitchell
Imani Chidima Obasi
2nd Degree: Microbiology
Ana Madelaine Pappas
Annalyn Shudde
2nd Degree: Kinesiology
Ansley Kate Siemer

WRITING, DESIGN, AND TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION

Sheryl Goheen
Ambar Heleny Peregrina Gastelum
Erin Tully Vaca

Alyssa Costa
Iynaja Dynae Craver-Suggs
Leland Anderson Crisler
Riley Elaine Curtice
Taianna Makay Curtis
Jordan Marie Dahl
Emily Nichol Dean
Taylor Campbell Denner
Sydney Danielle Dinger
Megan Elizabeth Dyer
Toree Easterwood
Christopher Luis Echevarria
Corie Elizabeth Edwards
Charles Patrick Elliott
Lane Elizabeth Ellis
Natallie Gale Enright
Amber Dawn Fidler
Austin Nicole Fisher
Miracle Magdelene Flores
Madeline Grace Fricke
Emma Sullivan Galley
Rino D'asias Gabriel Garmes
Kaila Eldora Gibbs
Caden S. Gillespie
Alexis Grace Goff
Mya Ameryn Ganzalez
Vylunya Cypriaen Gonzalez
2nd Degree: Animal Science

2nd Major: Chemistry
Mary E. Hawkins
Templey Meghan Henderson
Baylee Reann Hix
Monique V. Hughes
Halle Grace Hunt
Amani J. Husein
Trysta Janae Irby
Logan Jacobs
Jordan Leighanne Johnson
Madison Mae Johnson
Ariez Jena'e Kea
Grace Marie Kennedy
Yazmine Zhane King
Jacqueline Liberry Koch
Thomas Daniel Koch
Lauren Paige Lambert
Aaliyah Keyera Lawson
2nd Degree: Biology
James William Baxter Leggitt
Elena Christa Lindberg
Abigail Lindemann
Alicia Livingston
Kimber Grace Rubel Luckie
Marit Elizabeth Lusk
Sophia V. Lyons
Douglas Ethan Marin
Catherine Sophia Marnell
Erica Carmen Martinez
Libni Martinez
Naomi Martos
Donovan Michael Maynard
Kaley Reece McAda
Ian Stewart Mccarthy
Grace Ashlyn Mcgaugh
Claire Alyce Meadows
Peyton Noelle Meadows
Sydney Nicole Mendoza
Haley Kate Metcalf
Sydney Grace Miley

Aydin Glenn Mitchell
Carolina Irene Molinar
Kyrin Moneewe Montgomery
Jazmin Danielle Morales
Maria B. Moreira Rodriguez
Alexis Malia Moscariello
Hannah Ndaloma
Chloe Renee Newton
Jack Thomas Newton
Hannah Nichols
Precious Ezinne Nweke
Casandra Ann O'Rourke
Hannah Grace Ottosen
Kaitlynn Mia Paredes
Dayana Perez
2nd Major: Spanish
Presley Anne Piner
Abigail Louise Pollard
Abigail Grace Pond
Ashon Pottey
2nd Major: Sociology
Rebekah Anne Poynor
Alexandra Jeanine Rambadt
Sadie B'nae Ramirez
Alexis Lillian Rangel
Kristin Janay Reed
Hollie Ann Reyes
Jasmine Elizabeth Reyes
Felix Alan Rigole
Federico Rizzi
Alexandra Danielle Rodriguez
2nd Major: Global Studies
Destiny Love Rojas
Anayeli S. Ruben
Lauryn Taylor Santilena
Ashleigh Morgan Saxson
Haley Nicole Scalabrin
Thomas Bracken Schnaible
2nd Degree: Theatre Arts
Shawna Renee Seneca
Abigail Leigh Senega
Sarah Joan Sherwood
Shaylee Nicole Shiller
Ejabella Shrestha
Nader Edward Smien
Payton Rhea Smith
Drake Hayden Sterling
Emma G. Sterne
Skyleigh Danielle Stevens
Ke'Asia Renee Storm
Alec G. Sullivan
Abbigail Mackenzie Tarr
Jhanell Brionna Taylor
Payton Thinger
Rebekah Kay Thomason
Jazlan Branae Thompson
Brooke Adriana Tillman
Caiden Tomlinson
Kyrah Vasquez
Jason Arthur Vega
Sergio Alejandro Venegas
Craig Michael Wallace
Hannah Renea Watson
Ashton Paige Weaver
Aliyah Jordan Webb
Denise Joy Wells
Ethan West
Isabella Rose Wilson
Jenna Alexis Paige Wittmann

1Summa Cum Laude
2Magna Cum Laude
3Cum Laude
4With Honors
5With Highest Honors
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES

Ashley Virginia Allen
Garrett Lee Allen
Jasmine Nicole Alzate
Janki B. Amin
2nd Degree: Kinesiology
Brandon K. Beckham
Trenton R. Blanchette
Rachel Bower
Ariana Marie Bravo
Alexander Gabriel Brito
2nd Degree: Psychology
Garrett R. Broome
Danielle Jordan Burton
Nathaniel H. Butters
Paige Leigh Carsa
Travis Elizabeth Davis
Jennifer De La Cruz Enriquez
Kaden Weslee Downing
2nd Degree: Biology
Hope I. Doyle
Gala Dumez
Nancy Elizabeth Dykes
Jalenn Shian Shie Earle
Tara Emani
Karisa Espino
Mark Chehade Fattouh
2nd Degree: Animal Science
3rd Degree: Biology
David Andrew Fielder
Alexandra Belle Fletcher
Chloé Lauren Feast
Anain Stephanie Franco
Aaron Dominic Fugazzi
Bianca Rae Galvan
Thomas Edward Gann
Corbin Shelby Gaskill
Tiffnay Meshell Gauspohl
Hannah Elizabeth Glover
Allison Patricia Grooms
Lilien Annette Grosz
2nd Degree: Biochemistry
Liberty Rose Guidry
Michael Scott Hallman
Danielle Rose Harrison
Karisa Marie Hart
Donald Lee Hathorne
Tabitha Denae Herrera
Clayton Russell Hooker
Terrence D. Hudson
April Elaine Ice
Peyton Grace Jackson
Jewel Christian Jaksha
Kylie Hunter Joest
Jaslyn Johnson
Trenton Jerrett Kendrick
Jessica Gwen Kenney
Addylin Elizabeth Keys
Ga Yeon Kim
2nd Degree: Biology
Alyssa Michelle Lackey
Tate Austin Ladson
Isis Lee
Junia Jungyoon Lee
2nd Degree: Management
3rd Degree: Political Science
Paige Alexis Lee
Laura G. Lopez
2nd Degree: Biology
Stephen Ma
Quinn Maloney
Itzel Alejandra Martinez
2nd Degree: International Economics
Jake William Mccorkle
Allison Taylor McGuire
Mark Anthony Molina
Jessica Monreal
2nd Degree: Political Science
Zachary Thomas Muff
Faith Nicole Neal
Lauren Marie Norvell
Madelyn Ann Pack
2nd Degree: Biochemistry
Garrick Sterling Paul
Michaela D. Perez
Jaida Rangel
John Austin Rencher
Victoria Rose Rico
Skylar Danielle Rodriguez
Kaitlyn Noel Rost
Bertha Johanna Sareiros
Madison Kaylin Sallis
Jorden Lee Salter
Shadt Skawratanond
Jose Ignacio Solis
Michael Kade Spears
Mitchell C. Starnes
Lauren Elizabeth Tabet
Max Austin Tarpeley
Lydia Trevino
Meadow Alis Valeriano
Meshaela Sharese Walker
Ryder K. Ware
Yasmine D. Washington
Kobe Boss Young
2nd Degree: Political Science
3rd Degree: Honors Sciences & the Humanities

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

BIOCHEMISTRY

Mikaela Isabel Aleman
Reid Matthew Bartel
Mia Joy Beck
Nathaniel Lawrence Bendele
Sanjanaben H. Bhakta
Rushil Reddy Choutapalli
Cathlyn Sunshine Collins
Jonathan Tjao Dijanda
Zarek Driver
Linda Motolani Egunlusi
Lisa M. Fisk
Logan Scott Foster
2nd Major: Microbiology
Holly Freeman
Paula Mariana Garcia Hernandez
Cameron Robert Golden
Josiah Tomas Gonzalez
Lilien Annette Grosz
2nd Degree: General Studies
Elizabeth Ann Hair
Karsyn Lynn Halbgewachs
Carissa Joelle Jante
Hanuk Kwon
Alexandra Elizabeth Lux
Jada Treyneshia Matthews
Miriam Bahijah Mechref
Lindsee Mae Miller
Anisha Veda Moolupuz
Rachel Reinwald Mooney
Jorge Arturo Morales
Sierrah Navaha Morales
Lauren Alexis Moran
Sophia Nyabonyi Morara
Hanh Minh Thu Nguyen
Gabriel Ontiveros Sanchez
Kathleen Mackenzie Owens
Madelyn Ann Pack
2nd Degree: General Studies
Danny Duy Hoang Pham
Jeshua Alfred Podliiska
Ana Laura Porras Tobias
Joshua H. Salisbury
2nd Major: Mathematics
Lauren Alexandria Springer
Anjalee Eva’e Srommatt
Joshua David Sweat
Ebangha Nsoh-Nya Tako
Nawal Taylor
Mackenzie Bree Vlosich
Nolan Stephen Watt

BIOLOGY

Jackson Oscar Wolfe Almaleh
Daniela Faletto Alvarado
Connor Nicolas Anderson
Hallie Elizabeth Anderson
Marco Esteban Araneda
Megan Annika Archibald
Giovanna Nicole Balido
2nd Degree: Spanish
Nalani Susana Barbadiollo
Noah Patrick Barnard
Colleen Berry
Kishan Raju Bhakta
Hanna Grace Boland
Alexis Michelle Brown
Gloria Raquel Bustamante
Addison Mackenzie Calahan
Karsen Nicole Calvert
Dylan Elijah Carrasco
Mya Marie Carrasco
Zianna Casas
David Allen Cathey
Annie Marie Cattell
Jadyn Laine Chancellor
Sami Yusuf Chowdhury
Sydney Madison Enam Chowdhury
Caroline Colchado
Daraliz Yarell Colon Reyes
Addyson J. Damron
Gage William Davis
Kyle Aiden Dewulf
Quiana Geshay Diaz
Matthew Joseph DiTeresa
Jorden Paul Dominguez
Caitlein Ruth Dooley
John Layne Dorrington
Kaden Weslee Downing
2nd Degree: General Studies
Mang Tha Eng
Jacob Joseph Engemann
Jacob Anthony Esparza
Mark Chehade Fattouh
2nd Degree: Animal Science
3rd Degree: General Studies
Jenna Elizabeth Flinn
Darian Leigh Foley
Regina Galan
Hannah Isabella Garcia
Garrison Glenn Garza
Hannah Lynne German
Mackenzie Parvaneh Ghaemmaghami
Raely Jade Gonzales
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Marisela F. Salyer
Arianna Blair Miranda Saad
Amy E. Rudick
Michael Antonio Rodriguez
Ruth Esther Rodarte
Gemima Rivera
Alexis Danielle Reyna
Magdalene Grace Reyes
Grayson Wayne Ressler
Macy Ramirez
Connor Rafael Quintana
Jacqueline Marie Elizabeth Pyla
Connor Rafael Quintana
Macy Ramirez
Madison Branie Reddick
Grayson Wayne Ressler
Magdalene Grace Reyes
Alexis Danielle Reyna
Breanna Marie Richmond
Lesley Stephanie Rico
Gemima Rivera
Ruth Esther Rodarte
Michael Antonio Rodriguez
Amy E. Rudick
Arianna Blair Miranda Saad
Marisela F. Salyer
Riley Bonnie Sands
Amber Taylor Sena
Marvin Mahdi Shaikh
Isabella G. Smith
Zachary Dane Smith
Isabelle Marie Smola
Jacob R. Sternenberg
Sara Stefanovic
Christa Lea Stoker
Perrin Louis Teer
Haley Francis Thomas
Samantha Mackenzie Thornton
Jesse Allen Toon
Jacey Torno
2nd Degree: Philosophy
Doan My Thi Tran
Emma Jewel Travland
Chloe Elizabeth Turner
Mhd Baraa Uyun
Joshua Dylan Vela
Verenize Silvia Velarde
Sanjana Rani Verma
Salina Vo
Gwendolyn Rose Wagner
Christian Alexander Wahl
David Christian Wall
Brooke Ashley Walsh
Karen Nafula Walulu
Mackenna Nicole Watkins
Aaron Alexander Willis
Colin Elliot Wisdom
Luke Springer Woodruff
CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Kaylie Juan Berkman
Natalie Renaye Block
Isabelle Faith Bulen
McKenzie Elizabeth Carroll
Bryan Jacob Estrada
Eysilla Adja Betty-Aurore Koffi
Danial Nesar
Nyah Regina Ortiz
Tristan Rodgers
Hannah Elizabeth Salyer
Isaac Justice Sanchez
Jordan Noel Sanchez
Rene Alexander Zambrano Gonzalez
CHEMISTRY
Darren Andrew Acaylar
Logan P. Blackham
Ezekiel Branch
Megan Danielle Bright
Kathryn Ann Galinsky
Kennedy Love Goodnight
Joe Mario Juarez
2nd Degree: Communication Studies
Rhea Sharad Karkera
2nd Major: Cell and Molecular Biology
Jeremy Hugh Lawrence
Christa Isabella Morales
Gianluca Mossini-Singh
Taylor Ann Partington
Trinity Marie Shipp
Kendall Marie Toelle
Lukas Jack Whitehead
ECONOMICS
Kennedy Mayte Abbott
Sebastian Ballesteros
Chelsea June Brown
Justin Blake Crounse
2nd Degree: Finance
Gabrielle Adriana Diaz
2nd Major: Mathematics
Gwen Reese Drabek
Alexander Lawrence Heil
Michael Thomas McCabe
Arbaaz Singh Sandhu
Sina Silvana Siddiqui
GEOSCIENCES
Peyton Fennelly
Marina Garza
William Aidan Hamilton
Emily Grace Kiedaisch
Sabrina Grace Defu Mederich
Lucas James Record
Jaxon Bryan White
KINESIOLOGY
Nancy Desiree Acosta
Chelsea Hope Agbor Agbor
Grace Elizabeth Agnew
Ashleigh Victoria Alpass
Janki B. Amin
2nd Degree: General Studies
Matthew Robert Anderson
Dylan James Arthurs
Kristan Ashley Atkinson
Olusaseun Michael Ayeni
Jalen Ross Barrientes
Natalie Simone Bertram
Jordan Scott Blind
Aidan Neil Boclar
Alexandra Paige Brojanac
Landon R. Brownlow
Bradley Campbell Burnside
Ryan Andrew Buske
Justin Taylor Campbell
Darius Kenneth Cannon
Daniella Marie Carrera
Jayden L. Carson
Ty Brayden Carter
Emily Marie Cauchi
Jackson Raymond Chavez
Taylor M. Chester
Kaelyn Lucia Childers
Emily Cisneros
Andrew Lucas Cocos
Julian M. Cohen
Kellie Kathleen Cohn
Tyler R. Cole
Kathryn Leigh Cronan
Abel Kirubel Dagne
Kailie Davenport
Jordan Akia Davis
Emily Alexa Delgado
Hunter Nicole Desemar
Ashley Nicole Diep
Randi Jill Doan
Michael T. Driver
Drake Stephen Drymond
Ashley Nicole Edgell
Miles Harrison Ellis
Annalise Ruth Esposito
Brianna Christina Favela
Jared Riley Fensley

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES
Kendall Mckenziee Fields
Kenna Abigail Fisher
Stephen Douglas Forester, Jr.
Winford James Foshee
Lilly Marie Frans
Seth Ryan Friedlander
Marina Gago
Caisey Taylor Gailey
Makayla Rain Garcia
Megan Florence George
Erica Gibbs
Caitlin Nicole Giles
John Michael Gleiner
Dylan Michael Gonzales
Ines Gonzalez
Issac Xavier Gonzalez
Reaghan Renee Gonzalez
Abigail Marie Greco
Isabella Gene Grego
Anna Catherine Guerra
Shelby Madison-Ann Haas
Jacee Jo Hamlin
Alyssa McKenzie Harder
Megan Hawks
Casey Denisse Herrera Lopez
William Joseph Howell
Hannah Rae Icken
Connor Jacquet
Jacob Ryan Jeffcoat
Breanna Genesis Jones
Ethan Matthew Jones
Mia Rose Juarez
Eleni Margaritte Keith
Destiny Joy Kranz
Susanna Kunkel
Leanne Elizabeth Landers
Chelsea Langston
Jensen Marie Letcher
Riley Jean Love
Keely Elizabeth Lyons
Hunter Gene Maco
Addison B. Marquez
Melanie Martinez
Madison Maver
Micah James McDew
Nathan Demissie Mekuria
Diego Daniel Morales
Christal Moreno
Jazelle Teresa Moreno
Ryan James Morrison
Michael Mouser
Kayla Nelson
Brendan Patrick Oconnor
Piper Katherine Old
Daniel Chimomso Omah
Kaylee Faith Orona
Valeria Nalley Ortega Moreno
Connor James Padgett
Chase Daniel Penberg
Bradley Peralta Mendez
Jared Albert Perez
Kimberly Nicole Perez
Elizabeth Kathleen Peterson
Ian Jerome Pollard
Devon Wayne Price
Charlotte Laurelle Prinsloo
Victoria Alejandra Quiroga
Katherine Celeste Ramirez
Caleb Daniel Ramos
Devan VaShon Reck-Irvin
Hope Reed
Madielyn Shay Reed
Branson Lane Reese
Benjamin Bradley Rowe
Kaleb Dayne Salazar
Briana Daniela Salinas
Sofia Marie T. Sanchez
Charles Nicholas Sandresky
Ryan Matthew Sarey
Paige Leeanne Scrogin
Paul David Sherrill
Joseph Aaron Shillingburg
Annalyn Shuddle
2nd Degree: Spanish
Koryn Gilbert Sims
Ava Jolee Slade
Shelby Elizabeth Snead
Kornkanok Sophonsakulrat
Hayden Connor St. John
Samuel Bailey Stewart
Ryan Timothy Stopper
Chloe Rose Nanea Storm
Neha Suhagia
Corie Madison Swagger-Cancel
Audrey Elizabeth Teague
David Duggan Temples
Michael Alexander Timmons
William Andrew Turnbow
Kelaye Grace Turner
Marcus Valdez
Adam Villalba
Zenaida Alexis Villalba Rodriguez
Kristen Michelle Wall
Ellen Marie Wiemann
Alexandria Leigh-Ann Williams
Hadley Drew Williams
Jensen Elizabeth With
Michael Wright
Brett William Yates
Natalie Renae Ybarra

MATHEMATICS
Brooklynn Dee Bertrand
Angeline Rangel Catano
Kate Siobhan Cook
Meredith Ann Crane
Prishtri Janishtha Guhool
Marah Gabrielle Herrera
Zachary R. Knapp
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Ryan Van Luke Langehenning
Bryan Lascano
Carlos Rafael Lopez
Emily Rae Millar
Robert Paul Mundy, Jr.
Alexander Leon Nopola
Samuel Patton
Cameron Christina Perry
Joshua Aidan Robbins
Dylan Lee Samples
Logan M. Schuaman
Alondra Silva-Martinez
Sarah McKenzie Stultz
Jonathon Gunn Surles
2nd Degree: Computer Science
Logan John Taylor
Susanna Paige Terrell
Thomas Van Tran
Joshua Worley Windle
2nd Degree: Computer Science

MICROBIOLOGY
Aarthi Unnamalai Annamala
Meera B. Bhakta
Shivani Challakonda
Duncan Avery Chandler
2nd Major: Biochemistry
Hallie Brooke Conklin
Rylee Nichole Dallison
Noah Philip Daniel
Deyanira N. Delgado
Whitney Elizabeth Dickens
Andrea Denzelie Manabat Escoto
Hannah Elizabeth Moore Fornash
Sariah Ariel Garza
Kirsten Nicole Gray
Aimee Elizabeth John
Christopher Keith Doctolero Marpa
Rylee C. Muller
Imani Chidima Obasi
2nd Degree: Spanish
William Xavier Oliyarz
Nayelie Lizette Ozuna
Jilpa Nayan Patel
Caroline Elizabeth Robbins
Sabyne Lizette Robles
Chad David Thornton
Jasmine W. Wanyoike
Randall Lee Wilson

PHYSICS
Miguel Moises Avila
Gabriel Cristian Chislenco
2nd Major: Mathematics
Aryn Chu
Alex Louis Michael Droemer
Eldon Roy Fobbs, Jr.
2nd Major: Geosciences
Ivan Michael Gonzales
Jacquelyn Gonzalez
Mayakala Sky Hernandez
Karina Kimani-Stewart
Jaden Christopher Limon
Amaris Vivian McCarver
Anthony James Musella
Alexandria Lee Prather
Gabrielle Alexander Prime
Julian Alexander Sewell
2nd Major: Mathematics

PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Alexa Anderson
Derek Thomas Blackhart
Garrison Clay Durham
Kassidy R. Edwards
Kendal F. Hampton-Hogue
Kobe Patrick Hayes
Abigail June Hazlewood
Elizabeth Catherine Kirchner
Victoria Avery Knebel
Rhyann McKenna Light
Gabrielle Theniplackle Mathew
Viviana Ramirez-Chavez
Reagan Ann Reddin
Kaitlyn Riley Revel
Baylee Ridenou
Danyal Mehdi Rizvi
Emma Nicole Robinson

1Summa Cum Laude  2Magna Cum Laude  3Cum Laude  4With Honors  5With Highest Honors
MAY 2024

RENTERABLE ENERGY
Martin Bautista
Dillon Shea Beaver
James Riley Campbell
Tanner William Elmore
Diego Luis Ferman
Tyler Wayne Groom
Cole Hogan
Kurtis Jackson
Griffin Glynn Morsi
Alexander Melchisedek Pantoja
Maxamillion C. Pena
Charles Jackson Pool
Brenda Reyes
Alonso Reyna, Jr.
Christoper Gage Rochelle
Robert Declan Sackett
Ryon Sullivan
William Kerry Tschirhart
Victoria Desiree Velasquez
Caden James Wash

SPORT MANAGEMENT
Blake Martin Abramowitz
Cade Allison
Wyatt Pardon Ames
Thomas Omar Balquinta
Zachary Walter Banko
Joplin Blackburn
Brock Ronald Burton
Arianna Samantha Chavez
Danson Reon Cornish
Andrew Christopher Cotton
Harrison Cole Dabney
Matthew Walker De Ayala
Brandon Robert Deal
Avery Elise Endicott
Blair Alexandria Evans
Chase Matthew Evans
Allison Paige Farrar
Peyton Landry Farrington
Leroy Kurt Ferguson III
Andrew Steven Fletcher
Ryan Elizabeth Frenzel
Brayden Ross Gammel
Taylor Nicole Garrett
Garrett K. Gray
Henley Joann Harris
Sophie Anne Heyen
Lukas Neil Hinshaw
Clayton Bradley Hoover
Zachary Chase House
Nayan Earric Jones
Olivia Rose Kirk
Clark Allen Lindesmith
Taylor Elizabeth Lucero
Beau Mason Martin
Toledo Ray Martin II
Bobby Wayne Mckinnon II
Elias George Mickelson
Gabriel Antonio Morales
Ashley Scott Parten
Joseph Plunk
Addie Noel Prater
John Alexander Rivas
Gianfranco Sanchez
Kaden Quinn Segleski
Nicholas Joseph Sheehan
Stewart Weldon Stevens
Mikito Tanaka
Christopher Alberto Tellez
Ben Darryl Turland
Kiahrah Jaden Vaughn
Avery Morgan Vincent
Jeffrey London Walker
2nd Degree: Finance
Sam Wangemann
Bryant Luke White
Haydon Wiginton
Joshua Alexander Yznaga
Brennan A. Zeiner

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
Trevor Austin Boortz
Sydney Isabelle Chase
Jack Liam Gunther
Georgia Lynn Hale
Christian Colten Johnson
Itzel Alejandro Martinez
2nd Degree: General Studies
Vanessa Melissa Terriloge
Kyle Gregory Westbrook

BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ACCOUNTING
Bladon Allan Aman
Joseph Anthony Balliviero
Yasmin Banuelos
Victoria Leigh Bass
Delanie Pearl Black
Brian Robert Borgerding
Andrew Samuel Canales
Nathan Daniel Carpenter
Jack Hudson Casay
Adriana Castrejon
Joey Grace Chapparo
Hannah Nicole Coggin
Camryn Lynn Copeland
Fabian Cruz Corral
Erasto Cortes II
Christopher Freddy Cuelar
Raul De Anda Hernandez
Michael Deo
Blake Kenlee Enstrom
Tyler Jeffrey Evensen
Ally Elizabeth Faulk
Clare Marie Fitzpatrick
Kaitlyn Emilee Flake
James Matthew Freeman
Jose Eduardo Gamboa
Emma Joy Germany
Shelby Grace Gowens
Aiden Reid Hamer
Casey Lynn Harris
2nd Major: Finance
Kevin Benjamin Harris
Jarad Daniel Higdon
Rebecca Kay Hoffman
Austin Gray Horak
Isabella Nicole Inocencio
Zack Taylor Jenkins
Heracilio Juarez, Jr.
Tyler James Kerr
Taylor Ann Klein
Michaela Antonia Lewis
Madison Ann Manning
Kale Hunter Mauritsen
Caroline Elizabeth Mays
Cullen Daniel McCurry
Josiah Lance McDougal
Alejandro Jose Mendiola
Mckayla M. Mitchell
Kendra Tyann Montoya
Burke Loran Murray
Kristian Chandler Newsom
Catherine Nkeiru Obi
Ryan A. Oustad
Lizbeth Padilla Herrera
Robert Jefferis Pert
Victoria Marie Pierce
Ryan James Poole
Barrett Potts
Yan Tyler Press
Austin Tyler Schroeder
John Landon Shubert
Ryan James Skibicki
Hannah Elizabeth Skinner
Madeleine B. Solano-Garretson
Rodolfo Abel Spiegel
Kade Bryan Steward
Connor Walsh Thoele
2nd Major: Finance
Tate Alexander Thompson
Jake Austin Turner
Charli Ann Warren
Hunter Chase Wideman
Garrett Nicholas Williams
Bridget Catherine Wilson
Kaley Michelle Wilson
Russell Collen Witt

ENERGY COMMERCE
Leilani Lee Beard
Alejandra Mae Boland
Anna Cannon
Klarriza Aimee Carrillo
Noah Eric Chavez
William Laughtin Davidson
Aaron Tyler Eastling
Davin Isaiah Flores
Tyler Swinson Gaynor
Tyler James Godfrey
Colton Ray Gorman
Charles Max Hale
Jacob Andrew Koger
Jackson Porter Mackenna
Allie Lynn Perkins
Carly Kay Rhodes
Jackson Blake Roberts
Connor Alan Schoenhals
Cody Joe Skains
Nathan Tomas Steffen
Liam Daniel Sweeney
Isak Fernando Terrazas
Travis Tyler White
Kayla Ann Williams

FINANCE
Xavier Bron’shay Abalos
Isaac Carlos Acuña
Esmeralda Alanis
Zachary Cole Alcantar
Andrew Edward Alcott
Caroline Mae Alexander
Jonathan James Alfonso
Diego Angel Alvarez
Nubia Michelle Amezcua Verduzco
Alexis Marie Anderson

1Summa Cum Laude 2Magna Cum Laude 3Cum Laude 4With Honors 5With Highest Honors
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Taylor Ellen Andrejacks
Favin Jesus Arreola
Jack Jordan Barton
Robert A. Bell
John Evan Bordenel
Luke Matthew Brewer
Michael Barrett Brisco
Walter Cade Brown
Connor Christopher Bryer
Frank Jacob Burnham
Oscar Carlos, Jr.
Joshua Anthony Hernandez
Jakob Thomas Hickman
Blaine Thomas Hill
Natalie Morgan Hudson
Trey Hudson
Ryan Edward Jackson
Natalie Ruby Jimenez
Evangel trop Jones
Hannah Elise Jordan
Matthew J. Kendrick
Connor Ryan Kennedy
Patrik Vljamri Kiki
Zachary Webber Kindseth
Cord Wallace Koenig
Michael Landon Leal
Addison Faye Lecates
Conner Trace Linton
Matthew Dean Lowell
Daniel Andrew Luby
Jacob Scott Luce
Andre Paul Marsolan III
Paul Christian Matlock
August Wesley McCollum
Cameron Charles McFarland
Jacob Baxter Mechler
Joseph Price Michel
Austin L. Miller
Megan Ann Mills
Andrej Monevski
Jade Elizabeth Montano
Jakob Bradley Montenero
Cliff Aaron Montgomery, Jr.
Carol Ann Moon
Samuel Allen Morehouse
Ryan Chase Morgan
Caydon Avery Moseley
Logan Ross Muller
Hunter Patrick Murphy
Zachary Rice Napier
Caden Jacob Neuman
Vanessa Rose Patroneilla
Mariah Nicole Patterson
Ryan Scott Patterson
Rainey Camille Payne
Stephanie Rena
David Porras
Pryce William Powell
Arturo Pozo
Samuel Flint Houston Prewitt
Darrion Dashawn Price
Joseph Anthony Prim IV
Kevin Patrick Quinn
Carisa Marie Quintanilla
Michael Maan Rajeh
Ryan Lee Ramos
Michael Randel
Chase Matthew Rediger
Grace Lynn Redman
John-Brennan S. Reed

Carson Mercer Reese
2nd Major: Information Technology
Joseph Andrew Renner
Michael Anthony Riggs
Joshua Samuel Riney
Joel Manuel Rivero
2nd Degree: Political Science
Robert Rohrbach
Reece Aron Rojas
Corie Ashlyn Romero
Emma Sutherland Rowe
Sarah Justina Nana-Ama Samm
Maria Sanchez Parra
Donal Ray Schmidt
Camden Robert Scofield
Madison Patricia Shaw
Tanner Davis Sherrill
Dylan Cade Sicola
Thomas A. Singular
Michael Raela Skiles
Carson Bradley Slater
Samuel Christian Snyder
Hayden Alexander Solis
Samuel Fredric Spaulding
Chase Harrell Spencer
Caleb Ray Swan
Blayze Wesley Sykes
Tucker Maloy Tate
Jackson Lee Taylor
John Blake Taylor
Lawrence Peter Thiele
Blake Matthew Thomas Matthew Pierce Thomas
Parker Jordan Thompson
Peter Richard Thompson
Brooks Alexander Thum
Blake Roger Thurmond
Patricia Kathleen Tupino Toledo
Isaac Isaiah Torrez
Ha Thi Thanh Tran
Nathan James Turner
Erik Noe Ventura
Deborah Mae Lupita Vitela
Troy James Wagoner
Jeffrey London Walker
2nd Degree: Sport Management
Willard Scout Walker
2nd Major: Marketing
Gavin Kirk Walters
Nathaniel Robert Ward
Andrew Joseph Wegendt
Preston Leeman Weir
Robert Joseph Werner
Lauryn Emily Wild
Mason Reed Wilson
Laine Catherine Woeifel
2nd Major: Information Technology
Victor Owoabiga Yakuba, Jr.
Chase Yarbrough
Joshua Christopher Yetts
2nd Major: Accounting
Samuel Ryan Young
2nd Major: Accounting
James R. Yowell

GENERAL BUSINESS

Jacob Michael Bauder
Landon Joseph Burrin
Tyler Elliott
Adriana Gabriela Fauquet-Cartaya
2nd Degree: Architecture
Brant Colan Gault

1Summa Cum Laude  2Magna Cum Laude  3Cum Laude  4With Honors  5With Highest Honors
Khaled Abdurahman Reda
Darius Marquel Richard
Alberto Robles Godinez
Armireal D’unciya Rodgers
Vincent Brian Rodriguez
Justin Cirino Sablotify
Cole Christian Skarda
Isaac Elijah Smith
Eric Dominic Stachowiak
Aaron Dean Statathos
Jacob Darrol Stowe
Andrew Robert Strachan
Lucas Montgomery Taylor
Andres Gabriel Torres
Austin Taylor Tulp
Zane Monroe Tyson
Chandler Morgan Unger
Jacob Robert Varro
Riley James Vick
Victoria Catherine Wilson
Raymundo Zaldivar
Daniel J. Zendejas

MANAGEMENT

Ethan Heriberto Acosta
Madison Nicole Adair
Katherine Rose Adams
2nd Major: Marketing
Luke Anthony Addy
Brianna Lee Agner
Cristopher Aguilar
Mischeley Ahumada
Jane Elisabeth Albracht
Landon Scott Amaya
Aaron Alexander Asebedo
Comfort Ayuba
Brayden Michael Bahou
Demy Lauren Banks
Cody Edwin Barker
Noah Austin Barrera
Emilea Sara Basurto
Jace Raymond Beard
Robert Michael Beirne
Spencer Alan Bell
Charles Michael Beivins
Nathaniel Tyler Blachowicz
Benjamin Michael Bodien
Trevor Alec Ray Boliver
Colby J. Bourg
Kaleb Eugene Bowman Niyati
Andrew Michael Boylan
Garrett Carlton Bradford
David Bryan Brown II
Harrison Edgar Brown
William Jacob Bullock
Brynnil Corynn Bush
Hanna Louisa Cadena
Ryan Russell Callan
Hunter Glenn Campbell
Max Wade Carson
Tristan Heath Christie
Colton James Collins
Tate Drew Collins
Gabriel Enrique Damian
Matthew John Davis
Giovanni Isabella Davis
Israel Immanuel Delgado
Cinch Kye Dickey
Caitlyn Diana Dorado
Dylan Tyler Drace
Katelyn Alexander Driscoll
Lauren Renee Duke
Jordyn Dunlap
Jorden Stewart Edwards
2nd Major: Marketing
Avery Elliott
Emma Margaret Ellis
2nd Major: Marketing
Brandon L. Ellison
Tyler Edward Escalante
Cori Michelle Esqueda
Kyle Landry Evans
Luke Richard Evans
Luciano Alexander Faro
Jasmine Elizabeth Feliciano
2nd Major: Marketing
Saron Fisseha
Kylee Anne Fitzgerald
Chase David Freiermuth
Amanda Nicole Fuentes
Landon C. Fuquay
Mason Michael Ivan Gaddy
Adriana Garza
Caden Doug Gilbreath
Evan Alban Gill
Samuel Charles Gion
Grant Ryan Gisel
Brenden Glenn Gomez
Alexandra Marie Gonzalez
Jasmine Nicole Gonzalez
Tiffany Taylor Good
Bryce Parker Gound
Benjamin Trace Green
Austin Patrick Grogan
Christopher Charles Grossman
Daniel Antonio Gutierrez
Jason Pryce Hager
Andrew J. Harman
2nd Major: Supply Chain Management
Ryan Michael Helm
Ariana Hernandez
Tyler Herron
Brian Garrett Hess
Harrison Dale Hess
Hunter Dee Higgs
Jacob Kenton Hirst
Luke Ryan Hoggatt
Thomas Lane Hollingsworth
Layke Marie Holmes
2nd Major: Marketing
Kaelyn Marie Hooper
Courtney House
Taylor Dené Hurst
Maxwell Jarrard Hydes
Forrest Milan Jackson
Francisco Javier Jaquez
Caleb Donte Jones
Kaitlyn Shea Jones
2nd Major: Marketing
Kaleb Israel Jovel
Mustafa Ahmed Faisal Kamalaldin
Matthew Keeler
Owen James Key
2nd Degree: University Studies
Christopher David Kingsley
Joseph J.Paul Kirk
Karson Lee Kite
Jackson Paul Kushner
Chandler Jackson Lanier
Clare Elizabeth Lankford
Pablo R. Lara Paredes
Kate Michelle Larson
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Mason Royce Riney
Reilly Sloan Rickert
Lauren Elizabeth Richards
Sydney Jane Reaves
Brody Hamilton Ray
Bryce Samuel Purchase
Marc Anthony Prieto
Chloe Lee Ann Powell
Luke Douglass Porter
Makeila Plum
Jackson David Petr
Abel Perez Cordova
Michael Joseph Paytonjian
Justin Bryant Paul
Michael Joseph Paytonjian
Abel Perez Cordova
Jackson David Petr
Jadyn Alan Pines
Makeila Plum
Luke Douglass Porter
2nd Major: Information Technology
Chloe Lee Ann Powell
Marc Anthony Prieto
Gabriel Thomas Proctor
Brooke Michelle Pugh
2nd Major: Marketing
Bryce Samuel Purchase
Brodie Hamilton Ray
Sydney Jane Reaves
Reilly Sloan Rickert
Mason Royce Riney
Desmond Christopher Roldan
Abigail Marie Rosiller
Edward James Rush
Avery Lee Sandi
Evan Alexander Schoeplein
2nd Major: Marketing
Kellie Schwendiman
Kaleb Ryan Scott
Jackson Ridge Shackleford
Lindsey Marie Shirk
William Maddox Shirley
Scott Richard Lee Siebenthal
Jacob Edward Simmerman
Zachary Todd Simon
Alex Matthew Sinclair
Mitchell Christopher Smith
William Drake Sollis
Megan Kelsey Sonnevelt-Bixler
2nd Major: Information Technology
Cody Wayne Staggs
Haley Marie Steele
Salome Judah Stephens
Madeleine V. Sterne
Bryan Frederick Sutherland
Alexander Cole Tapper
Nicholas Raymond Taylor
Grace Elizabeth Toner
John Carlos Torres
Everett Rains Toudouze
Rylie Nicole Trent
Brianna Kelly Turner
Alexander Miles Tyson
Princeton Ugwu
Javier Valdez
Jackson Walker Veale
Thomas Christopher Velvin
Melissa Joan Vitello
Cameron Patrick Wadlington
Michelle Renee Walker
Allison Watkins
April Paige Watley
Tanner Reed Watts
Kenny Wei Lin
Ryan Welton
Keelan Avery White
Rachel Louise White
John Hamilton Winston
Hayden Chandler Witt
Katelyn Ann Wood
Cierra Belle White
Alexander Stephen Zahn
2nd Major: Marketing
Sami Fadi Zeitoun
MARKETING
Caden Nathaniel Acker
Hannah Rose Afshar
Brandon Bennett Albert
William Davis Alexander
Hudson Keith Ammons
Reece Robert Anderson
Georgeanna Jane Baccheschi
Alanna Rose Barraza
2nd Major: Management
Matthew Keith Barrionuevo
Pierce Robert Beckmann
Olivia Grace Billington
Braleigh Nicole Blanchette
Emily Anne Boyd
Truman Kase Buchanan
Brayden Todd Bulman
Charley Ann Burkey
2nd Major: Management
Brock Kincaid Burres
Sheridan Eleanor Butler
Sarah Ann Butts
Ashlyn Bell Caddell
2nd Major: Finance
Samantha Alley Camarillo
Megan Nicole Campbell
Sophia Michelle Casillas
Camryn Castro
Audrey Frances Cebaca
Harris Scott Chakmakjian
Leah Margaret Chasse
Jacob Matthew Chavez
Patrick Chippendale
2nd Major: Management
Trevor Grant Cobern
Joshua Cade Cole
Paxton Cox Coley
Mackenzie Christine Cox
Brenynn Scott Cram
Camille Noelie Craner
2nd Major: Management
Colton Benjamin Crawford
Julissa Danielle Cruz
Giana Geoli Davidth
Brock Alec Davis
Chase R. Davis
Jacob William Davis
Zeke C. Dayton
Asher Challis Delisle
Nicklaus Noel DeShon
Jared Jeffrey Deviney
James Faulkner Dodson
Aariah Michelle Doggett
Carson Alec Dominguez
Reagan Elise Duffey
Rebecca Ann Dunn
Alex Conner Dyke
Katlynn Renee Edie
Brayll Lou Edwards
Aracely Flores Loreda
Maxwell Ernest Foit
Claire Elizabeth Folwell
Pierson Harwood Gaines
Camille Chloe Garcia
Katarina Paula Garcia
Mya Alissa Garcia
2nd Major: Management
Alexis Lynda Gaukroger
Preston Nicholas Gerold
Campbell Eason Goforth
Haley Grace Gordon
Jared Mitchell Grady
Elijah Lee Angel Granado
Alyssa Nicole Greer
2nd Major: Management
Lauren Elizabeth Grider
Haley Seese Guerrero
Damiana Rose Gugliotta
Ian Anton Guifoye
Mary Rose Hafertepe
Peyton Douglas Hanna
Ryan Raouf Hanna
Jason Harriman
Sydney Elizabeth Harris
Andrew Brian Heidemann
Madison Heinrich
2nd Major: Management
Jacob John Hettig
Samantha Michelle Hilder
Jarrett Todd Hodnett

1 Summa Cum Laude  2 Magna Cum Laude  3 Cum Laude  4 With Honors  5 With Highest Honors
With Highest Honors
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Isabel Arlene Nunez
Wilson Lee Nakahara
Adam Robert Myers
Simone Eden Morelock
William Custis Moore
Thomas Scott Monteith
Maya Christine Douglas Miller
Paul Christopher Meyer
Olivia Helen Merritt
Hunter Christian Melton
Olivia Helen Merritt
Paul Christopher Meyer
Maya Christine Douglas Miller
Jessica Leigh Mims
Thomas Scott Monteith
William Custis Moore
2nd Degree: Creative Media Industries
Simone Eden Morelock
Adam Robert Myers
Wilson Lee Nakahara
Katelyn Marie Nicholson
2nd Major: Management
Isabel Arlene Nunez
Caroline Aileen O’Connor
Rylee Maye Oldham
Derek Lawrence Osburn
Ethan Anthony Peck
Aaron Yesid Perdomo
Dylan Michael Pettit
Caitlin Elizabeth Pope
Brenna Lynn Powell
Sarah R. Protono
Ashley Marie Provotola
Wilson Paul Rasco
Reed Michael Reiland
Stevie Belle Reynecke
Shannon C. Rhodes
Luis Aaron Rodelas Ponce
Andrea M’Kay Rodriguez
Saria Rodriguez
William John Rossi
Marya Jewel Samuel
Andres Sanchez
Alexis Hope Sandoval
Fernanda Jaeb Sandoval
Mitchell Robert Schmidt
Zubair Ahmed Shariff
Hannah S. Shaw
Savanah Abigail Simpson
Elia Rose Sladek
Carli Leighton Smith
Sydney Rose Smith
Seunghyun Joe Song
Isaac Xavier Soto
Brooke Marie Souhrada
Abigail Joy Stephens
Micah Daniel Strain
Jenna Claire Street
Nicholas Boe Yuan Sum
Eric Jonathon Thewer
Shawn Damani Thomas
Riley Michele Thompson
Hayden Wayne Thornton
Daniel Earon Tiedemann
Skylar Rae Tranberg
Amanda Tuyet-Mai Trinh
Derrick Trotty, Jr.
Jada K. Truong
Logan James Uffelman
Brielle Madison Ungre
Allison Deane Urrutia
Blaire Addison Vance
Braulio Miguel Vergara Licea
Alexis Sandra Vogl
Garrett Max Wahl
Kyla Morgan Walsh
2nd Major: Management
Robert Thomas Warhola
Maddison Brooke Warner
Ryan Grant Watterson
Kryah Kyoko Webig
Nicole Alexandra Welton
Hanna Noelle Whittener
Gunnar Winkler
Mike Angel Wong Corral
Kolby Ross Wood
Patricia Marie Wurmstein
Matthew Abidemi Yakubu
Brooke Ann Yates
Jose Refugio Yebra, Jr.
Taylor Marie York

2nd Major: Management
Jorge Antonio Zumarraga

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Zacrye Tyler Acebedo
Corbyn Charles Armstrong
Arthur M. Astakhov
Michaela Nicole Blackmon
Dalton James Blandford
Kenneth Wayne Brock
Taylor Reid Brooks
Timothy Alan Chappell
Nicholas Jonathan Coradini
Preston Bryant Cribbs
Brandon Matthew Dale
Luis E. Diaz
Andrew Reid Dollar
Minette du Plooy
Collin Gabriel Dugas
Hunter Alan Duke
Ian Thomas Ellingsen
Nathan Gregory Gehrt
Dawson Patrick Groff
Eli Kalven Haaland
Anthony Dominic Hill
Eric Ian Hilt
Cameron James Hudkins
2nd Major: Finance
Blake Thompson Hurlbut
Chance A. Jordan
Jean-Joel Zigkondo Kinsumba
Paige Marie Kram
Joshua Rhodes Lenheiser
Jack Laurent Lewis
Denilsson Andre Lopez Espina
Avery Joaquin Lynch
Marlee Taelan Mallery
Trey Timothy Manning
Ethan Cooper McDaniel
Luc Thomas Mefford
Matthew Francois Melvin
Joshua Meyer
Joseph David Morgan
Dylan Kyle Nangle
Marcos Rene Olvera
Michaela Nicole Ormordo
Arjun Mukesh Patel
Katelyn Nichole Payne
Samuel Mitchell Rauch
Anna Margaret Rivera
Daniel Alejandro Sanchez Vicente
Riley Christian Sanders
Sean Frank Scantlin
Daniel S. Silva III
Malak Hany Abdel Tawfik
Alessandro Jamil Trigoso
Adonya Rusom Tsegu
Garrett Christopher Veenis
Avi Vir
Taylor Ray Welch
Austin Jerome Welling
Seth Alan Williams
Cade Michael Young
John Williamson Zeigler IV
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

EDUCATION

Gary Lee Acebedo²
LaCrisha Jenimarie Allbee³
Kassidi Faith Allen⁴
Madelyn Elizabeth Almario³
Macie Alston⁵
Benjamin Coopers Ashworth
Ashley Rose Bahl²
Mackenzie Leighanne Baker¹
Caryyn Lynn Bookout¹
Tara Nicole Boswell
Kaylee Lane Brabham
Clarissa Bravo⁵
Natalie Elaine Brooks¹
Ashton Blaine Brown¹
Stephanie Brown¹
Rachel Helen Browning¹
Brodi Lynn Buck¹
Kristian Nichole Chapa³
GinnyBelle L. Christianson
Micaela Crites
Carolina Daniél²
Carissa Day³
Taylor Nicole Dunlap
Paloma Delrosario Edmonson³
Melissa Facundo²
Elisa Engel Ferreira¹
Bailey Erin Ferro¹
Jessica Ashley Garcia²
Anissa Crista Garza¹
Avery Melyn Garza³
Mikayla Danielle Garza³
Ashleigh Mae George³
Elias C. Ghandour
Madelynne Maria Greth¹
Katherine Julia Ham
Kaitlyn Brooke Hannah³
Kirstin Mark Mark Hanson²
Katherine Elizabeth Hart
Lauren Elaine Henley⁵
Joshua Cole Hill-Cloyd⁴,⁵
McKenzie Lynn Himes³
Abigail Faith Hinojosa³
Darian Marie Hudson³
Jacquelyne Rochelle Huelster³
Kayla Janet Huerta¹
Carissa Elyse Hufford²
Kyleigh Hutchins³
Kinley Dianne Ibara³
Kayla Kathleen Isbell¹
Megan Madison Jasso³
Marilyn Johnson³
Kassedi Juhe⁴
Eve Marie Kappmeyer⁵
Braeley Lann Krautsch³
Yen Ling Labrador³
Lauren Grace Lackey³
Lillian Grace Laslaway Donet¹
Amy Nalley Lopez
Reagan Elizabeth Lopez
MiKenzi Beth Lowe¹
Haylee Martin³
Pablo Martinez⁵
Zoriah Martinez
Avery Mathai³
Lauren Emily Maudlin³
Megan Catherine McClendon³
Kaya Elline McDonough-Perkins
Juliana Maria Mebane³
Addison Taylor Meredith⁵
November Rayne Meredith
Aidan Christopher Mesa
Marilyn Ventura Mikulec¹
Grace Irene Millican¹
Brooklyn Montgomery³
Nadia Love Morales³
Rae Morrison
Christina Antoinette Nathan
Shelby Addison Nelson³
Vanessa Nguyen³
Maggie Tucker Nichols¹
Trynity Faith Noble³
Addison S. Norman¹
Chloe Grace Null⁴
Kelly Barton Oliphant²
Rylee Grace Oster¹
Anabelle Rae Pantuso
Brooke Jane Pellam¹
Kinley Adalee Phillips³
Coral Ramirez⁴
Ariel Ramon⁴
Jacyrly Raya
Mackenzie Diane Reece¹
Tatum Leigh Rendleman³
David Matthew Reyna
Taylor Rae Rivas³
Payton Roberts
Margaret Ann Robinson¹
Anakaren Rocha
Audrey Roth³
Amanda Rupp-Graue¹
Emily Danielle Serna
Megan Rylee Shehane³
Jasmine Su-Yun Shin
Mercedez Michelle Shiplett³
Monica Estreyra Sifuentes
Mikayla Grace Smith
Delaney LeaAnn Stallings¹
Lena Marie Staton
Peyton Faith Stipp²
Skyler Elaine Storey¹
Makayla Shaee Stovall
Makayla Grace Stuart
Isabella Marie Tamez³
Caitlin Alice Taylor
Averi DeShay Temple¹
Jaelyn M. Terrell
Kimberly Ann Tinkle³
Elylah Dalila Tobias³
Grace Elizabeth Tolar³
Natalia Trevino Garcia³
Kaitlyn Brooke Turner
Melissa Jane Tygielski¹
Cassie Dee Tynes³
Mackenzie Gray Uffelman¹
Viviana Margarita Valadez
Abigail Vargas
Mackenzie Ray Vela
Katie F. Waldemayer
Katherine G. Walker³
Reagan Molly Wall
Chloe Walton³
Victoria Grace XueFei Williams¹
Neeley Kate Wood

MAGNA CUM LAUDE

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Victoria Grace XueFei Williams³
Chloe Walton³
Reagan Molly Wall³
Katherine G. Walker³
Mackenzi Ray Vela³
Abigail Vargas³
Viviana Margarita Valadez³
Mackenzie Gray Uffelman³
Melissa Jane Tygielski¹
Cassie Dee Tynes³
Mackenzie Gray Uffelman³
Viviana Margarita Valadez³
Abigail Vargas³
Mackenzie Ray Vela³
Katie F. Waldemayer³
Katherine G. Walker³
Reagan Molly Wall³
Chloe Walton³
Victoria Grace XueFei Williams¹
Neeley Kate Wood

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

MULTIDISCIPLINARY SCIENCE

Brandon Kene Anuna
Brittney Angelica Barrios
Danielle Andrade Baustert²,⁴
Lydia Belloul
Daniel Johnathon Brown³
Xingshu Cao
Adolfo Cazares
Ethan Cole Champaing
Joel Antonio Cuadrado³,⁴
Alice Delone Dalebroux
Brekin Rena Davis³
Utsav Dhakal¹
Isaiah Mac Edwards
Brian Edward Elliott
Chikodinaka Elizabeth Ezeagwuna
Kyla Gabrielle C. Farihmas³
Kale Austin Farone³
Daniel Oluwaseyi Fasoye²
Myriam Montserrat Garcia³
Kunal Garg³,⁴
Valentina Guzman Gonzalez
Ethan Thomas Hernandez
Reagan Cole Huckabee
Alena Tanvi Jairamsingh¹
Elna Niyazovna Khusnaudinov³,⁴
Sang Do Kim¹
Yee Kian Lee
Joshua Michael Lewis-Sandy⁵
Abimael Lopez
Bryson Mark Morehead
Adison Jolee Moyer³
James Justice Murray
Rafaela Narciso Toffoletto³
Grace KayAnn Ohmart
Michael Okechukwu Omorogi
Matthew David Ontiveros
Jeremy Welsh Osborn
Kennedy Michelle Overton³
Ava Noelle Palicki³,⁵
Christos George Papageorgakis²
Vayja V. Pizarro¹
Christopher Andrew Prado
Natalie Diane Rychener¹,⁵
Aileen Monique Salazar
Chloe Salle Sides¹
Irene Sarro⁵
Jude Selo-Ojeme
Andrew Kyler Skowlund³,⁴
Kellie Nicole Tuttell²,⁴
Maya Imani Wallace⁵
Chase Zarchy Zitterkopf⁴

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Edward D. Whitacre Jr.
College of Engineering
MAY 2024

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Chaimae Alehyane¹
Rigoberto Alvarez
Anna Marie Arteaga²
Carson Louis Beck
Benino Blasco¹
Bryce Alexander Boggs
James Edmond Brown
Grant Douglas Bullock
Jazmine Antonia Casillas
Elio Castanuela III
Urvi N. Chudasama³
Matthew Sarzuello Cochran¹⁴
Ashley Taylor Comin
Noah Thomas Cooper¹
Seth Leon Cordova³
Kency Lizbeth Cornejo Avelar³
Sebastian David Cos
Kendall Cushingberry
Shalee Rae Dane
Rachel O. Dixon
Weston Lentz Dowell
Casey Dukes
Nathan Elliott Dyer
Aaron Reed Feitman
Justin Alexander Flores³
Justin Cyle Franco
Juan Felipe Gallego
Matthew Jericho Garcia, Jr.
Jonathan Garcia Melendez
Cuay Steven Gatlin
Hugo Heriberto Gomez Fuentes
Justin Noel Gonzales
Devin James Gray
Zachary Richard Griffin
Christopher Lloyd Hanke⁴
Anthony Victor Hellen⁵
Jawad Hussain Khan
Caitlin Nikole King
Kason Joshua King
Kaitlynn Leigh Lacy
Ramsey Joshua Landry³
Abbie Rose Lara
Joseph Deen Lara
Nathan Alex Lindh
Andrew James Manthei
Steven Anthony Martinez
²2nd Major: Petroleum Engineering
Brittny Lorraine Melgoza
Renat Ismail Mohamed⁶
Brandon Andrew Moreno
Alejandro Negrete
Obichukwu Gbemileke Njideaka-Kevin
James Bryson Reeder
Payton Olson Reeves¹
Ivan Moises Rivera
Kenneth Troy Roman
Kambrie Eva Sanchez
Kaden James Spoon
Dylan Walker Spriggs
Bryson Wayne Stevens
Benjamin Russell Taylor
Alejandro Ricardo Torres De La Parra
Ramiro Valdez
Dylan Maxwell Via
Kevin Andres Villalba
Spencer Nate Williams⁵
Konner Cole Wood¹
John Rowly Womack
Rachel Iliana Zamora³
¹Summa Cum Laude  ²Magna Cum Laude  ³Cum Laude  ⁴With Honors  ⁵With Highest Honors

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Israel Dumakakenechukwu Akpati
Cameron Blake Alonzo
Julia Smith Ameringer
Rafael Arellanes⁶
Angel A. Ayala
Josiah Rey Dollosa Badrina
Megan Makayla Beavers
Stephen Robert Belcher¹
Samruddhi Deepak Bhosale
Quinten Cade Bruce²
Rory Chance Campbell
Bailey Gayle Carlton
Victoria Cerda
Eric Daniel Chiu³
Thomas Cinali
Dylan Richard Cook¹
Devin Chase Daley³
Yonatan Asegidew Demissie
Kalen Garette Doubrava
David Henry Drews²
Reid Kevin Eberhart
Gage Scott Etchison
Hannah Elizabeth Fee
Hannah Elizabeth Fisher¹⁴
Blanca Martinez Gallego IV
DeAndre Jevon Gardner³
Michael David Alexander Gibich¹
James Jefferson Gibson
Adam Stanton Gideon¹
Thomas Glen Gilmore
Jonathan Lee Ginter
Casmiro Gabriel Granado III
JaKobe Fitzgerald Griffis
Landon Thomas Hassin
Reed Randolph Hedderman³
Carson Hunt Henderson
Jaden Taylor Hicks²
Luke Aaron Hillig
Tucker Dale Hoffnagle
Andrew Devarier Holmes³
Daniel Jake Hunter
Nafiz Imitaz²
Oghenevwede Israel Inikori²
Tahmid Ibne Azam Khan"¹
Jett Kikes³
Zachary Ray Knapp
Gabriel Curtis Koeller¹⁴
Isha Koregave¹
Tyler Allen Kuchta
Jae Wook Kwon
Ryan Lee³
Lance Hayden Lee³
²Summa Cum Laude  ³Magna Cum Laude  ⁴Cum Laude  ⁵With Honors  ⁶With Highest Honors

CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING
Dhan Bahadur Limbu
Dhruv Maniar
Andrew Michael Marra³
Minoli R. Mathew
Matthew Gage McGuire
Mitchell Robert McAuliff¹
Sushim Mishra¹⁴
Rohan Mittal¹⁴
Sebastian Morones
Cavan Garrett Natal
Emily Nieto
Luke Caleb Nutter³
Joseph Osobohien Obasuyi
Matthew Rey Ojeda
Ikponmwo Godfrey Osagiede
Kaitlyn Marie Paiz
Yoo Min Park
Abena Adjbewa Poku
Aidan Alexander Quinteros
Sydney Lauren Rash
Bennett Johnson Rodes
Bryan Serna
Yash Sharma
Adriana Laura Silva²
Carson Grant Spaniel³
Michael Samblay Storms
Jonathon Gunn Surles
Colin William Thomas
Christian Isaac Tran³
Jaden Kapena Tumale
Kaitlyn Grace Urano⁴
Asmit Nilesh Vate
Joshua Worley Windle¹
Koffi Egou Eddie Max Yao
Luke Francis Gonzales Yap⁴
¹Summa Cum Laude  ²Magna Cum Laude  ³Cum Laude  ⁴With Honors  ⁵With Highest Honors

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Mariano Arce Jop³
Nathan Daniel Black¹
Joseph Grant Bresett¹
Ivan Corkovic⁶
Nebus Dawit Dana¹
Reydesel Roman Garcia III
Walker Hendricks
Mason Wade Hill
Jacob Nicholoi Hoebeleinrich¹⁴
Jake C. Kiedaisch¹
John Alexander Kramer¹
Noah Anthony Laurent¹
Charles Anthony Leckbee
John Shihcheng Li
Hunter Blake Manning
Asael Martinez³
Mason Thomas Martindale
Evan Christopher Mark
Evan Paul Marett
Maximus Michael Mooney
Ethan Quang Nguyen
Robert John Paredes, Jr.
Skyler Renee Powell³
Uriel Angel Ramirez
Corbin Eames Reed
David Patrick Riley¹
¹Summa Cum Laude  ²Magna Cum Laude  ³Cum Laude  ⁴With Honors  ⁵With Highest Honors

UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES
Anthony Patrick Brown, Jr.
Cameron Lee Brown¹
Connor Vincent Brown²
Garrett Paul Brown³
Brock Anthony Buckingham³
Benjamin Andrew Burton²
Jack Feral Carruth³
Maria Elena Castillo Zamarripa
Joseph Peter Chambers
Mayakye Dawn Cline
Paul Joseph Conlan
Mason Dane Conway¹
Caitlyn May Cooper
Isaac Raphael Covarrubias
Noah Samuel Curry
Brandon Michael Darby¹⁴
James Alec Davis
Issac Ryan Davis-Tovar³
Sara Elizabeth Duellο
Riley Shenton Edwards³
Ronald John Erickson
Daniel Esparza
Victor JR Esquivel
John Anthony Flores³⁴
Tanner Reed Foster
Micah Isaiah Freeman
Ethan Craig Fuller³
Alexus Nevaeh Garza
Wesley Damon Geer
Jordan Everett Glassman
John Walter Glover³
Kevin Fidel Gonzalez
Brianna Leigh Hooper¹⁴
Garrett Reed Green
William Christopher Hall
Yadir Dario Hannon Velaquez²
Hudson Hansen⁴
Chloe Faith Harbick⁴
Adam Thomas Harlow
Samuel Patrick Harper³⁴
Nicholas Sterling Heller
Hector Jesus Hernandez³
Joshue Emmanuel Hernandez
Analine Kate Hilbun
Jacob Ty Hinterlach
Adrian Hiroz
Alexa Morgan Howell
Cameron Drew Jackson
Luke Alex Jacobs³
Cason Nathaniel Jones¹
Chase Allen Jones
Ajibek Karatalov
Caleb Michael Kehrmann³
Nathan Dwayne Kendrick
Kerolos Georges Khalil
Aibad Khan
Brandon Sang Min Kim
Hannah Mercede King
Derius Carrington Knowles
Jason Robert Kondikoff
Garrett Bradley Mack¹
Rory Nicholas Maguire¹
Katherine Elise Mann¹⁴
Jasin Marinovic³
Jacob Douglas Marlat¹
Blake Andrew Martin
Jon Cyrrus Mata¹
Leo Zane May³

Stephen Randall May³
Brendan Andrew Mazerolle
Jeffrey Mitchell McHugh³
Warren Mackade Merril¹
Dawson Lee Mitchell
Brandon Ty Morris³
Emma Catherine Moser
Owen Henry Naedler
Eugene Atambo Ogaro
Ikenna Chinedu Obuwuya
Caden Joseph Ortí³
Matthew Jason Orsborn
Lister Apella Otienó
Caleb Allan Oviedo-Blomquist³
Olaoluwa David Owoyemi
Mateo Pallares Castro¹
Joseph Pantoya Pantoya¹,³⁴
Kaden Daniel Parks
Nicholas Paul Pastore
Ethan Bryan Patrick³
Jan Philipp Pempera Escobar
Benjamin Joseph Perry
Jinju Philip
Collin Michael Plowden³
Matthew Glenn Rahils³
Abner Jaciel Ramirez
Leonardo Mavarick Ramirez
Jean Paul Soren Reeve
Sholby Keith Reeve³
Brandon Tyler Richard³
Aaron Rodriguez³
Maximus Logan Rodriguez³
Jonathan Patrick Rogers
Reno John Rollet³
Martí Michelle Roper³
Kyle Edwin Ruiz Garcia
Angelbeto Salas
Aaron Xander Salazar
David Emmanuel Salazar
Trey Thomas Schlink
Jeremy Neil Schroeder³
Austin Tabler Scott³
Stephen Barrett Shearer
Michael Timothy Skellie²
Matthew James Steffel³
Michael Robert Stegman
Daniel Scott Stevenson
Eric Joseph Taylor II
Erik James Thompson
Jonathan Michael Treece
Agapito Manuel Urrutia
Daniel Alexander Van Praag
Justin Daniel Vargas
Taylor Malae Vaughn
Jackie Yong
Christian Charles Vu
Philip Thomas Waggoner
Michael Charles Wales³
Sergio Walle
Redmon James Warnsley
Evan William Watts³
Otto Garay Weiss
William Thomas White
Aleaha Danyelle Wilson
Thomas Michael Wolf³
Aaron John Wood
Alex Robert Wood
Crystian Alejandro Zamora

¹Summa Cum Laude 
²Magna Cum Laude 
³Cum Laude 
⁴With Honors 
⁵With Highest Honors
MAY 2024
With Honors
Cum Laude
With Highest Honors

Vishal Ubha
Coby Marcus Trovinger
Sohan Ramesh Sanghani
Reina V Raj
Stephanie Prassel Grimes
Kobe Boss Young
Hanna Caraline Weiser
Hannah Kay Skoog
Cameron Jenkins
Kennedy Emerson Carmichael
Joshua Charles Hall
Nathan Bonzele Kamba
Cole Alexander Karpinski
Eleazar Landa Herrera
Benjamin K. Loewen
Eleazar Landa Herrera

2nd Degree: Nutrition
3rd Degree: General Studies
2nd Degree: Political Science
2nd Degree: Nutrition
3rd Degree: Languages and Cultures
2nd Degree: Political Science
2nd Degree: Political Science

BACHELOR OF ARTS
HONORS SCIENCES AND THE HUMANITIES
Joshua Christopher Adamek
2nd Degree: Political Science
Kennedy Emerson Carmichael
3rd Degree: Languages and Cultures
Cameron Jenkins
Hannah Kay Skoog
Jaycee Neil Tyler
Hanna Caroline Weiser
2nd Degree: Nutrition
Kobe Boss Young
2nd Degree: Political Science
3rd Degree: General Studies

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
HONORS SCIENCES AND THE HUMANITIES
Stephanie Prassel Grimes
Reina V Raj
2nd Degree: Nutrition
Sohan Ramesh Sanghani
Coby Marcus Trovinger
Vishal Ubha

APPROACH DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING
Jolea Shari Jacob
Isabelle Faith Johnson
Cecilie Brogger Steensgaard Nielsen
Josie Nicole Nuñez

APPLIED PERSONAL FINANCE
Blake Davidson Burriss
Taylor Marie Guess
James Patrick Hickman

COUNSELING AND ADDICTION RECOVERY SCIENCES
Pheonix A. Alexander
Kadyn Adamine Barrera
Kaitlyn Laniise Kinney
Timothy Joseph Lyles
Iliana Montes
Kylie Nicole Mote
Julia Lee Pearce
Keila Eunice Serrano

Ashlee Taylor Faires
2nd Major: Human Sciences

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Abbiegale Ann Bernardo
Paige Elizabeth Blackmon
Kennedi Mae Comer
Kate Elizabeth Elam
Faith Anne Farmer
Hannah Gage
Trinity Marie Garcia
Sadie Lane Gregg
Katelyn Lee Howard
Emmalee Belle Jonas
Claire Elyce Marroquin
Ashley McDonald
Jayci Olivia Miller
Maribel Rendon
Madison Ruppert
Lillian Elizabeth Scantlan
Kameryn Grace Simmons
Sydney Kayden Smith
Hannah Christine Stark
Ashley Elizabeth Stelling
Kristen Ann Toppings
Hayden Elizabeth Wright

FAMILY AND CONSUMER SCIENCES EDUCATION
Ivy Leigh Wynafred Beard
Jennifer Cervantes
Bethany Meagan Duenes
Emilly Sue Thomas
Jenna Kathryn Yarbrough

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY SCIENCES
Eva Elianne Acevedo-Caballero
Mckinley Shay Alvarado
Mackenzie Mae Barnes
Callie Jo Beach
Bethani Caroline Bearden
Justine Elizabeth Beeman
Cleo Blossom
Hannah Joe Brooks
Regan Shay Byrd
Sophia Iris Coppola
Kamiah Mae Davis
Mollie Ellen Davis
Adeline Grace Doile
Madeleine Judith Drumma
Zoie Micayla Dunagan
Kacie Marie Eickenhorst
Campbell Faye Elliott
Samantha Megan Ensley
Annabel Gail Flack
Jolee Elizabeth Fox
Merry Pat Gerber
Zebuddee Yvonne Gonzales
Hannah Renee Gonzalez
Miguel Jose Graciano
Kira Greer
Madison Alexis Guthrie
Ryli Paige Harrison
Brooke Leigh Henry
Frank David Hernandez
Raynee Diane Hitt
Hannah Marie Honn
Anna Kathleen Kendrick
Kaya Jaylee King
Claire Elizabeth Kraus

1Summa Cum Laude  2Magna Cum Laude  3Cum Laude  4With Honors  5With Highest Honors

MAY 2024 51
UNDERGRADUATE CANDIDATES

Aubrey Marie Macy³
Allyson Anita Mares³
Macy Jay McGaha
Makalynn Michelle Mead
Molly Elizabeth Mikeska³
Allison Lane Miller
Jalynn Denise Mosley
Kayla Marie Nkrumah
Madison Belle Harris
Bailey Ryland Peck²
Mckenzie Rae Pisciotta³
Angelina Marie Rhinos
Makayla Kirsten Reeves¹
Hollie Danielle Reznicek
Maeece Danae Rhoton¹
Anthony Rocha¹
Nadia Nicole Rosales
Sarah Kate Schwabenland
Sevilla Setliff⁰
Amanda Tokta Seyavong
Alexia Marissa Sifuentes
Kaitlyn Renee Smith
Mary Kathryn Snelling
Dylan Olivia Soliz¹
Sara Marie Steelman
Lauryl Kate Stegall⁰
Sidney Rose Straight
Lauren Teel

HUMAN SCIENCES
Kiara Grace Adcock³
Abiodun Adenike Adejumobi
Karina Nichole Almanza
Alyssa Ann Allen
Lauren Marie Alvarado¹
Mikayla Rheaann Alvarez
Elise Patricia Anderson²
Maggie Diane Anderson¹
Kennedy Grace Andrews³
Laura Jocelyn Araujo³
Jazaniah Joy Arce
Jacob Scott Arnold
Bree Ann Belf³
Allessaundra Carol Billy
Crayton Renollet Bradford
Makayla Jayde Burket²,³
Regan Shay Byrd¹
Hailey Campana
Daniel Carl
Carolina Carrillo Castañeda
Zeva Kate Carruth
Taryn Alexis Chacon³
Scott Davis Chrobback
Gailella Cinco³
Raven Cockrell
Holly Marie Coffman³
Taylor Leigh Cox
Cate Francis Cozine
Alexia Zarouhie Croatti³
Lindsey Kindle Duke
Alissa Duran¹
Shelby Elise Eudy
Andres Faudoa
Jedidiah Ayomide Feyisetan²
Annabel Anne Gall¹
Alana Christine Fitch-Baldwin
Willie Francois
Alexis Alicia Garcia³
Kristina Gilliland
Mary Grace Glass
Savannah Ryan Goudeau¹
Amanda Renae Grissom³
Lindy Marie Grubbs
Macie Dawn Guajardo
Melissa Ann Hale
Kennedy Ann Hanson
Kennedy Sophia Harrington
Jordan Ashley Hazelhurst²
Kelli Noelle Heath
Bailey Jo Heinrich¹
Alexandria Hernandez
Marissa K. Herrera
Baylee Katherine Hines¹
Andrea Suzanne Hodgkins¹
Hannah Reece Hooper
Anna Michelle Huffman
Viktoriya Ibraimova
Sekinat Aderonke Idris
Sonia Ihuomachukwu Ihezie³
Ikechi Bryan Ikechi
Emily Nicole Keller³
Caroline Alexandrina Kelley²
Virginia Elizabeth Kerley
Sara Daniel Kiros
Emily Nicole Kline
Katherine Ann Landry
Nathanial Isaac Lapp
Noah T. Lathrop³
Jaden Cross Lawrence
Khadijah Lewis
Abigail Lopez
Miranda Lopez³
Lily Lutrick
Lorraine Wanjiru Macharia
Paola Elizabeth Marín Ramirez¹
Sierra Nicole Mark¹
Keeley Shay Marschall
Abigail Victoria Martinez
Katelyn Nicole McElroy
Abani Medrano
Jacqueline Marie Meineke¹
Meredith Rae Milam¹
Virginia Moreau³
Shawanda J. Morgan¹
Kiera Morris
Kyle Moss¹
Julian Mojisola Mulumba
Grace Elisabeth Myrick
Morgan Angeli Neisius
Garrie Dawn Stroope
Venus Oluchukwu Nwoye
Douglas Lynn Otte
Brylea Bliss Parker
Giselle Elizabeth Paz¹
Jodi Lee Pearson
Athena Caitlin Peckovskyz
Loren Elizabeth Perry¹
Anna Posey Phillips
Makayla Jaslyn Prierson
Jessica Ann Porter
Cassidy Sunshine Raney
Alyssa Anna Rankin³
Zen Xander Reyes
Brigitte Irene Rivera³
Ariana Avela Rodela
Tabitha Sandoval
Brianna Renee Saucedo
Angelina Grace Searcy²
Logan Blake Shahan
Shyann Alissa Sharp²
Emilia Margaret Smajstria¹
Reagan Jade Snuggs¹
Briana Soto¹
Taylor Alexis Soto
Jaycie Grace Spann
Madeline Claire St. John
Harrison Stafford
Jacob Spencer Stewart³
Andrea Marie Stubblefield¹
Brooke Alexis Tabet¹
Jessica J. Tann¹
Alyssa Constance Taylor
Claire Elisabeth Thompson³
Daphni Marie Thompson
Kayla Olivia Thompson
Clint Joseph Thompson
Daisy Laine Tribble
Reid Elizabeth Van Ness
Kennedy Paige Varela
Ellery Fay Watts
Emily Bliss Whitaker³
Lena Jean White
Charlee McKenna Whitfield³
Ella Wilhelm³
Macallister Ann Wilson¹⁴
Laura Ashley Wong¹
Nia Wyre
Alexis Marie Ybarra
Hannah Marie Yocum³
Leah Violet Zannone³

NUTRITION
Chamuve Vanessa Gbemi Baro³
Tyler G. Bush
Kaylee Grace Leraa Dickson
Noah Bradley Hamilton³
Taylor McKenzie Hutton
Isabella Nicole Jones²
Jordan Samuel Nana Osie Yaw Kankam¹⁴
Ashley Nicole Maniates
Mitch McCann³
Kaile Marie McFee
Hnin Shwe Yi Lwin Oo
Bianna Partin³
Daren Ryder Partridge
Maya Prado
Reina Raj¹⁵
² Second Degree: Honors Sciences & the Humanities
² Second Degree: Honors Sciences & the Humanities
² Second Degree: Honors Sciences & the Humanities

NUTRITIONAL SCIENCES AND DIETETICS
Sarah Mae Bryant¹
Rhian Alyssa Connell
Nina De Mol Van Otterlo³
Emily Cleo Eddlemon³
Ella Louise Ferguson
Haddie Grace Flanagan
Tasnim Mahmoud Mansour Gadalla¹
Madeline Nancy Hanly¹
Jersson Rudy Hernández Sarmiento
AisLynn Rene Johnson
Tessa I. Jones
Abigail Anne Kammeraad
Ely Louise Lindberg³
Leslie Nieto
Adrianna Parsons³
Benjamin Martinez Ramirez, Jr.²
Molly Ramsey³
Grecia Lizbeth Rodriguez³
Kenneth Scott Rogers³

¹Summa Cum Laude ²Magna Cum Laude ³Cum Laude ⁴With Honors ⁵With Highest Honors
PERSONAL FINANCIAL PLANNING
Tobias Mathias Bekele
Kaya Reese Diebes¹
Corey Fanning
Andrew Davis Hamilton²
Luke J. Hanna
Christopher Sean Hehman³
Ryan Walker Jones
Jarod Wade Larson
Joseph W. Lesnick¹
Seth Caden Rains
Nathaniel Braeden Sheen²

RESTAURANT, HOTEL, AND INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT
Brooke A. Brice³
Brandon Josué Chapman Quintana²
Elizabeth Ann Crawford
Cade Rowan Deraud
Vincent Paul Dibiase
Kendall Goode¹
Joshua Roland Heinsohn³
Ethan Jones
Rohan Malik
Jonathan Dowè Miller
Natalie Michelle Moore
Kaleigh Nichole Rodarte-Suto
Sarah Regan Spears
Bailey Rae Paige Starr
Inés Maria Ureña Morales²
Erica Jewel Wiggins

RETAIL MANAGEMENT
Cassidy Cameron Artavia²
Eri Jac Edwards
Lonie Sophia Maria Gentry-Yzaguirre
Libby Grace Goodyear²
Shanlee Grace Hays
Abby Elizabeth Hund¹
Ashley Patrice Lawrence³
Yvonne Anahi Matias¹
Mallory Alexandra Moe¹
Ana Beatriz Ramirez Fernandez¹,²,⁴
Francesca Veronica Roberts³
Miranda Robles¹
Maria Daniela Solera
Caroline S. Spears³
Cashen Jo Turner⁴
Hanna Marie Vines

COMMUNICATION STUDIES
Riley Elizabeth Adamson³
Kaylee Alyssa Brooke Allsup
Maddie Anne Bates
Payten Evelyn Bennett
West Stapleton Bevins
Lauren Reese Blackard
Braden Leo Bump
Lily Grace Butler
²nd Major: Journalism
Elaine MaryAnn Campbell
Chloe Fontaine Carthen
Clay Wyatt Cash
Alessia Castello
Holly Catherine Comstock¹
Bryan Cole Diaz
Dana E. Diaz
Colton Blane Diebitsch
Travis Diep³
Elizabeth Blair Downing¹
Chloe Elisabeth Feller²
²nd Major: Public Relations
Ethan James Frazier
Scott Fujita
Autumn Ann Gentry
Carter Gloor
Jordan Grant
Caroline Grasty
Robey West Greisett
Madelyn Grace Heraty
Abril Herrera
Camryn Alexis Herriage
Jeremy Wayne Hilburn
Laurn Jeanine Hughes³
Mitchell Lance Jackson
Korben Skyler Jacobs²
Anna Sophia Jones
Joe Mario Juarez
²nd Degree: Chemistry
Ezrie Jane King
Scott King
Ava Lin Lange¹
Kellie Elizabeth Langeland³
Avery Lynn Lewis⁴
Ryan Christopher Lippe
Marlee Brooke Madden
Morgan Blair Maddox³
Farhan Majumder
Natalie Jane Mandl³
Patricia Jule Marano³
Delaney Rae Matheson
Emily Nicole McBreen
Elijah Gregory Morrison
Jeremy Newton²
Jada Ugonna Nwигwe³
Jessica Shannon Odom
Leslie Paola Pantano³
Matthew George Pappas
Brianna Nicole Perez
Kayla Whitney Rakovan
Maria Montserrat Ramirez
Katherine E. Reeb¹
Eliah Rodriguez
Ruben Saldana³
Isaac Jordan Sanjurjo
Samantha Lynn Saxer
Michaela Brooke Schumacher
Leslie Andree Segura
Lane Michael Selph
Collin Mitchell Sharp

¹Summa Cum Laude  ²Magna Cum Laude  ³Cum Laude  ⁴With Honors  ⁵With Highest Honors
Hannah G. Shepard
2nd Major: Public Relations & Strategic Communication Management

Isabel Smith

Lily Jo Taylor Smith

Haley Mae Spieckerman

Dryden Taylor

Elisabeth Anne Thiessen

Allison Nicole Trahan

Keegan Kade Tullos

Alexandra M. Turner

Carson Ray Turner
2nd Major: Public Relations & Strategic Communication Management

Mia Alegra Uribe

Bonnie D’Lynne Vandiver

Lora Tatyana Venker

Jose Manuel Vizcaino

Faith Olivia Wall
2nd Major: Public Relations & Strategic Communication Management

Carson Elijah Ward

CREATIVE MEDIA INDUSTRIES

Lauren Elia Acosta

Mitchell Feist Belwood

Tanner Paul Billings

Mike Boyle

Alexandra Storey Burke

Reilly Michael A. Cann

Martin Jesus Careaga

Isabella Rae Clay

Nicholas Alexander Coulombe

Geoffrey Stephen Shockley Daniels

Dr. D. N. Dolezal

Andrew Reed Fallon

Coursen Robert Gallagher

Guillermo Keith Giddings

Jordan Alexander Godfrey

Sasha Marie Goggans

Angelyna Catheina Gonzales

Mia Miranda Gonzalez

Timothy James Gregg

Isabella Brooke Guminoy

Christian Matthew Hay

Grace Marjorie Jeske

Joshua Jeremiah Jones

Jonathan Kath

Ethan Scott Kayl

Ryan P. Leonhardt

Antonio Lewis Lowe

Molly Amanda Manning

Peter Michael Mara

Carson William McKinzie

Jones Wilson Miller

Savanna Lynn Montgomery

William Curtis Moore

2nd Degree: Marketing

Christopher Samuel Patterson

Mykah J. Paul

Audrey Grace Pena

Sophia Renee Phipps

Valerie Elizabeth Ramirez

Matthew Brice Richardson

Jill Rivera

Piper Robertson

Taylor Renee Russell

Gabrielle Mikala Santiago

Samuel Edward Schafer

Emma Elizabeth Schubert

Khloe Dawn Scott

John Alan Seidensticker, Jr.

Katelyn Sophia Shaffer

William Wade Soulaunt

Ryan Thomas Steele

Ellison Mary Tucker

Hunter Mykia Vignos

Jennifer Villa

Kloe Ann Walker

DIGITAL MEDIA AND PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION

Iyanyuwo Joanna Ayodele

Ashley Dawn Cunningham Baker

Travis Edward Bawcom

Olivia Grace Berry

Tyler Anthony Binkley

Kimberly Michelle Blackburn

Aliyah S. Clark

Madison Shea Clark

Kylie M. Combast

Joseph Ray Dugger

Haylee Escamilla

Ashley Grace Feigenbaum

Kamryn Parker Frenzel

Travis Mack Furlow

Carly Jade Hamilton

Catherine Harrison

Isabella R. Hill

Desean Alexander Hollins

Oghenemaro Ijeno

Alex Vladimir Kasichke

Chloe Nicole Laing

Jacob Ryan Marshall

Marquese Deleon Mason

Abbye Elizabeth Matscheck

Betnie Lee Mitchell

Caleb Ethan Moten

Miekaul Antonio Nash

Justin Nentwich

Sean William Nicklis

Lilliana Jennifer Ottaviani

Kayt Michele Penny

Landy J. Perry

Savanah Bleu Peterson

Samantha Lynn Raney

Jazmine Rayan

Dylan Ray Ruedas

Christian Sanchez

Camille Elizabeth Schuh

Rachel Michelle Simshauser

Rylee Ann Sugg

Nia Theresa Threatt

Jennifer Trevino

Sarah Alyssa Vega

Ariana Daevon Vela

Steffi Watters

Madison Riley Rock West

Braxton Sean Zilem

JOURNALISM

Oluwatomisin Esther Alausa

2nd Major: Public Relations & Strategic Communication Management

Karmen Michelle Brown

Martha Joy Davis

Melanie Renee Escalante

Allison Morgan Freund

Julissa Christine Garcia

Madeline Elizabeth Gray Hill

Zoe Mccright

Emma Elizabeth Montgomery

Abigail Blake Parker

Russell Raunam

Jayden Armon Santos

Epiphany Denise Scott

2nd Degree: Political Science

Tana Belle Thompson

Bishop William Van Buren

2nd Major: Advertising

Chyna Amaya Vargas

Austin Cade Wood

MEDIA STRATEGIES

Brooke Bartels

Benjamin Hunter Best

Taylor Kaye Black

Matthew James Bryant

Jacqueline Annalise

Katherine E. Humphries

Gabriella Alexa Iovieno

Jacob Chance Kimbrel

Jacqueline Michelle Lacey

2nd Degree: History

Tyler Cole Martin

Makenna Grace Robinson

Elaina Marie Thomas

Talia Grace Waterman

Emily Paige Wiley

PUBLIC RELATIONS

Iyssy Cortez

PUBLIC RELATIONS AND STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION MANAGEMENT

Nina Morgan Alambar

Sarah Brooke Albright

Sydney Jane Anderson

Kathryn Grace Atmakur

Robert Lamar Barbee III

Jeno Douglas Bettinger

Kaela Blevins

Gracie Jordan Bolton

Zoe Sklyfre Bratcher

John Patrick Briggs II

Isabella Ashley Busby

Mollye Marie Butler

Graeclynn Cartwright

Cannon Milam Cohen

Carter Jay Cureton

Chloe Alyce Cureton

Brooke Ashley Daniel

Kristina Valer’yevna Dargan

Josephine Gambrell Davis

Emily Elizabeth Driskill

Rory Colleen Dunnamho

Lewis Tyrell Edwards

Benjamin Ellerbrook

Lauren Elektra Estrada

Matthew Travis Flores

Jake Ly-Diaz Foster

Isabella Aubrey Garza

Joseph Salvador Gonzalez

Delauren Omar Gordon

Kathryn Elizabeth Haresnape

Camilla Malin Hedlund

Faith Holloway

Thea Camille Huff

Caitlin Anne Hughes

Emily Jean Jellison

Isaiah Daniel Jewell

Kayla Isabella Kaiser

Haley Marie Kauser

2nd Major: Advertising
Ainsley Morgan Kerr
Alexcia Alexandria Kinney
Radha Coreth-Lee Kline
Taylor Marie Kreiss
Sydney M. Lane
Heather Kristina Lindsey
Abigail Elaine Lopez
Jason S. Mandujano
Carly Jo Maxwell
Rayan Mingo
Kayden Alaina Mucha
Lexi Blaire Paré
Carson Brooks Patrick
Addison Kay Prater
Giovanna Cecile Roberts
Natalie Illene Rodriguez
Isabella Caroline Sakalas
Brycen Salazar
Ally R. Sekula
Samantha Lucía Simmons
Victoria Lee Sparkman
Alexa M. Stabeno
Maryna Antoinette Summers
Alora Lee Sutton
Audrey Grace Swanson
Alexa Elaine Tidwell
Kathryn Elizabeth Tiedemann
Sierra Nicole Trefonas
Riley Tess Wall
Lauren Nicole Ward
Emma Lucille Warmus
Kerri Elise Wegmann
Virginia Leilani Wilbanks
Reese Kelli Williams
Jordan Lee Wolf

BACHÉLOR OF APPLIED ARTS & SCIENCES

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

Henaluisa Marin
Mariela Ortiz

BACHÉLOR OF ARTS

HUMAN RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT

Cary Joe Burkhart
Grayson Valin Felder
Charles Chukwuemeka Ndukwé
Solomon Abidemi Sangobowale
Gage Ashton Stephens
Hannah Elizabeth Wilson

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

Camren Belle Aguilar
Oleksandr Andrew Alfaro
Cooper Allen
Dalton Lee Anderson
Joni Caleb Austin
Emma Caroline Bailey
Dylan James Beamsley
Casey Ryan Bledsoe
Trislyn Rae Boord
Robert Alan Brandt
Carneisha Geneice Brown
Jordan Jamaal Brown

Bryan T. Burns
Dakota Scott Carson
Monica Marie Castillo
Yesenia Mondragon Castillo
Sean Christopher Catala
Jemma Taffy Chapel
Tucker Bo Christie
Courtanie Elaine Cisneros
Reed Wyatt Collier
Morgan Leann Crum
Braidyn Olivia Paige Davis
Samuel David Davis
Dylan Carlos Day
Tianna Renae Deleon
Joshua Terrell Douglas
Grant Alexander Dzurenko
Christopher Brandon Enchinton
Daniel Christopher Enriquez
Casey Haltom Esch
Willdaniels Ferrer
Brian Jason Foster
Tyler M. Fowler
Gino Noe Garcia
Noah Zion Garcia
Ledisi I. Gmah
Shelby Elizabeth Gregory
Morgan Clare Harmony
Dylan K. Harrison
Jakob D. Harvey
Hannah Gabrielle Herrera
Ashley Lauren Hettler
Anthony Blake Inmon
Eona R. Jett
Deziere Monae Johnson
Owen James Key
Camir K. Kilpatrick
Grace Michal Knutson
Carter Matthew Krowski
Dacey Esther Kunz
Ryan Tyler Laumand
Madison Elaine Lewis
Jayson Michael Losiewicz
Aaron Michael Lucks
Erik Matthew Luna
Brayln Roosevelt Lux
Augustine Belarmino Martinez
Vicente Marzillo
Parker Wayne Meyers
Maci Clare Meads
Erin Sheigh Moore
Labyreous Marquis Dayjaun Moore
Laura Mora
Vanessa Mora
Gabriella Grace Perez
William Thomas Plush
Jacob Francis Pustka
Arthur James Quigley
Tayler Jayd Ramos
Andrew Stephen Rangel
Sadie Morgan Reinhart
Adham Mehari Rezene
Katherine Elizabeth Riddle
Devin Royce Roberson
Blanca Estela Ruedas
Ali Abass Saleh
Jodi Sanchez
Karissa Elena Sanchez
Steven Nicholas Sanchez
Sailor Parte
Gabrielle Christine Settlemire
Connor T. Sides

BACHÉLOR OF SCIENCE

UNIVERSITY STUDIES

Emily Anne Bogg
Dakota L. Bowen
Natalie Cordero
Abigail Lorenza Franco
Jordan Clayton Frank
Steven Gutierrez
Marcus Jesus Hinojos
Jimmy Hutson
Alexander Sean Johnson
Louise Nicole Lopez
Grace McDaniel
Harrison Antonio Monroe
Loore Ann Pounds
Saigeethan Sathivel
Shorn Sunil
Matthew Paul Talley
Kimbi Lynn Wade
Tyler James Watson

BACHÉLOR OF APPLIED ARTS & SCIENCES

COMMERCIAL MUSIC

Mercier Alexander Santa

BACHÉLOR OF ARTS

ART

Nicole Isabel Poisson

DANCE

Clara Elizabeth Baker
Emma Louise Zeske

MUSIC

Claire Marie Metróka
Laura Megan Muñoz
THEATRE ARTS
James Cross
Elizabeth Grace Fuller
2nd Degree: Architecture
Krystyna Alexandra Gray
Elodie Jacqueline Jenkins
Alexis Blair Judlin
Emily Kate Kilgore
Alison Sarita Pruitt
Connor Clark Reilly
Natalie Russell
Madeline Elaine Woods

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
ART
Taylor Elyse Arnold
Jacob Ramon Barrera
Paul Baxter
Erin Elizabeth Buchanan
Madeline Dawn Cevallos
Samuel Gibbs Curry
Sara Kate Diaz
Hayley Brooke Fox
Aesum Goh
Carlos Eduardo González Sánchez
Madison Layne Harrelson
Victoria Leigh Haygood
Erin Michelle Headrick
Cristina Alejandra Hernandez
Katelyn Brook Killebrew
Christopher Liu
Beatrice Enedina Madrid
Ashley Corin Moores
Sarah Ann Morrison
Paulina Nopal-Cerro
Sydni Denise Oviedo-Blomquist
Shelby Lynne Owens
Hannah Roehr
Mariana Sanchez-Perales
Andreanna Dawn Steele
Jack Davis Stolly
Samuel Galvon Tarron
David Tristan Tobias
Tybee Kesia White
Carson Wayne Wolfe

DANCE
Hannah Catherine Baxter
Elena Marie Beard
Hannah Elizabeth Coburn
Emma E. Hale
Claire Alexa Newey
Rachel Deanne Winn

THEATRE ARTS
Elyse Kennedy Dixon
Ashley Mae Fenton
Eric Edgardo Flores Rodriguez
Holden Quin Jackola
Mary Elizabeth Lantz
Sethe P. Nguyen
David Charles Postlewaite
Savannah Jo Rhodes
Lizabeth Grace Rokas
Thomas Bracken Schnaible
2nd Degree: Psychology
Samara Rose Shavrick
Karlie Grace Smith
Becca Kaye Worthington

BACHELOR OF MUSIC
Rodrigo Esteban Cardona Cabrera
Shawn Elise Earthman
Kennzie Michelle Greenlee
Georgia Lynn Hageman
Abigale Elizabeth Hobbs
Sara Rene Hoffman
Lauren Anne Justman
David Charles Kath
Jacob Ryan Nalle
Ryan Pound
Kailey Quin Shelton
RECEPTIONS AND OTHER CEREMONIES

INDIVIDUAL COLLEGE RECEPTIONS

Immediately After Commencement Ceremony, Unless Otherwise Indicated

Davis College of Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources | Texas Tech Dairy Barn | Saturday, May 11, 5:00 – 7:00 p.m.

Huckabee College of Architecture | Architecture Gallery, 1st Floor of College of Architecture

College of Arts & Sciences | Holden Hall, South Lawn | Friday, May 10, 11:30 a.m. – 3:00 p.m.

Jerry S. Rawls College of Business Administration | McCoy Atrium | Saturday, May 11, 12:00 – 2:00 p.m.

College of Education | Diploma Distribution, First Floor Staircase, College of Education

Edward E. Whitacre, Jr. College of Engineering | Livermore Center; ECE 226 (ECE Only); & TFPETR Lobby (PETR Only)

Saturday, May 11, 10:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.

College of Human Sciences | El Centro, Human Sciences Building

College of Media & Communication | Ballroom, Student Union Building

J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts | Theatre & Dance Complex Atrium

Saturday, May 11, 2:30 – 4:30 p.m.

University Studies | Drane Hall, Room 332 | Friday, May 10, 8:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.
The banners displayed at Texas Tech University commencement ceremonies are patterned on military, political, and trade guild insignia that date back to the Middle Ages and beyond. Known as gonfalons, they most closely resemble the flags created by Italian city states before and during the Renaissance. The Texas Tech University flags were individually designed to display symbols and colors that represent the areas of interest of each unit.

The Faculty Banner displays the university colors, red with black, and features the university seal encircled by the words “Seal of Texas Tech University.” The seal was designed by William Ward Watkin, the original campus master planner, in 1924. The shield is a black escutcheon quartered by a red cross, on which are arrayed 10 cotton bolls, symbolic of the importance of cotton to West Texas and representing Lubbock County and the nine surrounding cotton-producing counties. These symbols also reflect one of the original missions of Texas Technological College: “To provide students with a thorough education in textiles and technical engineering.” The shield features emblems that evoke the university, community, state and nation. In the upper-left quadrant, a book symbolizes religion and academic traditions. A star in the upper-right corner stands for the Lone Star State of Texas. In the lower left a key represents home, and in the lower right the lamp of knowledge indicates the primary mission of Texas Tech University: “To develop and advance knowledge.” Above the shield, an eagle, the national bird of the United States, spreads its wings. Mindful of the claims of all these constituencies, the faculty of the university create, transmit, and preserve knowledge.

The Faculty Banner

The Department of Textiles in 1968, the department became the College of Architecture and moved into its current building on campus. In November 2022, the College of Architecture was renamed Huckabee College of Architecture and a new banner was created. The new logo reflects the new college name, the Double T logo, and a classic black and red theme. The banner was designed by the TTU Office of Communications & Marketing.

The Huckabee College of Architecture at Texas Tech University

The blue background color of the College of Education banner reflects the light blue color designated for education by the Intercollegiate Code and is also seen in the velvet border of education master’s and doctoral hoods and doctoral gowns. The upper area of the banner carries a school building encircled by the words “College of Education” and “Scholarship, Leadership, Service” to represent the primary roles of the college as a unit dedicated to preparing teachers and furthering educational scholarship, leadership, and service. The Double T logo appears at the bottom of the banner.

The Jerry S. Rawls College of Business Administration banner was designed through a collaborative effort of the staff in the college’s Undergraduate Services Center. The background color of the banner is drab. The central image on the banner is a map of the world centered on Lubbock with the Texas Tech University Double T symbol rising from a focal point in the South Plains. The banner symbolizes the impact of globalization in the modern business environment.

The College of Arts & Sciences banner was redesigned in 2014 by Randy Lacy, unit coordinator in the college. Crafted with classical typography and bold lines, the banner replaces the previous college seal with the famous Double T logo. The red and black colors appropriately represent the largest and most diverse college in the university.

The Graduate School banner is blue. Imposed on this background is a white circle within a light blue one. These circles contain the image of a golden open book and a burning lamp. The open book symbolizes knowledge and the lamp represents a light by which to study. The banner was designed by the late Associate Dean Thomas Langford and
The College of Human Sciences banner was redesigned in 2016 and adapted from an original design by former faculty member Dr. Ben Goh. The design depicts an adult, an adolescent, and a child. The diversity of faces and ages represents the families and communities served by the college in its mission to improve and enhance human lives through teaching, research, and outreach. The image of the globe represents the goal of not only serving the lives of those in the local community but also connecting with the global community.

The College of Media & Communication banner illustrates waves of information emanating from a single point—one voice heard by many. The banner is white with a crimson background framing waves of information reaching the public. Crimson is the color assigned by the Intercollegiate Code to journalism, the common core subject area of the college. The white field represents honesty, decency, and purity. Beneath the crimson is the name of the college.

The banner for University Studies exhibits the colors of Texas Tech with a red background trimmed in black. The focus of the banner is the silhouette of the Administration Building’s bell tower, which is an iconic symbol of Texas Tech. Just as the university is comprised of many parts, University Studies integrates multiple programs from colleges across the university. The traditional Double T placed in a window of the tower signifies the future that awaits students who complete these programs in preparation for successful careers.

The J.T. & Margaret Talkington College of Visual & Performing Arts banner is designed to represent the three schools that make up the college. The abstract design inspires intellectual skill, artistic ability, and creative thinking, representing the students emerging from the college. Subtle shapes hint at lines in reading music, sound waves for theatre and dance, and line and shape to include the arts. Chloe Walser, an artist, graphic designer, and graduate from the School of Art, designed the banner for her commencement ceremony in May 2022.

The symbols on the Texas Tech University Libraries’ banner reinforce the idea that the Library is the center of knowledge on campus. As such, it is the guardian and giver of knowledge and information. The key in the foreground of the banner symbolizes the Libraries’ role as guardian and safe keeper of all ideas. In the not too distant past, knowledge was considered sacred or something that was best kept locked away, thus the symbolism of the key. The flames symbolize the Libraries’ other and equally important role as the giver of knowledge, providing access to wisdom. For centuries, the use of fire was believed to be man’s first step on the path to civilization; one characteristic of fire is its ability to spread, which represents the Library’s role as purveyor of knowledge. The colors of the flames symbolize the three broad branches of knowledge; scarlet for humanities, gold for sciences, and the purple flame for social sciences.
Wearing academic dress at commencement ceremonies dates from the early history of the oldest universities created during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Because educated people were almost always of the clergy, the black gown is an adaptation of the “cope,” a long mantle or cloak of silk or other cloth worn by church dignitaries in processions and on other occasions. The long gown and cowl (similar to the academic hood of today) were worn by priests and monks for warmth in the cold medieval buildings.

In the early centuries, a great diversity of color and style of cap, gown, and hood appeared in different universities of Europe. The European custom of wearing academic dress was later introduced at American colleges. Not until after 1895 was a uniform academic code of dress adopted by most U.S. colleges and universities. Today, the black robe, hood, and cap are worn at most institutions of higher learning. Some institutions have authorized doctoral gowns in colors other than the customary black.

The gowns used in American academic ceremonies vary according to the highest degree awarded to the wearer. Usually the bachelor’s robe has long pointed sleeves and the master’s has oblong sleeves, square at the end with a slit at the elbow. The doctoral gown is a more elaborate robe faced down the front with velvet and across the bell-shaped sleeves with three bars of velvet. The velvet facing and bars may be of the color distinctive to the field of study.

The doctoral hood has side panels and is slightly longer than the one worn for the master’s degree. The color used in the velvet border of the hood indicates the field of study. The velvet border is widest on the doctor’s hood, and the colors of the lining indicate the college or university that conferred the degree.

For example, those who have received advanced degrees from Texas Tech University wear hoods lined with red and black. The Oxford—the so-called mortarboard—is black and has a long tassel fastened to the center. The tassel is usually worn with the pendant over the left front of the cap. Different colored tassels are often worn on the bachelor’s and master’s caps to indicate the type of degree. The tassel on the cap of the doctoral candidate, except for professional degrees, is either gold or black. The doctoral degree holders may also wear the velvet tam with a gold tassel.

Candidates for the undergraduate degree will wear the tassel on the right side of the cap at commencement. After the degrees have been conferred, baccalaureate degree recipients will turn the tassel to the left side of the cap, thus showing that they are now graduates. Those graduates who have the official Texas Tech Alumni Association class ring are invited to turn their rings at this time.

Candidates wearing red cords have earned the Latin designations of cum laude, magna cum laude or summa cum laude based on a minimum 3.5 cumulative grade point average. Candidates wearing kite-shaped medallions are Honors College graduates earning a minimum of 24 hours of Honors coursework. Medallions with red ribbons indicate a notation of “With Honors” (non-thesis) and gold ribbons indicating a notation of “With Highest Honors” (thesis).

Phi Beta Kappa students may wear their membership key as well as the society’s dark blue honor stole and/or pink and blue honor cords. Members of Phi Kappa Phi, Mortar Board, and other honor societies may likewise display their societies’ medallions and honor cords. Texas Tech University has five university-wide honoraries: Golden Key, Mortar Board, Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Beta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi.
COLORS REPRESENTING FIELDS OF STUDY

The following is a list of colors established by the Intercollegiate Code representing departments of learning and fields of study:

Maize | Agriculture
Blue-Violet | Architecture
White | Arts, Letters and Humanities
Drab | Business Administration
Lilac | Dentistry
Copper | Economics
Light Blue | Education
Orange | Engineering
Brown | Fine Arts
Russet | Forestry
Maroon | Human Sciences
Crimson | Journalism
Purple | Law
Lemon | Library Science
Green | Medicine
Pink | Music
Apricot | Nursing
Silver Gray | Oratory (Speech)
Olive Green | Pharmacy
Dark Blue | Philosophy
Sage Green | Physical Education
Peacock Blue | Public Administration
Salmon Pink | Public Health
Gold-Yellow | Science
Citron | Social Work
Scarlet | Theology or Divinity
Gray | Veterinary Science

HONOR CORDS / MEDALLION

The following is a list of honor cords/medallions issued by colleges.

Agricultural Sciences & Natural Resources | Green
Architecture | White and Gold
Arts & Sciences | Royal Blue
Business Administration | Royal Blue and Gold
Education | Jade Green and Violet
Engineering | Orange
Honors | Honors Medallion
Human Sciences | Maroon
Media & Communication | Crimson
University Programs | Red
Visual & Performing Arts | Brown
Wind Energy | Blue and Green

UNDERGRADUATE ROBE: A red stole displaying the Double T and seal of Texas Tech University distinguishes students receiving baccalaureate degrees. Degree candidates wearing red cords will graduate with honors designations based on a minimum 3.5 GPA.

TEXAS TECH COMMENCEMENT ANNOUNCEMENTS

GRADUATE PHOTOGRAPHS

A professional photographer will be taking photos of graduates as they receive their diplomas. You may view and order photos online at www.candidcolorphotography.com. Click on “view proofs” and then “graduations.” Images will be posted within 48 hours of the ceremony. Photographers also will be available after the ceremony for photos of friends and family with the graduates. Photographers will be located outside the arena near the north parking lot. There is no charge or obligation for having these photos taken.

COMMENCEMENT DVD

The Texas Tech Alumni Association encourages graduates to order a Texas Tech Commencement DVD to commemorate their achievement. The $45 purchase also will include a one-year Texas Tech Alumni Association gift membership. This membership will help graduates stay connected to Texas Tech. To reserve a copy of today’s ceremony, complete and mail an order form located at one of the tables in each corner of the concourse. Do not leave the forms on the tables. Please mail them to the address on the form. To learn more about the Alumni Association, visit www.TexasTechAlumni.org or call 806.742.3641.
SATURDAY, MAY 11, 9:00 a.m.

SATURDAY, MAY 11, 1:30 p.m.
TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY

SATURDAY, MAY 11, 4:30 p.m.

STAGE

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES & NATURAL RESOURCES

BUSINESS

AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES & NATURAL RESOURCES

BUSINESS

BUSINESS

denoted by

United
supermarkets

ARENA
The first athletic teams of the university were known as the Matadors, a name that reflected the Spanish architectural influence on campus. The change from Matadors to Red Raiders occurred after a Lubbock Avalanche-Journal writer commented on the red uniforms and strong season of the 1932 football team, saying “the Red Raiders from Texas Tech” were the “terror of the Southwest Conference.” The name caught on and by 1936 the team was renamed the Red Raiders. No changes were ever made to the lyrics of the school song, which was penned in 1930. Page from 1936 Student Handbook courtesy of the Southwest Collection.